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ABSTRACT
Excavation and Interpretation: 
42\Vsl26, The Watchman Site 
Zion National Park, Utah
by
Suzanne Bery l Eskenazi
Dr. Vicki Cassman. Examination Committee Chair 
.Assistant Professor o f .Anthropology 
University o f Nevada. Las \  esas
Excavations at 42VVsl26. a Virgin .Anasazi site in Zion National Park. Utah, were 
conducted for three weeks in the summer o f 2(XX) by archaeologists from the Desert 
Research Institute in Las Vegas, Nevada, along w ith high school students and teachers 
from Nevada and southern Utah as part o f a public outreach program. The site consists 
o f aboveground and subsurface storage units and heanh features; no evidence for 
habitation was encountered. The architecture, ceramic, lithic. and ground stone 
assemblages indicate small-scale, short-term use o f the site. Radiocarbon dates from 
charred material, the presence o f both early and later ceramic types, and the architectural 
arrangement and construction methods indicate use during Pueblo 1 ( A.D. 800-1000) and 
late Pueblo II to early Pueblo III periods (.A.D. 1000-1150). A model for public 
interpretation of42W sl26, w hich includes designs for way side signs and a brochure, is 
proposed.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The \  irgin Anasazi represent the westernmost branch o f the Anasazi population, 
prehistoric people who lived in the northern Southwest from approximately A.D. 1 to 
A.D. 1200. The Virgin Anasazi region spanned a vast area, which included three major 
divisions: the Colorado Plateaus, the St. George Basin, and the Low land Virgin .Area 
located along the \  irgin and .Muddy Rivers iLyneis 1995:203). V ariation in site types, 
including storage-only, habitation, and non-architectural sites, has led to debate 
surrounding the defining characteristics o f the Virgin .Anasazi. Sites are frequently noted 
for their successive reuse and rebuilding episodes, often spanning hundreds o f years 
(Dally and McFadden 1985. 1988). This makes it d ifficu lt to identify specific 
occupations at a particular site.
Research has focused on refining a Virgin .Anasazi chronology as well as 
discovering subsistence practices, settlement patterns, and understanding interaction w ith 
neighboring populations. However, the Virgin branch remains the least understood o f the 
Greater Southwestern .Anasazi populations. There are a number o f possible explanations 
for this. Upham < 1984:237) points out that early investigators "often dealt with the most 
visible o f cultural remains (Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde) or the most apparent 
developmental problems (the pit house to pueblo transition, the development o f maize
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
agriculture, abandonment)." I argue that scholars in the American Southwest still tend to 
IV eus their attention on larger .Anasazi populations to the east, closer to the Four Comers 
region. I f  archaeologists were to e.xamme only large scale, visible settlements, then the 
information that can be obtained from smaller-scale settlements and regional adaptations 
to diverse environments would be lost. Further research on traits that identify the Virgin 
Anasazi. smaller-scale populations to the west, w ill ensure that data from these groups is 
not ignored or lost in the archaeological record. To this end. the focus o f my study is 
42\Vsl26. or the Watchman Site. (Figure 1 ) a small Virgin .Anasazi site located just 
inside the south entrance to Zion National Park.
Excavations at the Watchman Site provided an opportunity to investigate Virgin 
Anasazi settlement and subsistence strategies utilized during the prehistoric occupation of 
w hat is now know n as Zion National Park. My hypothesis states that the inhabitants of 
the park along the North Fork o f the Virgin River from Pueblo I to Pueblo III times (A.D. 
8DO-.A.D. 1150) were utilizing higher elevations above river terraces with arable land for 
short-term storage and food processing. My research tests the hypothesis that 42WsI26 
indicates small-scale, temporary use o f the site. In this research, temporary is defined as 
seasonal or other, shorter term use.
Why would this site illustrate such small-scale, temporary use? 42Wsl26 is 
located along the .North Fork o f the V irgin River, and is one o f approximately forty 
know n archaeological sites in Zion Cany on. Many o f the know n sites along the North 
Fork o f the Virgin River have been identified as modest in scale, especially w hen 
compared with known sites along the East Fork, in Parunuweap Canyon (this canyon is 
illustrated in Figure 1 ). These sites are discussed in more detail in chapter two. The last
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 1. Location o f 42 Ws 126.
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survey o f Zion Canyon was conducted in 1984 (detailed in Connor and Vetter 1984) and 
focused only on the canyon bottom. The survey was not comprehensive; the crew did not 
examine the slopes o f the canyon for potential archaeological sites. .A more intensive 
survey o f Zion Canyon may result in the identification o f previously unknown sites. At 
the same time, additional data from above the canyon bottom would have the potential to 
better illuminate \  irgin .Anasazi settlement patterns in the cany on.
I suggest that the Watchman Site be viewed as one example o f the adaptive 
diversity that characterized the Virgin .Anasazi in Zion National Park, southern Utah, 
southern Nevada, and portions o f northern .Anzona for approximately 1200 years. This 
pattern o f adaptive diversity is distinguished by distinct modes o f subsistence and 
settlement behaviors that are identified in artifacts and architecture and distributed across 
a w ide geographical region. McFadden ( 1996:30) identifies residential mobility coupled 
w ith storage capabilities as the key components o f this adaptive strategy. The Watchman 
Site's location on a knoll above the Virgin River fioodplain made it an ideal location for 
storing wild and cultivated food items. In my research. I apply data from the Watchman 
Site into this model o f adaptive diversity to determine its applicability to Zion National 
Park.
Data from sites across the Southwest suggest that in some regions there may have 
been a variety o f subsistence strategies in use at the same time, w ith both sedentary and 
more mobile hunter-gatherer populations overlapping in the same region (Upham 
1984:250). The variety o f Virgin .Anasazi site types illustrates that this "serial and 
contemporaneous adaptive diversity”  (Upham 1984:250) may very well have been put to 
use in Zion Canvon. The \ ’irain Anasazi made conscious decisions about when to move
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and what and where to plant, process, and store, and this is also visible in the vanability 
o f architectural sites in the region. The Watchman Site could have been used as a short­
term base camp for procuring and storing food by people w hose habitation w as either 
along the North Fork o f the Virgin River or the East Fork o f the N'irgin River, in 
Parunuw eap Cans on.
I f  this site is a short-term storage and food-processing site indicative o f \  irgin 
.Anasazi diverse adaptive patterns, I e.xpect this pattern to be reflected in the artifact and 
architectural assemblages. McFadden ( 1996:22) notes that "The typical \  irgin 
farmstead, during any given period, is made up o f several storage units and a single 
residence that form the basic core" o f a typical site." While I do not suggest that the 
Watchman Site w as a farmstead. I do expect the architecture to consist o f a number of 
storage cists, w hich should in turn possess evidence o f cultigens and/or other food items. 
A habitation structure should illustrate a temporary presence, such as a small pithouse 
only large enough to support a nuclear or extended family for seasonal or other, short­
term use. I expect that the pit structure would show a limited investment o f energy; that 
is. it would be a simple structure illustrative o f reuse and reconstruction, w ith little 
elaboration. The structure should reflect the Virgin .Anasazi pithouse style. .Architecture 
in the St. George Basin and on the Colorado Plateaus during Pueblo II and early Pueblo 
III times (A.D. 900 -  A.D. 1100) usually consisted o f blocks or slabs with mud mortar 
(Lyneis 1995:209). I f  the Watchman Site correlates well w ith the architectural and 
chronological pattern in Zion National Park, southwestern Utah, and southern Nevada, 
radiocarbon dates too w ill likelv vield dates between Pueblo I and Pueblo III.
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What subsistence practices were occurring at the Watchman Site? Ground stone 
is particularly useful in identifying food-processing behaviors. I f  42W sl26 is 
representative o f small-scale, temporary use. I expect the ground stone anifacts at the 
Watchman Site to reflect this behavior. It is my assumption that ground stone at sites 
indicative o f semi-sedentary lifesty les w ill show evidence o f increasing reliance on 
agriculture. This can be identified through the heavier use o f larger areas on the stone. 
Hard ( 1990:138) suggested that prehistoric people "...selected and manufactured 
appropriate grinding tools for the task at hand." Two-hand manos are associated with the 
grinding o f com. w hile one-hand manos are associated w ith the processing o f w ild seeds 
I Lancaster 1986:177). I expect to find a mix o f these artifacts as a reflection o f short­
term. small-scale food processing at 42Wsl26. The metate collection should illustrate a 
similar pattern and consist o f slab metates and grinding slabs, both o f which could have 
been used w ith one and two-hand manos. Occupants o f the Watchman Site would likely 
have used local materials in the manufacturing o f metates. Because o f the Virgin 
.Anasazi's limited emphasis on grinding and the fact that the stones were not intended to 
be re-used over a long period o f time, it w ould not be economical to expend ef fort in 
production o f ground stone. I suggest that the ground stone anifacts from the Watchman 
Site w ill provide evidence o f local materials in their manufacture.
Westfall ( 1987:148) notes that grinding tool kits associated with w ild resources 
such as seeds are identified by a w ide range o f characteristics that are directly related to 
varying uses and portability, w hile those grinding tool kits associated w ith com have 
more formal characteristics. I suggest that the Virgin Anasazi had a mixed economy of 
both cultivated and w ild foods, and if  42W sl26 illustrates this economy, then the ground
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
stone assemblage w ill include stones associated with both w ild resources and cultivated 
resources. However, since my hypothesis argues for short-term, small-scale use o f the 
site. I expect that ground stone tool kits associated w ith w ild foods w ill dominate the 
assemblage.
Ceramic artifacts from 42Wsl26 w ill also illustrate behavior patterns. Vessel 
form is thought to indicate vessel function (Rice 1987:207-242). Identified functions o f 
ceramic artifacts from the Watchman Site should define storage and cooking patterns that 
w ill support the argument for a population that may have been partly reliant on cultivated 
foods. I f  the use o f the Watchman Site was periodic and short-term, and the population 
utilizing it was doing so for storage and food preparation purposes, then pottery 
indicative o f this should dominate the assemblage. .A number o f researchers have 
examined the relationship between vessel form and vessel function (Rice 1996, 
Henrickson and McDonald 1983. Hally 1986). Allison and Coleman (1998:9.39) state 
that strong relationships between these two properties should generally occur when 
ceramic vessels were used only and always for specific purposes. Generally, bow ls are 
indicative o f serving, w hile jars are indicative of cooking, storage, and transportation o f 
food items (Perry 1998:3. Lange 1998:124). I suggest that populations utilizing the 
Watchman Site could have been storing cultivated items along w ith w ild foods in jars 
there. In addition. I expect that the ratio o f plain to painted wares at the Watchman Site 
w ill be more like the ratios at other storage-only sites than those at habitation sites.
Lithic artifacts are also indicative o f settlement and subsistence behaviors at the 
site. The assumption for this study is as follow s: i f  the site displays characteristics o f 
more long-term use. expedient tools w ill dominate the assemblage. Conversely, i f  the
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site is characteristic o f a short-term mobility, formal tools w ill dominate the assemblage. 
This assumption is based on Andrefsky's ( 1998) and Parry and Kelly's ( 1987) research. 
E.xpedient. informal tools are typically manufactured for a particular task and used only 
once before being discarded. Formal tools, to the contrary. are multifunction and 
multiuse implements (Parry and Kelly 1987:298). In addition. if42W sl26  is indicative 
of short-term mobility , then I w ill expect to find a high debitage to tool ratio reflecting 
tool manufacture at the site. Evidence for a trash midden or lack thereof (including lithic. 
ceramic, and macrobotanical debris) w il l also indicate relative duration o f occupation. 
Dailey and McFadden state that middens are "...fa irly  well-defined and purposeful areas 
o f trash accumulation, as opposed to the random and incidental accumulations o f debris 
over the areas o f intensive occupation and activity”  (Dailey and McFadden 1985:47).
42Wsl26 is one o f the few prehistoric architectural sites in Zion Canyon. O f the 
nearly forty know n sites in the main canyon, only eleven are identifiably architectural. 
The diverse array o f Virgin .Anasazi site types varies in relation to subsistence activities. 
Previous archaeological investigations from 1934 to 1991 at 42Wsl26 identified several 
structures by the location o f upright slabs on the ground surface and a number o f surface 
artifacts. Based on prior research in Zion National Park. I suggest that the Virgin 
Anasazi utilized 42Wsl26 for short-term food processing and storage. Further, I suggest 
that these prehistoric occupants could have been partially reliant on agricultural 
resources, and left behind artifacts illustrating these kinds o f behaviors. The chapters that 
follow present a literature review of previous Virgin Anasazi archaeological 
investigations, the methods used for testing the hypothesis o f the Watchman Site as a 
temporary, small-scale storage and food-processing site, the findings, a discussion of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
their meaning, and conclusions regarding this research. The importance o f interpreting 
the Watchman Site for the public and a proposal for how it can be accomplished by the 
National Park Service is also presented following the conclusions o f this research.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Southwestern Archaeology 
In order to better place this study o f the N'irgin Anasazi at 42W sl26 in proper 
perspective, a brief review o f current southwest archaeological thought is presented here. 
Southwest archaeology is an intensive, continuously e.xpanding field o f research, and 
archaeologists working in this area pursue answers to questions that span the horizon of 
the entire field o f archaeology. Some o f these questions pertain to: the Basketmaker to 
Pueblo transition (Talbot 1998). the transition to agriculture (W ills 1988), the effects of 
environment on land use patterns through time (.Ahlstrom et al. 1995), aggregations and 
abandonments (Lipe 1995. .Adler et al. 1996. Cordell et al. 1994). trade and e.xchange 
with other groups (Toli 1991 ). macro-regional relationships (McGuire et al. 1994). and 
violence, competition, and conflict (Turner and Turner 1999. Wilcox and Haas 1994). 
These topics only begin to skim the surface o f southw est archaeology . Several o f these 
avenues are discussed in brief below. w ith respect to their relevance to studies o f the 
Virgin .Anasazi.
One of the most recurring issues in southw est archaeology relevant to this 
research is that o f fluctuating environmental conditions and their effect on prehistoric 
human settlement and subsistence patterns. Environmental conditions have affected 
demography across the southwest for the past 2000 years, mostly through local
10
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behavioral adaptations. .Adler et al. ( 1996:385 i argue that humans respond to changes in 
rainfall, water table levels, biomass, and soil depth through behavior shifts which are 
evident in settlement patterns and visible in the archaeological record.
Periods o f aggregation and abandonment have been noted throughout the 
southwest region through time. The southwest was characterized by accelerated growth 
and increased regional population between A.D. 800-1000 (Dean et al. 1994). Population 
size began to decline after this period, and increasing drought conditions caused an even 
more severe decline after A.D. 1200. In the Virgin .Anasazi region, some responses to 
changing environmental conditions may have included liv ing and planting along reliable 
water sources, settling near arable land, storing backup food supplies, and living in 
sustainable community sizes appropriate for resource availability.
.Archaeologists working in the American Southwest have also pursued the nature 
o f relationships between prehistoric groups. A regional perspective is imperative in any 
avenue o f archaeological research, especially w hen examining how and to w hat extent 
neighboring culture groups interact. Prehistoric groups did not operate in isolation, as 
evidenced by trade items that appear in many prehistoric assemblages (Plog 1995. Lyneis 
1992. Hegmon et al. 2ÜÜ0). How did people from the .Mesa Verde. Kayenta. \  irgin. and 
the Fremont culture areas e.xchange goods and/or information? Are there visible, 
identifiable differences betw een these groups in the archaeological record? The methods 
o f distinguishing betw een these culture groups in the southwest often include comparing 
and contrasting architectural patterns, ceramics, and lithic assemblages at various sites 
throughout the region. Talbot's ( 1990) comparison o f the Mesa Verde. Kayenta. and 
Virgin .Anasazi architectural patterns found that many things, such as the change from
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subsurface to surface habitations, were adopted much later in the Virgin region than in 
the Mesa Verde and Kayenta regions to the east. Likewise, kivas, while found at many 
sites in the former two regions, are rare in the Virgin area. Those structures that have 
been recorded as kivas in the Virgin area are questionable (Lyneis 1995:217-2181.
Trade and exchange between various culture groups in the southwest can be 
identified through research on pottery designs and temper sources (Lyneis 1992. Perry 
1998). Ceramic analyses in the southwest are based on fundamental differences that vary 
by region. Likew ise, lithic analysis in the southwest often focuses on sources of raw 
materials and differences in projectile point types in order to determine points of origin 
for artifacts and potential trade behaviors (Torres 2000). With a broad understanding of 
general southwest archaeology in mind, a more focused study on the Virgin .Anasazi can 
commence.
Virgin .Anasazi
The Virgin .Anasazi region includes portions o f southern Utah, southern Nevada, 
and northern .Arizona. The Virgin .Anasazi were bordered on the south by the Colorado 
River, on the east by the Kayenta .Anasazi. on the north by Fremont people, and to the 
west by mobile populations (ethnohistorically. the Southern Paiute and Chemehuevi) 
(Lyneis 1995:201 ). They were characterized by flexible subsistence and group 
organization strategies, which are identified in the architecture they left behind. Some 
sites show accretional growth in a short period o f time, such as C lif fs  Edge (Jenkins 
1981 ) and Three Mile Ruin ( Aikens 1965) and the Little Man Sites (Dailey and 
McFadden 1988). Conversely, other sites show intermittent use o f rooms over a longer
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period o f time, such as Pinenut (Westfall 1987) and Red C liffs (Dailey and McFadden 
1985).
Habitation sites were built in locations close to agricultural land, generally along 
rivers, streams, natural drainages, or creeks (Lyneis 1995:210). Habitation sites included 
enclosed, roofed structures, with hearths and storage capabilities. The "co-residential 
group." or the small group o f one or several families at a habitation site, w as the basic 
economic unit in Virgin .Anasazi society (Lyneis 1995:210). These groups were 
dispersed and do not appear to have grow n in size through time. Excavations at Quail 
Creek (Walling et al. 1986) identified non-architectural sites, sites with habitation 
structures only, and storage-only structures. .Aikens ( 1965) also identified Parunuweap 
Knoll and Sand H ill as storage-only sites.
Chronology
Virgin .Anasazi chronology remains underdeveloped (Lyneis 1995:209). 
Archaeologists use a generalized version o f the Pecos Classification for Virgin .Anasazi 
times, w ith the dates taken from the Kayenta to the east. The beginning and ending dates 
remain flexible, as the applicability o f this classification further west continues to be 
tested. Horticulture was first practiced during the Basketmaker 11 period, from 
approximately 300 B.C.-A.D. 400. on the Colorado Plateau before the manufacture of 
pottery and sedentary villages (Altschul and Fairley 1989:100). Artifacts from this time 
period include sandals, coiled baskets, human hair cordage, dart foreshafts, atlatls, and 
others. The Basketmaker 111 period, from A.D. 400-8(X). is assumed to be a development 
from the Basketmaker 11 period (Aikens 1966). The bow and arrow replaced the spear
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and the atlatl. and two-handed manos and trough metates appeared. In addition, plain 
gray sand-tempered pottery was made for the first time i Altschul and Fairley 1989:112».
The Pueblo 1. period, from .A.D. 800-1000. is defined by larger and mere formal 
pit villages, including semi-subterranean structures for storage and habitation, as well as 
improved ceramic production (.Altschul and Fairley 1989:113). The Pueblo 11 period, 
from A.D. 1000-1150. is defined by a greater emphasis on horticulture and farming, 
including check dams and storage units. Increased populations are indicated by larger 
habitation structures, and ceramics are characterized by more elaborate designs. Site 
lay outs become even more formalized. The Pueblo 111 period begins at .A.D. 1150. w ith a 
lack o f consensus on the ending date for this period in the Virgin Anasazi region. Ly neis 
( 1995:217) defines the early Pueblo III penod from A.D 1150-1225.
Subsistence
Research on the Virgin .Anasazi has focused on chronology, population 
aggregation and dispersion, production and distribution o f material goods, relationships 
with neighboring populations such as the Kayenta and Fremont, and settlement and 
subsistence behaviors. The areas producing the most theoretical concerns, and those 
relative to this research, are those focused on how the Virgin .Anasazi coped with a 
generally harsh, uninviting environment. .Archaeologists have argued for more than a 
decade over whether these prehistoric populations were fu ll time farmers. (Dailey and 
.McFadden 1988. Martin 1996. McFadden 1996) or i f  they practiced a mixed economy, 
combining com dependence w ith w ild plants and animals (Janetski 1993. Westfall 1987. 
Ly neis 1995). Com and beans w ere part o f the diet by Basketmaker 11. and squash w as 
grow n by Pueblo 1. i f  not before (Lyneis 1995:220). Meat came from artiodacty Is.
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cottontails, and jackrabbits. The degree o f reliance on w ild plants, domestic plants, and 
animal resources remains a subject o f controversy.
Subsistence behavior is innately tied to settlement behavior. I f  the \  irgin .Anasazi 
were entirely dependent on the production and storage o f com and other cultigens. such 
choices likely required sedentary behavior as a direct result. Howe\er. i f  they relied on a 
mi.\ed economy. the V irgin .Anasazi could have utilized a combination o f sedentary and 
mobile lifesty les. While the answer to this problem remains unclear, w hat is visible is the 
diversity o f \'irg in  Anasazi site types across southem Nevada, southem Utah, and 
portions o f nonhem .Arizona that illustrate regional and local adaptations to changing 
environmental conditions. A review o f some o f the previously in\estigated Virgin 
Anasazi sites provides a background to the present research at 42Wsl26.
Virgin Anasazi Sites
A number o f V irgin .Anasazi sites provide evidence for a mixed economy. One of 
these is the Pinenut Site, located on the Kanab Plateau o f northwestem .Arizona at an 
elevation o f 5440 feet above sea level ( Figure 2 ). Kanab Creek Cany on, the major 
drainage m proximity to the site, is supported by a number o f other minor drainages and 
springs within six miles o f the site. The nearby availability o f water w as probably an 
important consideration for the occupants o f the Pinenut Site and other sites located on 
the Kanab Plateau. Excavations yielded a semi-subterranean pit stmcture, a room block 
consisting o f one living room, three storage rooms, one activity room and one storage- 
heating pit. and one isolated slab-lined cist complex (Westfall 1987:ii). The site was 
likely occupied during at least three distinct occupations, the first between
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A.D. 1050-1100. and the second and third between A.D. 1200-1250/1275. Each o f the 
occupational episodes was characterized by the use o f a dwelling, a storage room, an 
activity room adjacent to the storage room, and an isolated slab-lined cist (Westfall 
1987:181 ). The site w as likely used by small family groups, the composition o f w hich 
probably remained constant over the years.
Pollen analysis, the faunal collection, and the stone tool and ceramic assemblages 
from the site all illustrate a mi.xed economy, which incorporated both w ild resources and 
horticulture. The Pinenut Site likely served as a seasonal, summer habitation site 
I Westfall 1987:182). Low amounts o f fauna and a shallow midden point to brief 
depositional episodes. Excavation methods involved screening all dirt through 1/4" mesh 
screens. The divers lithic assemblage from the site included 30 projectile points and 135 
utilized flakes, along with drills, scrapers, cores, knives, hammerstones. and digging 
implements (Westfall 1987:116-1-14). In addition to the stone tools, 1197 pieces o f 
debitage were recovered. Excavations yielded a ceramic assemblage of 1053 sherds, 
representing Virgin Senes. Shinarump. .VIoapa. Kayenta. and San Juan wares (Westfall 
1987:102). O f these. 527 were from jars, and 189 were from bow ls. The high number of 
jars is indicative o f the importance o f storage, w hile the small number o f bow 1-shaped 
vessels is indicative o f unintensive food preparation, consumption, and serving. The 24 
ground stone artifacts recovered included six two-hand manos. three trough metates. and 
six grinding slabs, among others. Westfall ( 1987:182) states that the "lack o f formal 
techno-morphological attributes...implies that both domesticated and w ild resources were 
only minimally processed to reduce them to a lower-bulk size for storage and/or transport 
or for immediate consumption." Six flotation samples from the Pinenut Site yielded two
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corncob fragments, and the majority o f charred seeds w ere Chenopodium sp. (goosefoot) 
(Westfall 1987:180). Other seeds included pigweed, sunflower, hedgehog cactus, ground 
cherry. and globe mallow.
Westfall uses the data from the Pinenut Site to argue for an adaptive strategy put 
to use on Water Cany on Point w hich involved seasonal summer occupation o f the site in 
order to obtain horticultural produce supplemented by w ild plant resources and small 
amounts o f game (Westfall 1987:183). She suggests that the interval o f occupation 
between .A.D. 11ÜÜ and A.D. 1200 was in response to declining environmental 
conditions. Gradually increasing water tables after this period may have supported 
reoccupation o f the area (Westfall 1987:184). Stored surplus at the Pinenut Site also 
would have helped occupants to survive during periodic resource stress.
David Wilco.x ( 1988) suggests an alternative explanation for the occupation at the 
Pinenut Site. I f  an extended family did live and farm locally at the site, others could have 
formed task groups and left to exploit wild foods (Wilco.x 1988:69). Wilco.x also notes 
( 1988:69) that seeds that do not mature until fall were present in the pithouse and in 
Room 3. Secondly. Wilco.x offers an alternative reconstruction pattern for the Pinenut 
Site. Initial construction o f the arc formed by Rooms A. B. and C w as built in the late 
lOOO's (W ilcox 1988:69). The pithouse. Room E. and the cist were then built in the 
middle 1200’s. Room D was added later, and Rooms B and C were re-roofed. Finally, 
the ramada. Room A. was reused as an activity area (Wilco.x 1988:69). Implications o f 
the alternative construction pattern are that the earlier component was a short-lived 
summer habitation site in the late l(X)0’s. The later component, conversely, was a year-
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round occupation o f an extended family that used tw o habitation structures, tw o or three 
storage rooms, and several storage cists.
Citing a lack o f evidence for the utilization of w ild plants. Dailey and McFadden 
( 1985. 1988) argue that the Virgin .Anasazi in the St. George Basin were stnctly farmers. 
Virtually every known \  irgin .Anasazi site in the St. George Basin (except the Red Cliffs 
Site) is located e.xceptionally close to the Virgin River, a live and dependable water 
source. .Although the St. George Basin is characterized by high summer temperatures, 
low amounts o f rainfall, and a high evaporation rate, it does provide several perennial 
streams and numerous springs in addition to the Virgin River (Dailey and McFadden 
1988:12). Settlers along the Virgin River could utilize arable land and rely heavily on 
agriculture, unlike locations in the uplands. Geographic location appears to have a direct 
influence on \  irgin .Anasazi subsistence and settlement strategies. Regional 
environmental conditions differed between uplands and locations along the nver. Upland 
areas are charactenzed by higher amounts of rainfall and differing vegetation and fauna 
populations.
The Red C liffs Site is located in the St. George Basin in southwestern Utah, about 
13 miles northeast o f the present city o f St. George at an elevation o f 3260 feet above sea 
level (Figure 3). The site is located on a low north-south trending ridge, and is 
approximately 900 meters north o f the confluence o f Leeds Creek and Quail Creek 
(Dailey and McFadden 1985:5). Leeds Creek and Quail Creeks are both dependable 
w ater sources, both o f w hich would have been welcome to the V irg in .Anasazi occupants 
in the St. George Basin. Excavations at the site in two separate areas by Dailey and 
McFadden (1985) yielded 27 storage units, two habitation structures, outdoor flrepits.
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midden areas, use surfaces, and other features. Periodic site occupation was shown to 
span several hundred years, representing both Pueblo 1 and Pueblo 11 periods; 
radiocarbon dates from the site spanned from .A.D. 470 to A.D. 1140 (Dailey and 
.McFadden 1985:44-45).
The artifact assemblage from the site was modest. Screens were not used during 
excavations. Lithic artifacts were diverse and included 33 projectile points, 22 bifaces, 
204 cores. 46 hammerstones. a number o f choppers, scrapers, utilized flakes, knives, and 
1.978 pieces o f debitage (Dailey and McFadden 1985:124-127). The ceramic assemblage 
totaled 5.521 sherds, including Tusayan, Moapa. Kayenta. and Shinarump w ares, the 
majority o f which (4.804) were plain (Dailey and McFadden ( 1985:182). Very few intra 
and inter regional intrusives were identified in the collection. The ceramic collection was 
temporally restncted. and ranged from Basketmaker 111 to Pueblo 11 times. Ground stone 
included eleven metates and metate fragments. 31 mano and mano fragments, and seven 
fragments that could not be classified (Dailey and McFadden 1985:138-141 ). One ax was 
also recovered.
Sixteen o f the flotation samples analy zed from the Red Cliffs site y ielded 38 
charred botanical remains, 46 unbumed botanical remains, and 180 items o f micro-refuse 
(Heath 1988b:320). The 84 botanical remains represented sunflower, goosefoot, juniper, 
globemallow , grass, cheatgrass. com, serviceberry, and toadflax. Cheatgrass, an 
introduced species, w as not present on this continent until the expansion o f the 
Europeans. The sunflower and com remains were found in charred condition only; the 
goosefoot and serviceberry were found both charred and unbumed, and the remaining 
items were found unbumed only (Heath 1988b:320). Chenopodium spp. seeds, or
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goosefoot. were the most frequently occurring taxon ( 51 percent o f the botanical 
remains), while Zea mays, or com. the only domesticate recovered from the Red Cliffs 
Site, represented 19 percent of the total botanical remains recovered (Heath 1988b:321 ). 
Micro-refuse recovered from the Red C liffs Site included 98 bone fragments. 71 lithics. 
and a small number of ceramic sherds, shell fragments, and one stone bead fragment. 
Flotation samples were collected from firepits, habitation stmctures. and storage cists.
Dailey and .McFadden used the Red C liffs site in conjunction with the Little Man 
Sites to argue for a full-time, year-round Virgin .Anasazi occupation with a heavy 
dependence on agriculture (Dailey and McFadden 1988;iii). The Little Man Sites are 
also located in the St. George Basin in southwestem Utah, about three miles northwest of 
the present tow n o f Hurricane i Figure 3). They consist o f four sites, each w ith a 
pithouse. storage stmctures. and other outdoor features. Radiocarbon dates established a 
chronology for the sites: Little Man 1. 1110 -)-/- 50 (A.D. 840) and 1060 -t-/- 70 (A.D. 
890): Little Man 2. 950 +/- 60 (A.D. 1000); Little Man 3. 1190 +/- 50 (A.D. 760); and 
Little Man 4. 890 +/- 60 (A.D. 1060) (Dailey and McFadden 1988:33-34. 88. 149. 205). 
This places Little Man 3 in Pueblo 1 times, and the other three sites in Pueblo 11 times 
(Dailey and McFadden 1988:274). Due to a problem with possible "old wood." the best 
possible dates were used to establish the chronology at the L ittle  Man sites.
Ceramic assemblages were larger at Little Man 2 and 3. totaling 6,068 and 2,578 
sherds respectively. Little Man 1 and 4 totaled 536 and 133 respectively (Dailey and 
McFadden 1988:231-239). Plain wares for all four sites amounted to 8,372; 1,428 were 
painted. The lith ic assemblage included 1,206 tools and cores and 2,086 pieces of 
debitage. Tools included 770 utilized flakes, 104 cores, eight projectile points, and a
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collection o f bifaces, scrapers, hammerstones. gravers, drills, and pounding stones 
I Dailey and McFadden 1988:244-254). The two larger sites. Little Man 2 and 3. yielded 
a larger assemblage of ground stone, indicating either a greater variety o f activities at the 
site or a longer duration o f occupation. The ground stone assemblage included 131 
manos. 32 manos. 32 grinding slabs. 5 mauls, and other items. The assemblages were 
very similar though time, indicating a continuation o f food processing behaviors from 
Pueblo 1 through Pueblo 11. .Again, a lack o f screening at the Little Man Sites excavations 
had the potential to distort the amount and types o f recovered artifacts.
Dailey and McFadden argue for two types o f core" sites: one consisting o f both 
habitation and storage structures, and the other consisting o f solely storage structures. 
They suggest i Dailey and McFadden 1988:285) that the latter type of core site is not 
indicative o f a satellite o f another larger site, but rather "a test' from an established 
(although small-scale) site domiciling a group considering a move, or perhaps with a new 
nuclear family needing to be established." In addition, they also presume (Dailey and 
McFadden 1988:285) that storage only sites eventually evolved' into full blown 
habitation sites, and argue that there are no sites in the St. George Basin that support a 
seasonal mobility pattern for the Virgin Anasazi.
The authors rely mostly upon negative data to support their proposition that the 
Virgin .Anasazi were agriculture-dependent. The amount o f w ild plant materials at 
known sites is small, and the most common native plant {Chenopodium) surrounding 
sites in the St. George Basin is weedy and could be either cultivated or intrusive (Dailey 
and McFadden 1988:287). There are also other abundant native plants that are simply 
not show ing up in the archaeological record. Some examples at the Little Man sites
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include ricegrass. Ephedra, mesquite. and others. There were 47 flotation samples 
analyzed from the Little Man Sites, which yielded 468 macrofossils and 194 items of 
microrefuse. The macrofossils included sunflower, mustard, goosefoot. juniper, com. 
spurge, and mint (Heath 1988a;304). Generally, there is a lack o f faunal remains at many 
Virgin .Anasazi sites. I f  there were no remains at all. poor preservation could be the 
pnmary culprit. To the contrary. there are small amounts o f faunal remains at many sites, 
and the modern-day abundance o f small game such as rabbits, muskrats, and beavers 
bnngs into question why these are not found in greater numbers in the archaeological 
record.
There does not appear to be direct evidence for a full-time, long-term dependence 
on agriculture at the Red C liffs and Little Man Sites. Seemingly, Dailey and McFadden s 
only evidence for such a subsistence base is site location and type. They state that V irgin 
Anasazi sites are "e.xtremely clean" and that "...there is simply not a great deal o f 
material -  carbonized or agriculture or otherw ise -  coming out o f the ground" ( Dailey 
and McFadden 1988:292). The authors point to the accretional nature o f \'irg in  .Anasazi 
sites and their location along arable land to illustrate that agriculture would have been the 
only viable subsistence base in the St. George Basin.
Salvage archaeology at the Quail Creek Reservoir resulted in the excavation o f 18 
sites and the testing o f 31 others, the majority o f w hich were o f Virgin .Anasazi 
affiliation. Quail Creek is located in southwestern Utah on the northern edge o f the St. 
George Basin, and is characterized by a diverse environmental community (Figure 3).
The project area is defined by a hot and a cold desert ecotone, a direct result o f elevation 
changes within the region (Walling et al. 1986:29). The Quail Creek and its tributaries
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head in the Pine Valley Mountains, (located west o f the project area) and are dependent 
upon rainfall in the upper elevations. With an average rainfall o f less than ten inches a 
year in the Quail Creek area, dependence on Quail Creek and the Virgin River was 
necessary for successful horticulture. Spring precipitation was enough for planting crops, 
but the drought during the summer likely required irrigation for cultivation (Walling et al. 
1986.41).
E.xcavations at Quail Creek yielded a diverse array o f site types, including limited 
activity, storage-only, and full habitation, as well as rockshelters. .Architecture was built 
in ty pical \  irgin .Anasazi fashion, using slab-lined structure walls and floors. The variety 
o f site types can be used to illustrate the adaptive diversity that characterizes the Virgin 
.Anasazi. Three sites at Quail Creek contained no habitation structures at all. and were 
identified as storage sites. These sites were 42Ws385. 42Ws386. and 42Ws397. Site 
42Ws385 is located approximately 75 meters east o f and 20 meters above Quail Creek at 
an elevation o f 2960 feet above sea level (Walling et al. 1986:176). Three storage cists, 
all badly affected by erosion, were identified. Artifacts at the site included St. George 
Black-on-gray sherds, which point to an early Pueblo 11 time frame (Walling et al.
1986:180). The shape and construction o f the cists, however, points to Pueblo 1 
construction patterns (unattached, single circular cists), although a radiocarbon date o f 
A.D. 710 might have been due to the use o f old w ood.
Site 42Ws386 w as located on a terrace 50 meters w est o f and 30 meters above 
Quail Creek at an elevation o f 2960 feet above sea level (Walling et al. 1986:180). It 
consists o f one storage cist and one roasting pit. both built using sandstone slabs. A 
radiocarbon date taken from the roasting pit y ielded a date o f A.D. 900. w hich was
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consistent w ith the identified St. George and Washington Black-on-gray ceramic sherds. 
Finally, site 42Ws397 consists o f a sherd and lithic scatter in association w ith two 
contiguous slab-lined storage cists, w hich rest on a terrace 15 to 20 meters above the east 
bank o f the V irgin River (Walling et al. 1986:347). Elevation at the site was 2860 feet 
above sea level. The few painted ceramic sherds and the construction o f the storage cists 
in an arc alignment, point to a Pueblo 1 affiliation. No radiocarbon dates were taken from 
the site.
Radiocarbon dating yielded an age range for the entire project area spanning the 
period o f approximately .A.D. 600 to A.D. 1150 or possibly A.D. 1200 (Walling et al. 
1986:ii I. Screens were not used dunng excavation because o f time constraints during the 
project. This ob\ iously had the potential to have a major impact on the amount and types 
o f artifacts recovered from each site; however, the authors (Walling et al. 1986:46) 
stressed that a representative sample was recovered dunng excavation to correlate 
artifacts w ith architecture and radiocarbon dates.
Overall, artifact assemblages from the Quail Creek sites were similar to those 
found at other sites in the St. George Basin. The lithic assemblage included 7,000 pieces 
o f debitage. 102 utilized flakes. 257 cores. 39 hammerstones. 24 scrapers. 22 drills, 
projectile points, bifaces, and edge pounders (Walling et al. 1986:411 ). The ceramic 
assemblages yielded early plain and painted wares, as well as later corrugated wares, 
illustrating the time depth found at the Quail Creek sites. Corrugated wares have been 
dated to approximately A.D. 1050 (Walling et al. 1986:356). Data on vessel forms was 
not published.
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Four hundred and sixty tw o pieces o f ground stone w ere recovered, including 44 
metates. 42 grinding slabs, and 144 manos. among others. The smaller limited activity 
and storage sites were dominated by food processing tools such as manos. metates. and 
grinding slabs, while the larger habitation and storage sites yielded greater amounts and 
types o f ground stone artifacts including abrading stones, polishing stones, edge grinders, 
and axes. Like the Red C liffs Site, food processing tool kits at respective site types 
remained similar through time (Walling et al. 1986:426). .A total o f 491 botanical 
remains were recovered from 45 productive flotation samples (Walling et al. 1986:479). 
Com (Zea mays) dominated the charred remains, while the unbumed remains were 
dominated by goosefoot (Chenopodium spp.). Samples were collected from features such 
as hearths and cist and pithouse floors. This continuation o f tool types in conjunction 
w ith the pollen and macrofossil evidence from the sites demonstrates that there were no 
changes over time in either wild or domesticated food resources (Walling et al.
1986:426).
The Main Ridge Community at Lost City is a Virgin .Anasazi settlement in the 
Moapa Valley, located east o f the Muddy River floodplain and at the southwest edge o f a 
divide that cuts through the southeastem end o f Mormon Mesa (Lyneis 1992:6) (Figure 
4). The margins o f the site have been eroded away by Lake Mead, and it continues to be 
threatened by w ave action. The floodplain o f the Muddy River lies west o f Main Ridge, 
although the nature of the river during prehistoric times is unknown. Harrington 
conducted initial excavations at Main Ridge in the 1920's. and named the area Pueblo 
Grande de Nevada. More recent excavations at Main Ridge in 1980. 1987. and 1988 by 
the University o f Nevada. Las Vegas concentrated on possible communities represented
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by more than 40 "houses" (named such by Harrington), with each house generally 
considered a site (Lyneis 1992:9). The low amounts o f corrugated pottery along w ith 
substantial amounts o f Shivw its Plain and Moapa Gray Wares date the occupation at 
Main Ridge to early Pueblo 11 times, appro.ximately 1050-1100 (Ly neis 1992:37). The 
site was abandoned follow ing this time period. .An organized site layout seems to be 
lacking at Main Ridge; rather, houses were placed on every available piece of land, 
dictated only by topography. There is a high amount o f variability in architecture, w ith 
some rooms completely detached from others, some aligned in arcs, and still others 
thatformed clusters. Enclosed habitation rooms w ith hearths and attached storage 
facilities illustrate year round residences. Households at Main Ridge were likely 
sedentary , although the term of residence at one specific location was short-lived (Lyneis 
1992:80). Many sites on the Sand Bench along the northeast margin o f the Moapa Valley 
show evidence o f reoccupation and reconstruction. Ly neis suggests 10 to 15 years as the 
approximate length o f occupation at individual structures.
The ceramic assemblage from Main Ridge consists o f 12.083 sherds, w hich date 
to the middle Pueblo 11 time period (Lyneis 1992:37). Tusayan. Moapa. and Shivw its 
wares are all represented in the assemblage, composing a total o f 128 sherds from bow ls 
and 405 sherds from jars. One o f the lim iting factors in examining the data from Main 
Ridge is its early excavation and long exposure to the elements o f nature and 
unauthorized collection at the site. For this reason, surface data should be considered 
w ith caution. No lithics were analy zed from Main Ridge.
Subsistence strategies at the Main Ridge community must be inferred from items 
found with burials. No studies o f food remains from middens were conducted, but
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associated with burials were com. squash, pine nuts, and screw bean (Lyneis 1992:79).
At .Mesa House, another Pueblo 11 V irgin Anasazi site in the Moapa Valley, a basket of 
sunflower seeds was found w ith Burial 1 (Schellbach 1930:101 ) and yucca and agave 
quids were found in salt caves (Shutler 1961:58-59). The Moapa Valley has a long 
grow ing season, and this combined w ith the availability o f many natural food items 
supports a mi.xed-economy subsistence model for Main Ridge and the Moapa Valley in 
general. Faunal resources may have been more limited, but jackrabbits. cottontails, and 
desert tortoises were identified at .Adam 2. (Ferris 1989) another late Pueblo 11 site in the 
Moapa Valley. These same resources may have been available to the prehistoric 
occupants o f Main Ridge, although no direct evidence was reponed for these.
The University o f Nevada. Las Vegas, during several field seasons between 1979 
and 1983. conducted test e.xcavations at .Adam 2. or 26Ck2059. a single component 
Virgin .Anasazi site located in the lower Moapa Valley (Figure 4). Located on the eastern 
margin of the floodplain o f the Muddy River. .Adam 2 consists o f an arc o f storage rooms, 
w hich terminates in an open habitation room, a group o f rectilinear rooms, and a possible 
plastered plaza floor that is sheltered by the arc o f storerooms (Lyneis et al. 1989:9). The 
site sits about 150 meters from the edge o f the floodplain and about 12 meters above it.
The habitation room had burned, and charcoal removed from the collapsed roof yielded a 
radiocarbon dale of .A.D. 1140 (Lyneis et al. 1989:12). Ceramics illustrate that the site 
was not occupied prior to A.D. 1100 (Lyneis et al. 1989:19). Nine hundred and ten 
sherds were recovered from the surface units, and another 2.499 sherds were recovered 
from excavated units. Kayenta. Mesa Verde. Tusayan. Moapa. and paddle-and-anvil
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pottery wares were all represented (Lyneis et al. 1989:27-28). The screened units yielded 
148 ja r rims and 90 bow l rims.
The primary objective o f e.xcavations at .Adam 2 was to explore the nature o f the 
prehistoric occupation at the site. For this reason, excavations were limited. However, 
sizeable amounts o f flaked, battered, and ground stone were recovered along with a 
substantial collection of faunal remains. The lithic assemblage included 521 pieces of 
debitage. 21 projectile points and eight hammerstones. as well as bi faces, utilized flakes, 
and cores (Lyneis et al. 1989:54). Ground stone from the site included six manos and 29 
metates and metate fragments. No plant remains were recovered from excavations at 
Adam 2. although the site was sparsely vegetated and contained similar vegetation as the 
Lost City (creosote bush, bur-sage the dominant vegetation). .Annual vegetation in the 
spring of wet years includes Indian ricegrass. screw bean mesquite. and honey mesquite 
(Lyneis et al. 1989:8).
Excavations at Adam 2 yielded 903 non-human animal bones, and although they 
were highly fragmentary , preservation was good. Ten different taxa and at least 15 
individuals were identified in the remains (Ferris 1989:95). .Animals utilized by the site’s 
occupants included the desert tortoise, rabbits, and artiodacty Is. Utilization was defined 
in the analysis as either burned or butchered. While not extensive, the data y ielded from 
.Adam 2 tentatively supports a mixed economy for the Virgin Anasazi in the .Moapa 
Valley. Faunal resources played an important role in the diet, while the storage rooms 
indicate that storage o f food items was also a significant component.
Site 42Ws2195. a Basketmaker I I/Pueblo 11 habitation site located in Washington 
County . Utah. (Figure 5) was excavated by Baseline Data. Inc. as part o f a series o f three
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excavations near Hildale. Utah. The site sits on the top o f a small, sand-covered ndge. 
and measures approximately 100 meters x 300 meters (Nielson 1998a: 1.1 ). Excavations 
at the site uncovered five habitation structures. 17 slab-lined rooms, two occupation use 
surfaces, a hearth, and an earth-lined pit (Nielson 1998b:4.5). The features were 
separated into four distinct groups, with the largest group containing an alignment o f 10 
slab-lined rooms, the earth-lined pit and the hearth. The building style within the largest 
group suggested at least two different building phases, with the slab-lined rooms 
superimposed over three habitation structures. The architecture at the site indicates either 
one long, continuous occupation at the site or a shorter occupation that took place 
between Pueblo 1 and Pueblo II time periods (.Allison and Coleman 1998:9.3).
Architecture at 42Ws2195 includes subrectangular storage units, which generally date to 
the Pueblo 1 time period, as well as rectilinear storage units that were likely built later and 
generally date to the Pueblo 11 time period. Seven radiocarbon dates were obtained from 
the site, ranging from early Basketmaker 11 (64 B.C. to .A.D. 259) through early to mid- 
Pueblo 111 (A.D. 1148 to 1294)(Billat 1998:7.3b).
Artifacts recovered from 42Ws2195 included 4.071 pieces o f modified and 
unmodified stone, including 309 tools. The tools were separated into 28 projectile points. 
179 utilized flakes, two scrapers. 24 cores and core fragments, as well as drills, edge 
pounders, bi faces, gravers, and core scrapers (Eccles and Walling-Frank 1998:10.10- 
10.18). The ceramic assemblage included 2.059 sherds, with types dating the site to 
Pueblo 1 and Pueblo 11 time periods. The assemblage included Tusayan. Moapa. and 
Shinarump Gray Wares, as well as Tusayan White Wares (Allison and Coleman 
1998:9.12). Washington Black-on-gray, an early transitional type, was the most common
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decorated type found at the site, although St. George Black-on-gray was also common. 
The minimum number o f jars at the site, including unpainted and painted vessels was 56. 
The minimum number o f bow l vessels, including unpainted, painted, and “ plates.”  
(shallow bowls) was 64.
When compared w ith the Reserv oir Site, another excavated site in the project area 
approximately two miles away, there were some striking contrasts. The two kinds of 
vessels unique to 42Ws2195 were both open forms (the shallow bowls and undecorated 
bowls), while the two vessel forms found only at the Reservoir Site were both jars (white 
ware jars and small-necked jars) (.Allison and Coleman 1998:9.36). The relative 
proportions o f painted bow ls and unpainted jars suggested a stronger emphasis on jars at 
the Reservoir Site, in contrast to the emphasis on bowls at 42Ws2195. There may have 
been more o f an emphasis on storage at the Reservoir Site.
Ground stone artifacts from the site numbered 115. and included 11 metates. 17 
manos. and one grinding slab, as well as abrading stones, polishing stones, edge giinoers. 
and modified stones such as circular and fragmentary sandstone disks. Seventeen 
samples from 42Ws2195 were processed for pollen analysis, ten were processed for 
macrobotanical analyses, and three were macrobotanical remains collected in the field 
(.Newman 1998:12.1 ). The macrobotanical flotation yielded eleven taxa, which appeared 
in low abundances. These taxa included chockecherry. juniper, cheno-am. mustard, tansy- 
mustard. Hypericum-type, spurge, tobacco, purslane, grass, and cattail (New man 
1998:12.17). Samples were collected from hearth or ash samples, as well as some floor 
and fill contexts. Only two o f the pollen samples were sufficient for analy sis, and 
contained juniper, pine, and spruce pollen. The macrobotanical and pollen analyses
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reflect prehistoric use o f the natural vegetation surrounding the site. Low abundances of 
the remains made it d ifficult to identify cultural behavior such as cultivation and 
horticulture. Com was not recovered from 42Ws2195. but it was identified in two o f the 
samples removed from the Reservoir Site.
Faunal analysis from the site identified seven species from 361 identifiable 
specimens: mule dear, black-tailed jackrabbit. vole, porcupine, hawk, pocket gopher, and 
mouse, the first two representing the largest quantity (Gourley and Hall 1998:13.1 ).
Large mammal bones dominated the assemblage during Basketmaker 11 and Late Pueblo 
1/Early Pueblo II periods. Few avian and small and medium mammal bones were 
recovered from these time periods. Like other sites in the Southwest, the quantity o f 
large mammal bones appeared to increase over time (Gourley and Hall 1998:13.28).
42Ws2195 supports a mixed economy for the Virgin .Anasazi. The faunal and 
macrobotanical analy ses document a reliance on w ild game and natural vegetation, while 
the ground stone and lithic assemblages illustrate a dependence on seed processing and 
hunting behaviors. The ceramic assemblage does not indicate a heavy reliance on storage 
of food materials as the Reservoir Site does. 42Ws2195. like the Pinenut Site. Main 
Ridge, and .Adam 2, depicts a mixed economy subsistence base for the Virgin .Anasazi.
Environmental Setting o f Zion National Park 
Zion National Park, which covers 147.Ü00 acres, is located in Washington 
County, southwestem Utah. In 1918, President Woodrow Wilson issued a proclamation 
identifying the preservation o f "unusual archaeological, geologic, and geographic 
interests ' for scientific research, public enjoyment, and education as the main purposes of 
the newly designated Zion National Monument (Ferris 20(X):2). On November 19. 1919.
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the Monument w as designated a National Park by an Act o f Congress. Zion is located on 
the Markagunt Plateau on the w estern edge of the Colorado Plateaus, and the separation 
from the Basin and Range province to the west and the High Plateaus section o f the 
Colorado Plateaus is abrupt (Kiver and Hams 1999:455). The rocks in Zion Canyon are 
mostly sedimentary and Mesozoic in age. w ith the e.xception o f Quaternary lava flows 
and pyroclastics in certain areas ( Kiver and Harris 1999:455). The multi-colored 
geological formations o f Zion Canyon w ere created by the dow ncutting o f the North Fork 
of the Virgin River. Alluvial terraces along the floodplain have provided arable land for 
prehistoric and historic populations planting along the riverbanks.
Precipitation in the Zion National Park region is characterized by great variation 
both seasonally and annually. The dry season is generally considered to be from .April to 
June, with the w inter months bringing in more moisture to the area. Thunderstorms are 
not uncommon during the summer months, although they are infrequent and often cause 
dangerous flash flooding. A low annual mean o f precipitation is further limited by the 
disproportionate amount that falls in the w inter dunng frontal storms. Much o f the 
summer rain falls dunng short, intense storms, and is lost to runoff (Dailey and 
McFadden 1985:12). Seeding for agnculture would occur during the dryer months of 
April. May. and June. Many plants are dormant during the w inter months; therefore, 
during prehistoric times, the summer thunderstorms would have been essential for 
growing and cultivating plants ( Burgett 1990:11 ). Other sources o f water in Zion 
National Park besides the North and East Forks o f the Virgin River include both 
perennial and intermittent water sources such as North Creek. La Verkin Creek, and 
unnamed springs, seeps, and streams. In general, maize (com) agriculture in the Zion
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area could not have been accomplished without some sort o f irrigation (Stewart and 
Donnelly 1943).
The climatic conditions in Zion National Park are typical o f the and and semi-arid 
deserts in the Southwest and the Great Basin (Burgett 1990:8). Temperature in the Zion 
Park region varies considerably with respect to elevation. The frost-free season in 
Springdale. Utah, just outside the park, lasts from May 10 to October 4. which would 
have been sufficient prehistorically for cultivating com (Burgett 1990:12). However, the 
\  irgin .Anasazi had to contend w ith constantly fluctuating temperatures and unpredictable 
amounts o f rainfall w hile attempting to cultivate food. It would have been to their 
advantage to store food in higher elevations, to protect against potential flooding. The 
Watchman Site's location on an elevated knoll would have been an ideal location.
The soil in the Zion Park region is unevenly distributed and varies in depth, 
quantity, and quality (Gregory 1950:33). The majority o f the soil is in its present location 
due to w inds and streams, or it has been removed from c lif f  faces as talus or landslides. 
The soil most suitable for agriculture is located along the nver terraces, w here w ater is 
available for irrigation. Dry farming may have been possible in other areas, such as on 
the lower Kolob Terrace and on the slopes at the base o f the V ermilion C liffs (Gregory 
1950:33). The soils o f southern Utah are not infertile due to a lack o f suitable minerals, 
but rather, due to a scarcity o f humus and w ater. Climate and topography are the primary 
lim iting factors for farming in the Zion Park region.
There are five different plant communities found in Zion National Park. These 
are desert scrub, coniferous woodland, oak woodland, riparian forest, and aquatic 
(Connor and Vetter 1986:5). Desert scrub plant communities are widespread throughout
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the park, especially in the lower elevations o f the park. These communities are 
commonly designated by blackbrush and yucca. Coniferous woodland, sometimes called 
"pygmy forest" (Connor and Vetter 1986:5) dominates the park. Juniper and pinion 
occur as co-dominant plants, and they are occasionally mi.xed w ith oaks. .At the highest 
elevations in the park, ponderosa pine and white fir can also be found. Oak woodland is 
often found on slopes w ith northern e.xposures or protected areas. Gambel's oak is the 
dominant plant in this community. Riparian forest is generally found along the river and 
stream banks. Common plants in this community include cottonwood, w illows, box 
elder, and ash. Erosion and sedimentation along the floodplains lead to the instability of 
the riparian zones within the park. Finally, riparian and marsh vegetation co-exist in 
particular locations, w hich tend to merge into completely aquatic pools, ponds, and 
streams (Connor and Vetter 1986:6). Present-day vegetation at the Watchman site 
includes shrubs and succulents from the Upper Sonoran Community, including yuccas 
( Yucca haccata). fourwing saltbrush (Arriplex cancscens). blackbrush iColeo^yne 
ramosissima). Mormon tea (Ephedra virid is). and cacti (Opuntia sp) (Ferns 2(KK):4).
The w ildlife populations in Zion National Park illustrate a merging o f those 
animals generally found on high plateaus and those found within desert environments. 
Large mammals in the park include deer, coyote, bobcat, and beaver. Small mammals 
include porcupine, skunk, squirrel, chipmunk, and gray fox (Connor and Vetter 1986:6). 
Mule bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis nelsoni). rabbits (Sylvilagiis audubonii). muledeer 
(Odocoileus hymenoides), and hares (Lepus californiens), all local fauna in Zion National 
Park, could have been o f economic importance to prehistonc and historic populations 
(Ferris 2000:4).
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Virgin Anasazi in Zion National Park 
What does the archaeology in Zion Canyon tell about Virgin Anasazi subsistence 
and settlement patterns? In Zion Canyon, there are 40 prehistonc sites. 11 o f w hich are 
architectural (Table 1. compiled from site forms). There are no known conclusive 
habitation sites in the main canyon (Bums, personal communication 2001 ). One site that 
hints at possible habitation is 42Ws 1064. which was in itia lly  recorded in 1991 and re­
recorded in 1993 by Barbara Walling-Frank. 42W sl064 is located on the eroded edge o f 
the prehistoric terrace of the Virgin River on the east side o f the main canyon, and during 
the time o f occupation, it was probably located on the floodplain (site fomi). The site 
measures 2.355 square meters, and test excavations in 1993 revealed dressed sandstone 
slabs and possible melted mortar. It is described on the site forms as an "open habitation 
site w ith associated artifact scatter.”  The dense artifact concentration suggests a possible 
midden area associated w ith a habitation structure. Included in the assemblage are 36 
lithic tools. 511 ceramic sherds, between 100 and 500 pieces o f debitage. turquoise, and 
burned and unbumed bone. The site appears to date to mid to late Pueblo II times (A.D. 
1050-1200). although historic Paiute artifacts were also identified.
The cultural deposits extend to 40 centimeters below the surface. I f  the site was 
further excavated and was found to indicate habitation, it would be the first site in the 
main canyon to illustrate such prehistoric behavior. Site 42W sl064 has the potential to 
address questions relating to subsistence and settlement behaviors in Zion Canyon, and
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Table 1. F*rehistoric Sites in Zion Canvon.
Site Architectural Site Type
4 2 \V \1 0 5 Yes W a ll remnants under rock oserhang. artifact scatter
4 : \ v s i : 6 Yes Storage cists &  rooms, heantis. artifacts
42 W s 1167 Yes 2 Storage cists
42 W s l 168 Yes Sm all cache o f unworked sandstone blocks
42 Ws 1169 Yes Rockshelter with w all fragments and ceram ic sherds
4 2 W s l5 9 5 Yes Rock overhang w ith hearth. 2 cists, pictographs. artifacts
4 2 W s l’ 66 Yes H istoric sandstone block walls, w ith possible prehistonc structure
4 2 W s l^ 6 7 Yes Rock shelter with 2 sandstone blocks form ing a w a ll, artifacts
42W s2512 'I’es Sm all case with w all remnant, blackening on ro o f o f  cave
42W s2699 Yes M o rta r remnants o f 2 potential m ultip le story grananes; pelroglyphs
42W s2864 Yes Slab-lined roasting pit
4 2 W s l0 6 4 Possibly Dense ceram ic &  lithic concentration. 2 vague stone alignments
42 W s lS 6 9 Possibly Dense ceramic &  lithic concentration, possible structural components
4 2 W s l()3 .No Sm all ceram ic & iithic scatter. 2 groundstone artifacts
4 2 W s l0 8 No 20 .Arrow polishing grooves on rock w all
42 W s l lU No Petroglyph panel
4 2 W s l5 4 No Senes o f  pictographs under rock ov erhang
4 2 W s l0 6 6 No Rockshelter: no longer exists
4 2 W s l0 6 ' No C eram ic, iithic, ground stone scatter
4 2 W s |06S No Rockshelter. lim ited artifact scatter
4 2 W s l0 6 9 No C eram ic scatter; cannot be relocated
4 2 W s P 6 4 N o Sm all ceram ic &  lithic scatter
4 2 W s | '6 5 No Rockshelter
4 2 W s l-6 " No Rockshelter with broken ceramic vessel
4 2 W s l '6 8 No Sparse and diffuse Iithic scatter
4 2 W s l7 6 9 No Petroglyph panel
4 2 W s r - ’ 0 No C eram ic &  lithic scatter
4 2W sl771 No Sparse sherd &  Iithic scatter. 1 groundstone fragm ent
4 2 W s T - 2 No Prehistonc lithic scatter underneath histonc corral
4 2 W s 1~73 No C eram ic &  Iithic scatter
4 2 W s T - 4 No C eram ic &  lithic scatter; charcoal stain
42W sl71'S No 2 L ith ic  reduction areas; found in association w ith  m odem  trash
4 2 W s r 7 6 No Pictograph panel
4 2 W s2572 No L ith ic  &  ground stone scatter
42W s2S91 No G round stone &  lithic scatter
4 2 W s2768 N o Petroglyph panel
42W s2896 No Form er N ative  .American burial location; possible rock art
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how these behaviors are related to those evidenced in Parunuweap Canyon, along the 
East Fork o f the Virgin River.
There are also storage sites in the main canyon. 42Wsl595. called The .Anglin 
Site after its discovery by ranger John .Anglin in 1982. is located on and above the 
.Vloenave Formation about 80 meters above the North Fork o f the Virgin River (Connor 
& Vetter 1986:110). It consists o f two areas: the first is an overhang above the Moenave 
Formation, and the second is a series o f pictographs directly below the shelter. Inside the 
overhang, there are two storage cists and a hearth. Part o f a plaited ring basket w ith 2/2 
tw illed plaiting was recovered from the shelter. There were organic red and black stains 
on the piece, although a design could not be discerned (Connor &  Vetter 1986:110). A 
radiocarbon date of 1675 +/- 80 B.P.. or A.D. 285 was obtained from charcoal. This 
placed it in Basketmaker 11 times, consistent with the artifact assemblage, which yielded 
com. cists, and basketry. and was devoid o f ceramics. Storing and processing food sites 
in Zion Canyon persist from Basketmaker 11 times (the Anglin Site) through early Pueblo 
111 times (the Watchman Site).
Other architectural sites in the main canyon include possible multiple story 
grananes i42Ws2699i. unworked sandstone blocks with red clay mortar (42W sl 168), 
rockshelters w ith wall remnants and associated artifact scatters (42Wsl 169). and a slab- 
lined roasting pit i42Ws2864). suggesting multiple uses o f Zion Canyon.
The non-architectural prehistoric sites in Zion Canyon represent single or limited 
activity areas, and include petroglyph and pictograph panels, as well as artifact scatters 
composed mainly o f lithics. ceramics, and ground stone. There are a number o f factors 
that could account for the lack o f habitation structures in Zion Canyon. Natural erosion
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explanation. Historic disturbance by Mormon settlers in the canyon along with more 
recent visitor disturbances could also have severely impacted any remaining prehistoric 
Virgin Anasazi site remnants. There may also be habitation sites in the main canyon that 
have yet to be documented.
There are some noticeable patterns among known prehistoric sites in Zion 
Canyon. On the whole, the sites do not represent long-term habitation. They represent 
lithic reduction areas, storage areas, and plant and food processing locales for Virgin 
.Anasazi people living elsewhere in the area -  perhaps in Parunuweap Canyon, along the 
East Fork o f the Virgin River. .Although site testing in the main canyon has been limited, 
visible patterns in the archaeological record point to limited use. Further testing of 
architectural sites in Zion Canyon w ill help identify a clearer picture o f prehistoric 
behav ior along the .North Fork o f the Virgin River in the park.
Parunuweap Knoll. 42Ws200. located at the point where Zion Canyon and 
Parunuweap Canyon meet near the western boundary o f the park, lies approximately 100 
feet above the convergence of the North and East Forks o f the Virgin River. C.M.
Aikens excavated Parunuweap Knoll in 1962. E.xcavations yielded fourteen storage cists, 
and extensive trenching yielded no ev idence o f a dwelling. A ll o f these cists were semi­
subterranean. and their depths were generally shallow (Aikens 1965:84). Eight cists were 
circular, three were oval, two were rectangular, and one was crescent shaped. Forty-two 
ground stone artifacts were recovered, including one and two-hand manos and one 
metate. Lithic artifacts included projectile points, retouched flakes, five cores, and one 
chopper. The ceramic assemblage consisted o f local wares, with the exception of four
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intrusive Moapa Gray sherds. The assemblage suggests use o f the site around A.D. 750- 
900 (Aikens 1965:89). Aikens ( 1965:89) noted “ ...Parunuweap Knoll must be regarded 
as stnctly a storage site, whose users lived elsewhere." The likeness o f Parunuweap 
Knoll w ith 42W sl26 is illustrated in the existence o f storage architecture sans habitation, 
in the similar elevation (42Wsl26. 4050 ft.: Parunuweap Knoll. 4000 ft.), and in the level 
above the V irgin River floodplain (42VVsl26 is approximately 90 feet above the river). 
Storing resources above areas w ith flooding potential may have been intentional in order 
to protect food supplies.
.Albert H. Schroeder's Archeology o f  Zion Park, written in 1955. provided a 
compilation o f information gained from investigations led by Ben Wetherill in the 
I930's. .Although most o f W etherill’ s notes and his manuscript were burned in a fire, 
some of the items that survived the fire were incorporated with Elmer Smith's notes in 
order to produce the manuscript (Schroeder 1955:1). Smith was W etherill’ s assistant on 
the initial investigations in Zion National Park. Seven miles o f Parunuweap Canyon were 
surveyed follow ing the initial investigations w ithin the park.
The population in Parunuweap Canyon and in Zion in general was modest, unlike 
the populations to the east in the Four Comers region of the Southwest (Schroeder 
1955:22). ZNP-3. the largest site in both o f the two canyons, contained only three living 
areas. Clusters o f individual houses were the basic site component. Unit pueblos were 
used only w hen a fair amount o f arable farmland was available, and individual 
households during the same time period generally occurred in less desirable locations.
The env ironment may have played a role in the use o f the unit pueblo. However, even 
when extensive farmlands were available, the individual household remained dominant
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(Schroeder 1955:23). The architecture o f the unit pueblo was abandoned during later 
periods o f occupation in the canyon. Rather, each pithouse was a separate unit w ith 
associated storerooms, w ith several groupings o f this pattern forming a village.
The majority o f sites in Parunuweap Canyon are habitation sites (Table 2). 
although there are a number of sites that contain only storerooms and cists, and others 
that are defined by ceramic scatters. One of the most prominent sites in the canyon is 
ZNP-3. Z.NP-3. located 400 yards south o f Shunes Creek near its junction w ith the 
V irgin River, is composed of a contiguous group o f rooms and storerooms that are 
arranged around a central court in an elliptical fashion (Schroeder 1955:41 ). The court 
contained si.x circular slab-lined basins and a fire area. Three rooms were identified as
Table 2. Prehistoric Sites in Parunuweap Canyon (From Schroeder 1955).
Site .Architectural Type
Z .N P -i Yes I Pithouse. 2 storage cist. 1 slab-paved basin, artifacts
Z N P -2 Yes I Pithouse. 2 storage cists. 2 storage rooms
Z.NP-3 'I es 3 Pithouses. 21 storage rooms. 6 slab-lined basins. 
1 Possible roasting pit. 1 possible kiva. artifacts
Z N P -4 Yes 2 Storage rooms. 1 storage cist, artifacts
Z.NP-5 Yes 1 Pithouse. 7 storage rooms, artifacts
Z.N P-IO Yes 1 Disturbed storage nxjm . ceramic sherds
Z N P -1 2 Yes 1 Storage room. 1 storage cist. 1 human burial, ceram ic sherds
Z N P -2 1 'les 13 Storage cists. 6 grananes. 1 firepit. 2 liv ing  rooms. Pictographs, 
Sealed ja r  w ith com . human bones. 2 iron pynte balls, other artifacts
Z.NP-52 'les 1 Pithouse. artifacts
Z N P -3  3 Possibly Pictographs. ceramic sherds, disturbed sandstone slabs
Z N P -2 2 No Human bunal. ceramic sherds
Z N P -3 0 No Rockshelter w ith  ceramic sherds
habitation rooms. They were separated from the storerooms according to the follow ing 
criteria: their large size; presence o f firepits; charcoal on the floor; existence o f an
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entry w ay ; lack o f slab lining along the walls; and lack o f slab paving on the floors 
(Schroeder 1955:46). Twenty storerooms were excavated, with another storeroom and a 
storage cist identified in an outlying area. In addition, trenching uncovered the only kiva 
or "k iva-like" structure to be identified in Zion National Park at ZNP-3. This kiva was 
defined as such by presence o f an ash pit. a deflector, a firepit. a vault, fioorholes. a 
bench, postholes, and a ventilator.
Since Schroeder’s work in Zion, similar sites w ith structures possessing the same 
features except for the ventilators have been excavated (Dailey and .VlcFadden 1988). and 
they are interpreted as habitation structures (Lyneis 1995:213). Schroeder ( 1955:15) 
called ZNP-3 "the most advanced site in the Zion area." ZNP-3 exhibited the first use o f 
crude masonry walls in Parunuweap Canyon, formed with unshaped stones and excessive 
mortar. No corrugated or redware ceramics were identified, thus lim iting occupation to 
pre- .A.D. 1050. Abandonment appears to have occurred before the final occupation 
period o f the Zion area, judging from the ceramic distribution at the site. Other artifacts 
uncovered from the site include knives, a hammerstone. ground stone, and shell beads. 
ZNP-3 represents a community ntual site, and it is the only one o f its kind in Zion.
Another significant site in Parunuweap Cany on. ZNP-21. is situated in a cave, 
which measures 80 feet long and 50 feet deep near the east end (Schroeder 1955:76). It is 
located about one mile west o f the east boundary o f the Park. The site consists o f at least 
six storage cists, six granaries (two o f which were two stories), and two habitation rooms 
with a bench and a firepit. ZNP-21 contained numerous material remains, including a jar 
containing com kernels that was sealed with clay and wrapped with rope, cordage, human 
hair, a basket fragment, yucca cordage, and unfired clay figurines. In addition, the area
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surrounding the cists and the granaries yielded brown beans, com kemels. comcobs. 
squash and gourd rinds, and feathers (Schroeder 1955:87). ZNP-21 appears to have been 
occupied during early Basketmaker and later Pueblo time periods; the coiled basket and 
the corrugated ceramic sherds point to continued occupation o f the cave.
Prehistoric sites in Parunuweap Canyon tell o f V irgin Anasazi subsistence and 
settlement behaviors. Pattems o f pithouse and storeroom manufacture and locations 
along the river on arable land complement other sites in Zion Canyon and in the St. 
George Basin. .Architectural elements at all sites in Parunuweap Canyon are similar. 
Storerooms and cists are manufactured using slab-lined walls and paved floors, and the 
arrangement o f contiguous rooms appears to fit in w ith the general Virgin Anasazi 
patterns. Sites in Parunuweap Canyon illustrate a more sedentary lifestyle than sites in 
Zion Canyon. Most o f the former possess pit structures, indicating longer duration of 
occupation, while the evidence o f a kiva at ZNP-3 indicates that there may have been 
some kind of community ritual organization as well. Zion Canyon may also contain 
similar types o f habitation sites, although more research is needed to identify conclusive 
sedentary behavior.
Prehistoric inhabitants o f Parunuweap Canyon likely relied on cultivated items 
such as com. tepary and kidney beans, and pumpkins, like their counterparts in Zion 
Cany on and other Virgin .Anasazi settlements in the St. George Basin and the Moapa 
Valley. Storage was a key component to sites in the canyon. W ild plant remains found 
from Pamnuweap sites included pine nuts, acoms. and juniper berries (Schroeder 
1955:197). In addition, stone tools recovered from Parunuweap sites included projectile 
points, knives, drills, scrapers, hammerstones. a maul, and an axe. While cultivated items
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were likely the dominant source o f sustenance, occupants like ly supplemented their diet 
with other wild plants and faunal resources, perhaps seasonally. E.xcavations at 
42Wsl04. also in Parunuweap Canyon found a small quantity of animal bone and a 
limited amount o f w ild taxa in the record, supporting .Allison's ( 1990) Virgin .Anasazi 
subsistence model, which argues for extensive reliance on cultivated materials with 
seasonal use o f w ild foods (Naylor et al. 1994:68).
What is the relationship between sites in Zion Canyon and Parunuweap Canyon.’ 
With sites in Zion Canyon containing many storage and food processing features and 
sites in Parunuweap Canyon containing habitation structures, it is plausible that 
occupants were utilizing both areas for certain tasks. Though the Virgin .Anasazi may 
have lived in Zion Canyon, there are no definitive habitation sites.
Hereford et al. ( 1996). in their study o f alluvial geomorphology along the North 
and East Forks o f the Virgin River, argued that prehistoric river erosion and deposition 
episodes impacted the availability o f land for settlement in both canyons.
They found ( 1996:9) that in Parunuweap Canyon, ". ..deposition o f the prehistoric 
alluv ium was well underway by A.D. 800-1100 and probably ended after A.D. 1100- 
1200. although the beginning o f deposition is not well known.”  Deposition occurred 
during a period o f low streamflow. The stratigraphie context o f two archaeological sites 
(.Altschul and Fairley 1989) indicated that the V irgin .Anasazi were living along the 
floodplains o f the East Fork during these periods o f deposition. An erosional episode due 
to a period o f high streamflow follow ed deposition, after A.D. 1100-1200. In Hereford et 
al.'s ( 1996) study, no archaeological remains were found on the prehistoric terrace along 
the North Fork, but the degree o f soil development and the position above the flood plain
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indicated that this teirace correlated with the one along the East Fork. The development 
o f the channels in Zion Canyon was similar to that in Parunuweap. The geomorphic 
development o f the alluvial valley was directly related to the rates o f streamflow of both 
the North and East Forks o f the Virgin River. That is. high rates o f streamflow lasting 
several centuries during prehistoric times resulted in major changes to the depth and 
w idth o f the channels and alluvial valleys, and lower rates o f streamflow resulted in 
aggradation o f the channel (Hereford et al. 1996:39).
While we do know that sites in Parunuweap and Zion Canyons were occupied 
from Basketmaker to Pueblo 111. Zion Canyon is narrower than Parunuweap. and this 
may have impacted the location o f habitation sites. The availability o f land may have 
been suitable for storage and possibly farming rather than habitation in Zion Canyon. 
Conversely. i f  habitation sites e.xisted at one time in Zion Cany on, regular flooding and 
erosion may have w ashed away any evidence o f these types o f sites. Erosion and 
deposition likely play ed a major role in the selection o f areas for prehistoric settlement.
The Watchman Site
42Wsl26. the Watchman Site, has a lengthy history o f recording and re­
recording. Ben Wethenll. working under the C iv il Works .Administration, conducted the 
initial survey o f the park in 1934. Wetherill attempted to inventory and excavate 
prehistoric sites in Zion National Park and surrounding regions in order to identify their 
types and locations. He identified 42Wsl26. mapped its location, and named it ZNP 73. 
Unfortunately , a lire that destroyed W etherill’ s notes left no written record o f the site 
(Schroeder 1955). R.K. Grater, a Zion National Park naturalist, prepared the first site 
record in 1943. Grater re-recorded the site as Z.AS-25. describing it as "sherds and walls
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on a h ill point, partially vandalized”  (Schroeder 1955). Schroeder included this 
description in his 1955 manuscript. The present Smithsonian trinomial number o f 
42Ws 126 was assigned in 1949.
Matters were further complicated in 1963 and 1978 w hen the site w as designated 
ZNP 73 and 42Wsl065 respectively. Site records completed in 1991 noted extensive 
looting, visitor trails, and an overall poor site condition. The Watchman Site was 
backfilled w ith sterile sediments in 1994 to prevent further erosion and to support 
structural walls. Despite National Park Service efforts, continued visitor impacts 
remained a threat to the site’s integrity. Excavations in June 2Ü00 were conducted to 
salvage any remaining archaeological information from the Watchman Site. .Although 
my research involved testing the hypothesis o f short-term, small-scale use o f the site, 
excavations were undertaken as part of an educational outreach program involving 
members o f the Desert Research Institute and high school teachers and students from 
Nevada and southern Utah. Limited funding for this project was provided by Zion 
National Park. Funding covered excavation costs, including salaries and stipends, as well 
as analysis o f all artifacts, radiocarbon dates, and macrobotanical remains. While Zion 
National Park w as gracious to provide the Watchman Site for excavation, limited funding 
did not allow for analysis o f collected pollen samples.
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METHODOLOGY 
Excavation o f Architecture 
Excavations at the Watchman Site were conducted for three weeks in June 2(XK3 
by the Desert Research Institute, high school teachers and their students as part of a 
public outreach project entitled the Nevada Science Teacher Enhancement Program. 
Pnmary goals o f the excavations were data recovery and interpretation o f the .Ancestral 
Puebloan site. The site was heavily looted and in poor condition; salvaging the 
remaining archaeological resources was necessary to ensure that further information was 
not lost. Excavations were conducted with the idea that the site would eventually be 
stabilized and turned into an interpretive location for park visitors.
Initial preparation at the site involved brush clearing, w hich was completed using 
shovels, clippers, and hoes to dig up roots o f deeply rooted plants such as yucca. Brush 
clearing avoided all structural walls that were visible on the surface at the site. A grid 
sy stem was then established using a point in the north-central part o f the site as the datum 
point, designated an arbitrary number o f lOON lOOE. Using the meter tape, stakes were 
set up every two meters from lOON lOOE along a baseline, which ran from true north to 
south dow n the middle o f the site. Follow ing this. 4m x 4m squares were measured from 
the baseline, and further divided into 2m x 2m units. String was tied between the stakes, 
outlining each individual unit and providing a clear visual reference for the excavators.
50
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Each unit was labeled on the northeast comer stake, w ith the number taken from its 
distance from the datum point. The total area collected and/or e.xcavated measured 18 
meters x 18 meters.
Once the grid system was set up, surface collection and mapping proceeded. A ll 
visible ground stone, lithics. and ceramics were collected from the surface o f each unit. 
Once surface collection was completed, e.xcavation proceeded, using arbitrary 10- 
centimeter increments, until natural stratigrapic levels could be defined. These 
increments were chosen following standards set by the Desert Research Institute. 
.Artifacts were recovered from dirt sieved through 1/8 inch screens. A running tab was 
kept o f the number o f buckets removed from each level o f each unit. Depths w ere taken 
from the center and at each comer o f the unit at the beginning and end o f each excavated 
level. Upon completion o f each level o f each unit, the excavator mapped the exposed 
surface on graph paper. A comprehensive site map was later constmcted o f the floor 
surfaces o f all excavated features. .Artifacts were collected in paper bags and separated 
on-site according to their type and provenience, and were given reference numbers for 
further examination and identification. In the field lab. artifacts were washed in tubs and 
carefully scrubbed using bnstle brushes to remove hardened dirt. Lithics and ground 
stone were separated and bagged again according to their raw material type. Ceramics 
w ere separated into three categories: plain, painted, and corrugated.
.Architecture was uncovered systematically through the use o f hand trowels and 
whisk brooms. Upright slabs, when visible on the surface, identified in itial areas for 
excavation. As the individual features were exposed, changes in soil color and 
composition were noted, in order to identify specific use areas, such as floors and hearths.
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Large rocks were not removed during excavation until it was determined that they were 
not part o f a feature. I f  artifacts were uncovered in direct association w ith a feature, their 
location w as noted on the level map. Once the trowels had remov ed the majority o f the 
soil surrounding the feature, whisk brooms were used to remove remaining sediment. A 
sizeable sample o f burnt adobe was also recovered. In addition, flotation, pollen, and 
charcoal samples were remov ed from useable feature contexts. Dimensions o f the 
features were determined from consulting the individual maps completed at the bottom of 
each unit level. .After the information potential o f each feature was exhausted through 
artifact collection, mapping, and photo documentation, the entire site was backfilled 
using sterile sediment removed during e.xcavation. Features were covered w ith black 
plastic underneath the sediment in order to facilitate easier removal o f backfill in the 
future.
Laboratory Analvsis -  Ground Stone 
1 classified ground stone artifacts according to a typology used by the Desert 
Research Institute, which separates stones into the follow ing categories: grinding slicks, 
metates. manos. grinding slabs, and other. A complete analysis was performed in the 
laboratory on all artifacts, although not all components o f the analy sis were incorporated 
into the final research project. Raw material w as further confirmed through consultation 
o f geology texts and lab samples to aid in identification. The abrasive quality o f the 
stone is important, and prehistorically manos were often re-pecked to maintain 
abrasiveness after prolonged periods o f use (Dailey and McFadden 1988:261 ). The 
prehistoric Anasazi often selected naturally course stones such as sandstone and basalt to 
minimize the amount o f necessary modification o f stones (Dailey and McFadden
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1988:261). Length, w idth, and thickness o f ground stones were all measured in 
centimeters. Length was measured along the long axis o f the stone, w idth w as taken as 
the widest point on the stone, and thickness measured the thickest point o f the stone. 
Ground stones from 42Wsl26 were considered complete i f  all margins of the stone were 
intact, and stones were subjectively assessed as either more than half or less than half 
complete o f w hat w as assumed to be the original size and form of the stone.
Other noted characteristics included shaping o f the non-grinding surfaces, 
secondary battering on the edges o f the stone, cross-sectional and plan view shapes o f the 
stone, and the number o f grinding facets. Shaping o f the non-grinding surfaces w as 
determined by examining the edges o f the artifact for cultural modification, such as 
grinding or flaking. This presence or lack o f shaping o f the non-grinding surface was 
characterized as greater or less than one half, or not at all. Secondary battering was 
considered light if  small, localized areas o f the margin appeared to be battered; moderate 
if  it was more concentrated in larger areas but did not encompass the entire margin; and 
extreme i f  battering covered most o f the margin, possibly resulting in the removal of 
certain portions o f it. Cross-sectional shape o f the manos was described as convex, flat, 
or irregular; plan view was circular, oval, rectangular, or square. Cross-sectional shape 
of the metates were considered concave if  the surfaces were dished (< .5 cm); basin i f  the 
grinding surfaces were deeper than slightly concave (> .5 cm); flat i f  the surfaces were 
flat and parallel; and irregular if  the cross-section did not fit into the above categories.
Plan view shape w as determined through examination o f the overall shape o f the ground 
stone, and w as noted as either circular, oval, rectangular, square, or irregular.
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In addition. I determined the area o f the ground facets, intensity o f wear, striation 
orientation, and battering or pecking on the grinding facets for all ground stones.
Previous research (Hard 1990. Adams 1991. Mauldin 1993) has determined correlations 
betw een measures o f grinding surface area, grinding intensity, and the frequency and 
quantity o f agricultural grain processing. Because mano ground area is related to 
processing rates, larger surface areas may be clear reflections o f the importance of 
agriculture at particular locations. Ground area was measured in centimeters using the 
points o f ma.ximum dimensions. Intensity o f wear w as considered light i f  the raised areas 
w ere slightly flattened and the lower areas were unaffected by grinding; moderate if  the 
raised areas showed a notable amount and the lower areas showed some evidence of 
grinding; and heavy i f  the entire gnnding surface illustrated evidence o f grinding and the 
metate was concave.
Striation orientation was determined by holding the grinding area o f the stone up 
to a high-powered light. Striations were classified as either parallel with the long axis of 
the stone, parallel w ith the short axis, or parallel w ith both the short and long axis. 
Striations that had no identifiable pattern were considered random, and grinding stones 
too small to discern striations and stones w ith no striations at all w ere classified as 
indeterminate or none. The gnnding surface o f the stone was analyzed for evidence of 
cultural modification, with weathering processes o f the raw material taken into account. 
The amount o f battering was considered light i f  less than 20 percent w as modified; 
moderate i f  betw een 20 and 70 percent was modified; and heavy i f  more than 70 percent 
w as modified. Certain uses o f manos and metates produce predictable wear pattems on 
stone. For example, the use o f flat manos on flat surfaces produces a flat use surface on
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the mano. while the use o f flat manos w ithin a basin can cause beveling on the ends o f 
the mano. Other use pattems produce vary ing wear pattems. including lateral bevels, 
w hich depend on the grinding pattern o f the processor.
Laboratory Analvsis - Ceramics 
Ceramics were separated in the field laboratory according to bag number, 
provenience (unit/feature), level/strata number, and whether they were corrugated, plain, 
or painted w ares. Laureen M. Perry completed the ceramics analy sis in the Desert 
Research Institute archaeology lab. Sherds were separated according to surface 
treatment, including plain, corrugated, painted, slipped, redware, or undetermined. 
Corrugated sherds are those w ith te.xtured exterior surfaces, plain sherds are those with no 
painting at all. and painted sherds are those w ith paint on the interior or exterior o f the 
vessel. V irg in .Anasazi pottery includes corrugated wares, plain, black-on-gray, and 
fugitive red (pottery with a reddish granular coating) (Perry 1998:47). Redwares and 
slipped sherds are considered intrusive to the Virgin area. Vessel form (ie. bowls or jars) 
w as determined through the identification o f surface smoothing, curvature o f the sherds, 
surl'ace treatment, and rim eversion ( if  there was one). Typically , jars are smoother on 
their exterior surfaces than on their interior surfaces (Perry 1998:50). Curvature was used 
to determine whether a given surface represented the interior or exterior o f a vessel. Rim 
eversion w as defined as the amount o f curvature o f the rim w ith respect to the w all o f the 
sherd.
Vessel parts were separated into rims, bodies, and bases. Rim sherds were 
identified by a smooth, rounded or flattened edge that is formed before firing occurs 
(Perry 1998:48). Body sherds were those that lacked this edge. Base sherds were from
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the underside o f the vessel, and touched the surface that the vessel rested on during use 
(Rice 1987:213). Sherds were also analyzed for edges that may have been worked. 
Worked sherds were those that had smoothed edges from gnnding or abrading.
Design elements painted on the ceramic sherds were categorized as follow s: 
narrow line, medium line, w ide line, rim line, diagonal line, connecting triangles along a 
row. partial design, parallel, and pendant dots. Finally, ceramic types from 42Wsl26 
were based on Colton ( 1952). Thompson ( 1988). and Lyneis ( 1989. 1992).
Laboratory .Analvsis - Lithics
Once fieldwork was completed. 1 analyzed the lithic artifacts in the Desert 
Research Institute archaeology laboratory in Las Vegas. Nevada. Traditionally , lithic 
analy sis has served two primary purposes: I ) to identify diagnostic markers for certain 
prehistoric groups, and 2) to define functional or behavioral indicators o f those groups 
(.Andrefsky 1998:60). Lithic analysis on artifacts from 42Wsl26 involved separating 
debitage and tools from each other. Provenience (unit/feature), level, type (tool or 
debitage). stage o f reduction, material type, and quantity were noted. Debitage was 
defined as the by product o f tool production or core reduction. Stages of reduction for 
debitage were broken down into the follow ing categories: decortication, core reduction, 
bifacial thinning, pressure fiake. or shatter. Decortication flakes possess at least 50 
percent cortex on their dorsal surface, w hile core reduction flakes have less than 50 
percent and have at least three visible flake scars on their dorsal surface. Bifacial 
thinning flakes are removed during biface trimming, and possess faceted striking 
platforms with an acute angle on the dorsal surface (Eccles and Walling-Frank 
1998:10.3). They may also have a lip on the ventral side. Pressure flakes are very small
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detached pieces formed through pressure, rather than by percussion. Non-flakes included 
angular shatter: angular pieces o f debitage w ith no recognizable striking platform or 
recognizable dorsal or ventral surfaces. Raw material types o f all lith ic materials were 
determined from lab samples and a geology text (see Monroe and Wicander 1995).
Size grade o f the debitage was obtained in order to determine a quick, overall 
picture o f relative size. While 1 did not incorporate size grade into my final analysis, the 
raw data (Table 30 in Appendix 1) includes the measurements. Therefore, the methods 
for obtaining size grade o f the debitage are outlined here. Size grades were separated into 
the follow ing categories: 9) up to .3 cm in diameter; 8) up to .6 cm in diameter. 7) up to 
1.3 cm in diameter; 6) up to 1.9 cm in diameter: 5) up to 2.5 cm in diameter: 4) up to 5 
cm in diameter; 3) up to 10 cm in diameter; 2) up to 20 cm in diameter; I ) greater than 20 
in diameter.
Stone tools were separated from the debitage. Provenience (unit/feature), 
level/stratum, tool type, stage o f reduction and/or amount o f cortex, and raw material type 
were all noted. Tool types were separated into seven categories: bifaces, utilized flakes, 
edge-modified flakes, projectile points, modified cobbles and pebbles, hammestones. and 
cores. Bifaces were further separated into five stages o f reduction, one through five, w ith 
one representing a blank, and five representing a finished tool with refined trimming of 
the edges. Stage two bi faces have a few small flake scars across the face: stage three 
bifaces have more invasive flake scars to the center o f the face; and stage four bi faces 
have large, flat scars and flat cross sections. Utilized flakes are defined as those flakes 
w ith altered edges due to use. rather than intentional modification. Edge-modified flakes 
are flakes that have been retouched by the toolmaker in order to produce a sharper
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working edge. Projectile points are hafted bifaces that are utilized as projectile tips. 
Hammerstones are hard, dense stones with evidence o f e.xtensive battering and crushing 
against hard materials (Dailey and McFadden 1985:115). Finally, assayed cobbles and 
pebbles are pieces that may have been tested for use and then discarded before extensive 
detachment occurred. Pebbles are separated from cobbles by relative overall size.
Measurements taken for the tool analysis included length, w idth, and thickness, 
all in centimeters. Length w as measured along the long margin o f the tool, from the 
proximal end to the distal end.
Cores, the remains o f suitable raw material from w hich flakes w ere struck. 
(Eccles and Walling-Frank 1998:10.3). were analyzed and separated according to raw 
material type and the manner m w hich flakes were removed. M ulti directional cores are 
those that possess several flat surfaces that can be used for sinking platforms. 
Unidirectional cores have flakes removed from one direction, usually w ith one large flat 
surface that is hit to remove flakes (.Andrefsky 1998:13). Although length, width, and 
thickness are sometimes d ifficu lt to discern on cores, core length was defined as the 
longest measurement perpendicular to the stnking platform and parallel to the removal of 
detached pieces. Width was measured from the w idest points o f the lateral margins, and 
thickness w as measured at the thickest point o f the tool.
Laboratory .Analvsis -  Flotation Samples 
Flotation samples were collected from specific locations and placed in half-gallon 
milk containers for flotation processing. In order to obtain an accurate sample o f macro 
and microfossils, they were removed from both features and stratigraphie units. Samples 
were removed using a clean trowel, and were clearly labeled w ith provenience
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information. Selected samples from the two hearths and the ash layer ( f ill within Feature 
6, bottom of Feature 10. and f ill o f Feature 5 respectively» were then sent to the 
Paleoethnobotany Lab at UCLA for analysis. These locations were selected purposely. 
Flotation samples are generally collected from "...inferable archaeological features..." 
(Walling et al. 1986:477» suc. as cists, roasting pits, hearths, floors, vessels, and other 
features. Hearths generally represent the final events that occurred at a site prior to site 
abandonment. Samples collected from hearths provide information on what foods were 
being processed at the very end o f the site occupation/use. Storage cists are used 
throughout site occupation, and are a good representation o f the long-term food use; 
although it would be e.xpected that the food found in cists would not be burnt, dried seeds 
do preserve longer than fresh seeds. Finally, roasting pits are generally used for special 
purposes, and unlike heanhs. they are always out in the open (Walling et al. 1986:489). 
This means they are more subject to disturbance and do not necessarily represent the final 
use of the site.
Soil samples were manually floated follow ing methods outlined by Pearsall 
( 1989:39). Samples were poured into a ten-gallon bucket o f water, which was agitated to 
allow the light materials (such as carbonized plant remains) to float to the top. The light 
fraction was then poured into a sieve that was covered with a tightly woven (U.02 mm.) 
chiffon, which would capture small seeds (Martin and Popper 2000:1 ). Remaining 
sediment at the bottom of the bucket was then poured into a sieve w ith 1.0 mm. mesh 
openings and water screened. This heavy fraction w as dried and saved for further 
analvsis.
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The light fraction, when dry. was sifted through a series o f nested sieves (2.00. 
1.00. and 0.50 mm.), which yielded four size fractions (>2.00 mm.. 2.00-1.00 mm.. 1.00- 
0.50 mm., and <0.50 mm.) (Martin and Popper 2000; 1 ). The light fraction was sorted in 
this fashion for two reasons. Sorting materials o f similar size is easier, and it also allow s 
for a more selective removal o f distinct materials from each fraction. W ood charcoal was 
removed only from the >2.00 mm. fraction and weighed. Other carbonized plant remains 
were removed from the 2.00-l.(X) mm, and 1.00-0.50 mm. fractions and weighed.
Material remains that were <0.50 mm. in size were scanned for carbonized seeds. Only 
carbonized materials were considered to be o f cultural origin in this analysis (Martin and 
Popper 2000:2). L'ncarbonized plant remains usually represent intrusive modem 
vegetation.
Follow ing the flotation process, carbonized plant remains were identified. Wood 
charcoal specimens were fractured to provide a clean transverse section, and then were 
examined under an incident light binocular microscope at 60x (Martin and Popper 
2000:2). Twenty pieces o f wood charcoal from the >2.00 mm. fraction o f each sample 
were selected, and identifications were made using comparative modem wood samples.
Finally, while several pollen samples were collected, they were not analyzed. 
Budget restrictions did not allow for this type o f analy sis. In addition, because the site 
was disturbed, pollen analysis may not have yielded any useful, reliable information 
about the dietary choices o f the Virgin Anasazi at 42Wsl26.
Laboratory .Analysis -  Radiocarbon Dating
Charcoal w as also collected from four features. Samples were removed from 
Features 8 and 9. storage cists. Feature 6. a disturbed hearth, and Feature 5. an ash layer
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within Feature 3. the rectangular storage room. Collected charcoal was placed in 
aluminum foil to avoid contamination. Selected samples were sent to Beta Analytic for 
accelerated mass spectrometer (AMS) and standard radiocarbon dating. Beta Analytic 
used the INTCAL 98 Radiocarbon Age Calibration program.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 
Architecture
Excavation o f 324m' at the Watchman Site resulted in the identification o f 13 
features (Table 3. Figure 6). These features included three circular storage cists, two 
rectangular storage rooms, a gnnding slick, and a possible collapsed wall feature. Two 
hearths and an ash layer o f soil along the western wall o f the storage rooms were also 
uncovered. (F5. F6. FIO - see Figure 2) although one hearth (Feature 10) was disturbed. 
.An arc o f attached rectangular storage rooms w as built at the edge of a knoll, surrounding 
two hearths located in the courtyard.
Table 3. 42Wsl26 Feature Identification.
Feature Number Feature Description
1 Rectangular storage room
2 G nn din g  slick
Storage room
4 C ircu lar storage cist
5 .Xsh layer in feature 3
6 Hearth
7 (non-cultural) Trench
8 C ircu lar storage cist
V C ircu lar storage cist
1Ü Disturbed hearth
11 Disturbed w all feature
i : Possible disturbed cist
13 .Ashy rock alignm ent -  possible disturbed hearth
62
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f igure 6 42W’s!26 Site Map Showing Contour lnter\als
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Figure 6 also shows the site in relationship to the drop o ff at the edge o f the knoll. Data 
collected for the contour map was not as e.xtensive as the site map: consequently, the 
boundaries o f the site map extend beyond the boundaries o f the contour map. ,\n 
enlarged version o f this map is provided in the pocket, at the end o f this document. Two 
individual circular storage cists were located in the southeastern portion o f the site. A ll 
o f the storage cists and the storage room were formed using slab-lined walls and floors, 
typical o f Virgin .Anasa/i architecture in general (Lyneis 1995:209). Exterior diameters 
of the cists ranged from 1.0m x 1.5m (Feature 8) to 2.0m x 3.25m (Feature 1 ). Depths of 
the cists ranged from 20cm (Feature 4) to 79 cm (Feature 9).
Excavators dug a trench. Feature 7. inside the courtyard area, or arc formed by the 
storage rooms and cist. Features 1. 3. and 4 (shown in Figure 6). A slight depression on 
the ground hinted that a pithouse was located in this area. .Although excavators continued 
to encounter artifacts at a depth o f 1.1 meters below the ground surface, no formal 
habitation structure, or pithouse. was identified. Pithouses are generally defined as 
circular, roofed structures, with clay floors, a hearth, ventilator, deflector, bench, and 
postholes (Lyneis 1995:210-213). The stratigraphy in the trench was inconclusive: the 
western end had a much higher degree o f gravel, and the eastern and southern ends had a 
larger quantity o f boulders ( Figure 7 ).
The collapsed wall feature at 42W sl26 (Feature 11 ) indicated possible remains o f 
more damaged rooms, but its location next to the edge o f the knoll and their poor 
condition did not allow for the identification o f their structure and function. The 
abundance o f storage features at 42Wsl26 indicates that although there w as no habitation 
structure at the site, its importance for storage w as essential.
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The proposed use o f the Watchman Site for storage and not for permanent, long-term 
habitation supports the idea o f a temporary and regional adaptive diversity pattern for the 
Virgin .Anasazi. Size, style, and construction materials o f the storage cists were analyzed 
and compared to storage cists from three habitation sites -  Red Cliffs. Adam 2. and 
Pinenut -  and from three storage-only sites -  42Ws385. 42Ws386. and 42VVs397. at the 
Quail Creek Reservoir. .Although there are other know n storage-only sites in the V irg in 
Anasazi region i.Aikens 1965). the information from Quail Creek was the most accessible 
and the most applicable for comparison in this research project. Probably the most 
important component o f this comparison is the volume, or storage capacity o f the cists 
from each site. Amount o f storage at a particular site vanes on a continuum from none to 
a great capacity. This comparison attempted to determine whether the storage rooms and 
cists at storage-only sites or habitation sites had greater volumes, for more food storage. 
The storage site 42Ws269 from Quail Creek was not used in any o f the comparisons in 
this research because the excavators determined that construction o f the architecture at 
the site was never completed. The results o f the comparative analysis o f storage cist 
architecture are shown in Table 4. Estimates are provided for the depths o f features three 
and four from 42Wsl26. due to the paucity o f information on the depths in the excavation 
notes o f some o f the high school excavators.
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Site
R edC litTs
Walls Floors Diameter Depth Volume Shape Fill J
A I 6  slabs Clay over slabs 4Scm interior 38cm --- --- C lay/rock, sand, hard 
clay
B i 5 slabs Thin clay over sandst Im  interior 27cm Pentagon Clean sand, m ottled  
clay
B2 Slabs (broken) Thin clay over tab 
stone
1 5m exterior 60cm I 06m  ' C ircu lar
B3 11 slabs Thin clay over tab 
stone
1 8-1 9m  top 
1 6-1 7m bottom
9 4 -1 00cm 2 6 m ' C ircular 3 layers
B4 16 square slabs Clay Hour 3 7-3 8m  exterior 
2 4 -2  7 interior
50 -87cm — Basin Clay &  Stone
BS 9  slabs Clay over thin slabs Same as B3 107cm --------- Sand, clay, rock
B 6 12 slabs I bick clay over slabs I 35m b 0-70cm — Pentagon Sand, clay, stone
Adam  2 U pright slabs. 
Pebbly adobe
Adobe, pebbles U nknow n 40cm U nknow n --------- ---
Pinenut
3 A Sandst slab lined 1 limestone slab 30 cm X 4 0  cm 40cm 0 3 8 m ' O val t ime gravels and sand
3B 5 limest slabs C lay w /lim e slabs 80cm  X 70cm 52 cm 2 3 m ’ O val
31 l.im est slabs Clay w /lim e  slab ( 1 ) 1 2m 36cm 13m ' Circu lar Gravels, sand, clay
W atchman
F I 6  slabs, cobbles 1 )Clay 2 (Slabs 2 4m  X 2 8m  exterior 1 )20crn  
2)28cm
I 34m ' 
1 8 8 m '
Rectangle ---
F3 6  slabs, cobbles Slabs 2 Om X 3 25m  
exterior
30cm * 1 9 5 m ' Rectangle ---------
F4 14 slabs, cobbles Slabs 2 4m  X 2 Om exterior 20cm * 76m ' Circu lar
Red d in , then loose
F8 3 slabs, cobbles Slabs 1 Om X 1 5m exterior 60  cm 74m ' C ircu lar sand
F 9 ________ 9 limestone slabs H ard red dirt on slabs 1 7 5 x 1  9m  exterior 72 -79cm 1 9 b m ' Circu lar ---------
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Table 4. Storage Cists Comparisons (Continued)
8
T3
Site
42 W s 3 85  
C l M  1 
( ’ I M  2
( 'is t 3
Walls Floors
3 sandstone slabs N o  Poor present 
M udstone, limcst. Red clay, no slabs 
and clay wall
1.1 me/sand slabs Irregular slabs
Diameter Depth Volume Shape Fii
U nknow n U nknow n
85 1-7W. I 2m  N/.S 10 22em
I 6  I7 W ;  I 2 N/.S 10 20cm
U nknow n U nknow n  
16m ' Rectangle
2 3 m ' O val C lay , sand
CD
Q.
T3
CD
(/)
(/)
42 W s 3 8 (i 
Cist I U pright SS slabs C lay  on llagstones 0  85m  diam eter 25cm R ed /w h ite  sand
33"
CD
CD
T3
O
Q.
C
a
o3
T3
O
42 W s 3 97  
Cist I
C isl 2
I hin sandst slabs SS slabs, cobbles I 8m  x I Om interior 19 37cm
covered in sand
SS slabs cobbles Sand covering slabs 2 Im  x 1,4m interior 35cm
And cobbles
4 3 m ' O va l —
I 0 3 m ' Rectangle Sand
o
00
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The tw o hearths from 42W sl26 were compared to the roasting pit from one 
storage-only site. 42Ws386. and to hearths at the Pinenut Site and the Red C liffs Site, 
both habitation sites w ith both interior and exterior hearth structures. The analysis 
compared methods o f construction, size, f ill material, and associated dates. Surprisingly, 
the comparison found similarities between 42Wsl26, a storage-onl\ site, and Pinenut and 
Red C liffs, two habitation sites. Feature 6, the undisturbed hearth from 42Wsl26, was 
remarkably similar to the Pinenut hearth in the feature two pithouse floor. The w alls, 
floors, diameter, and depths are almost identical. Feature 6 is also similar in size and 
depth to firepits B l and 84 from Red Cliffs. Dailey and McFadden ( 1985) use the term 
flrepit to refer to outdoor hearths, w hile the term hearth is retained for those located 
inside pithouses. The term roasting pit is used by Walling et al. ( 1986:489) to refer to 
hearths that were used for special occasions (for example, feasting or ceremonial 
purposes). .A more useful comparison would have been accomplished using radiocarbon- 
dated hearths if  other sites yielded dates. Table 5 show s the comparison o f hearths.
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CD
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Site Walls Floor Diamclcr Depth F ill Date
4 2 W s l2 ()
I Y> lleu rih Slab lined D ark  stones 65cm x65cm 20 25cm l.oose sand, com pact gravel A T )  1010 1300 from  charcoal
I K )  D isiurbed iieu rlh U nknow n Ash. 1 dark stone S tone=65em U nknow n l arge disturbed rocks stained 
G ray, w ith charcoal Hecks
N o  associated date
42W s3H 6
Roasiing Pit Sandstone slabs U nknown 1.1 mx 1.1 m 32cm Charcoal stained 
R ed/ian  sand, gravel
N o  associated date
I ’ incnul
12 llc a rih  in pillunise Hr. 5 sandstone slabs 
mortar
U nknown 60x54cm  exterior 
51 x4Ucin interior
22 cm A  D  1235+ / 55 date is prob. from  
Site was burned &  abandoned
I I R o iiin  1- p ilh . Ilc a ilh (i sandstone slabs X slabs 47x43cm 23cm D ark silty clay 1 265+ / ()0
Red C lilis
Hearth in Structure A C la y , stone Clay/stone slabs 1 0x1 35 ext 
7 Icm x7()cm  ml.
38cm
U nknow n
A t). 4 7 0  from  hearth charcoal
l iiep it A I t abular sandstone Sm all stones 70cm x75cm t2c m t3urnl rock and dark sand N o  associated date
l irepit A 2 T abu lar sandstone Black stones 90cm lOcm Ash, dark sand 
t31ackcned stones
N o  associated dale
l irepit A .3 Rock, clay rim Sandst and clay 90cm lOcin N o  associated date
l irepit A 4 U nknow n U nknow n 80cm lOcm Ashy sand N o  associated dale
1 irepil H I Slab lined U nknown 6 lx 5 0 c m  ext 20cm Ashy sand w ith  charcoal N o  associated dale
lire p it  132 Slab lined Slabs 0  8m  1 Om 3()cm Ashy sand N o  associated dale
lire p it  133 Stone, clay lined Unknown 40  45cm 8- lOcin Darkly  stained sand and ash N o  associated dale
lire p it  134 U nknow n U nknow n (lOem 15cm Ashy N o  associated dale
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Ground Stone
Sixteen ground stone artifacts were recovered during excavations at 42Wsl26. I 
analyzed all o f these stones in the Desert Research Institute lab except for Feature 2. the grinding 
slick, w hich remained at the site due to its large size. The assemblage is composed o f five types 
o f artifacts; bifacial and unifacial manos, one two-hand mano, unifacial metates. one bifacial 
metate, one jar lid, and a grinding slick. Three o f the manos and metates were complete, and 
eleven were fragments. The .Ancestral Puebloans at the Watchman Site selected locally available 
raw matenals such as sandstone, which dominated the materials used in ground stone 
manufacture. Basalt and limestone occurred in smaller numbers. Table 6 shows the key to the 
codes used in Table 7, w hich show s the results o f the analysis.
Table 6. Key to Codes Used in Ground Stone .Analysis.
C O D E .M E A N IN G
C.AT # - Reference Num ber 
R.M -  Raw M aterial
T Y P E  -  Ground Stone Type
D IS C  A R D  -  Condition o f stone w hen discarded 
S H A P E  N G S - Shape o f N on-G nnding  Surface 
F l .  F2 SB - Facet I .  2 Secondary Battering  
CSS - Cros.s Sectional Shape 
P \  S -  Plan V iew  Shape (overall fonn  o f stone)
#F.AC - # o f Facets
F I . F2 cm ' - Area o f Facet
F l .  F2 I N T  - Intensity o f W ear
F I ,  F2 STR  - Facet 1.2 Stnation O nentation
F I .  F2 B A T -  Facet 1,2 Battenng
Catalog num ber assigned to artifact
Lim st=lim estone, Basalt=basalt,
Sandst=sandstone, Dacite=dacite,
M etav=M etavo lcan ic
B IF  M .A =b ifac ia l mano; M.A 2H = 2 -
handed m ano, M A  F G =  mano frag,
M .A=com plete mano; IH =  one-handed;
M E  FG =m etate  frag; B IF  M E
F G =b ifac ia l metate frag
> 1 /2 , < 1 /2 , w hole
>1 /2 , < 1 /2 , not shaped
M oderate, light, none, indeterminate
Concave, convex, flat, irregular
Circular, ova l, rectangular, square,
irregular
I or 2
Provided
Light, moderate, heavy 
None/indet, short axis, long axis, short 
and long axis, random , 
none/indeterm inate  
None, light, m oderate
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Cal # Loealion Level Type RM
Ixng lh
em.
Width
cm.
Thick
cm.
Weight
g Discard
s -
NGS SB CSS PVS
14.391 1-8 1 ill B ll  M A K i  111 Lim est 10 1 6.7 5.1 560.7 < 1 /2 > 1 /2 M o d R a t Rectangle
14.394 13 4 N 9 6 I: Surtacc B lI M A  R i  111 Basait 1 0 2 10.2 4  2 6 4 6  6 > 1 /2 None l ig h t Irreg O va l
14463 150N 10(,H Siral 1 B ll-  M A  111 Sandst 1 1 6 9 .8 6  8 1 03kg W hole < 1 /2 L ight C onvex C ircu lar
14401 150N10()l-: Strut 1 M A  211 Sandst 18.43 1 0 4 6 3 1.7kg W hole None N one Concave O va l
14393 1.30N102H S i rat 1 M A  R i  111 Basait 1 1 4 9  5 5 7 50  1 > 1 /2 None L ig h t C onvex C ircu lar
14.399 1 6 Strat 2 M A  R i  111 Sandst 8.6 8 6 3 8 351 < 1 /2 < 1 /2 N one M at O va l
14.395 11 l.cvc l 2 M A  R i  111 Sandst 7.8 6  3 4 5 273 .3 < 1 /2 Indet Indet M at Indet
14.397 1.35N97I-; Sur lace M A  R i  111 D acite 1 1 8 8 6 6  8 47 9  9 < 1 /2 Indet None Irieg Indet
14.374 148N1081-; Sirai 1 M A  R i  111 l.im est 6  1 5 8 3 6 207 .99 < 1 /2 None Light L'lat Rectangle
14.378 136N941-: Surface M A  R i  1)1 M etav . 5 7 5.3 4 7 166.23 <1 /2 < 1 /2 L ight C onvex Scjuare
14.381 18 Strat .3 M A  111 Q t/ite 10 16 8.9 5 6 6 38 W hole None L ight M at C ircu lar
N /A 12 Surface ( iR S l .K 'K Sandst 84 60 31 Indet W hole None Indet Indet Indet
14.392 11 Surface JA R  L U ) Sandst 9  2 9.3 2.3 258 < 1 /2 > 1 /2 L ight M at C ircu lar
14402 144N1021-: Strat 2 M L  R i Sandst 33 23.5 7 8 96kg > 1 /2 < 1 /2 L ight M at Irreg
14.396 11 Sirai 1 M L  R i Sandst 13 1 9,2 5.5 6 95 .2 <1 /2 N one L ight Concave Square
14400 11 Surface B IL M L  R i Sandst 14.83 9.17 3.8 808  4 < 1 /2 None None 1 lat Rectangle
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Table 7. 42Ws 126 Ground Slonc Analysis. (Continued)
( 'A I  # TYPE #FAC 1 A C 1 cm2 F l INT F l STR F l BA T FAC2 cm2 F 2 IN T F2 STR F2 BA T
14391 B ll M A  K l  111 2 42 M oderate Short A xis l ig h t 36 6  M oderate Short N one
14394 B ll  M A K I  111 2 58 28 M oderate Short A x is None 43  5 M oderate Random N one
14463 B ll M A  111 2 52 5 M oderate N one/lndet L ight 2 5 .08  M oderate Long M oderate
14401 M A  211 1 11K> M oderate Long A x is L ight
14393 M A  1(1 111 1 6 7 .9 M oderate N one/lndet None
14399 M A  K !  I l l 1 10 Light Short A x is N one
14395 M A  ! ( î  111 l 12 M oderate N one/lndet M oderate
14397 M A  1 ( i  111 1 2 9 4 M oderate Short &  Long None
14374 M A  K i  111 1 10.08 Light Long L ight
14378 M A  1 ( i  11! 1 30 21 Mrrderate N one/lndet Light
14381 M A  111 1 70 .47 M oderate Long None
N /A ( iR  S K 1 2 5 5 0 H eavy Long A x is Light
14392 JA R  1.11) 1 5 9 6 3 Heavy Random None
14402 M L  K i 1 122 M oderate Long A x is M oderate
14396 M L  K i 1 62  7 M oderate Long A x is None
1441X) B ll  M L  l ( i 2 81 84 M oderate None/indet L ight 48  8 L ight N one L ig h t
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Eleven manos were recovered from the site. Five o f these were found in 
association w ith features; catalog number 14378. a unifacial mano fragment, was found 
within two meters o f Feature 8 (circular storage cist); 14381. a unifacial mano. and 
catalog number 14391. a bifacial mano fragment, were recovered from stratum three and 
the f ill o f Feature 8 respectively; catalog number 14399, a unifacial mano fragment, w as 
recovered from stratum two o f Feature 6 (hearth); and catalog number 14395, a unifacial 
mano fragment, was found in level two o f Feature 7 (non-cultural trench). In this 
analysis, association means that the artifact was found either in the feature f i l l  or within 
the two-meter e.xcavation grid square that the feature fell in. This definition is in place 
for ground stone and all other recovered artifacts found in association with features. The 
mean length for all manos, including the lone two-handed mano, was 9.46 cm; mean 
w idth for all manos was 8.19 cm. The mean length for all metates was 20.31 cm. The 
mean w idth for all metates was 41.87 cm. One metate, catalog number 14396, was found 
in stratum one o f Feature 7 (non-cultural trench). The bifacial metate (catalog number 
14400) and the ja r lid ( catalog number 14392) were both found on the surface o f Feature 
1, the storage room. .All but one mano and the jar lid were less than one half shaped or 
not shaped at all. The low incidence o f secondary battering on the stones indicates a lack 
o f heavy re-pecking or use. Eighty-one percent ( 13/16) o f the ground stone assemblage 
was either lightly battered or not battered at all. Only one metate w as moderately 
battered.
Three manos and one metate in the assemblage depicted evidence o f bifacial 
grinding. The mean o f the ground area on facet one o f all o f the bifacial manos was 
50.92 cm', w hile the mean of the ground area on facet one o f all o f the metates was 88.84
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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cm'. The mean o f the ground area on facet two o f all o f the bifacial manos w as 35.06 
cm'. Only one metate was bifacially ground. Its ground area on facet two totaled 48.8 
cm'. Total mean o f the ground area on facet one for all manos and metates combined 
was 53.95 cm', and 38.5 cm ' on facet two. Eighty-two percent (9/11) o f the manos were 
moderately ground, 18 percent (2/11) were lightly ground, and none were highly ground. 
.All three metates were moderately ground.
The majority o f the ground stones were either flat or concave. Not including the 
grinding slick, (since its cross-sectional shape could not be determined) 53 percent o f the 
ground stone assemblage was flat (8/15), 20 percent was convex (3/15), and the 
remaining 27 percent was split between irregular (2/15) and concave (2/15). Plan view 
shape (overall formal shape) o f the manos did not illustrate any discernable patterns in 
manufacture. Three o f the manos were circular, tw o were rectangular, three w ere oval, 
one was square, and two were too fragmented to determine their individual shapes. The 
metates also did not show a pattern in plan view shape; one was rectangular, one was 
square, and one was irregularly shaped.
The ground stone assemblage from 42Wsl26 was compared w ith assemblages 
from the habitation sites including Red Cliffs. Pinenut, and Adam 2, and w ith the small 
assemblages from two storage-only sites at Quail Creek, 42Ws385 and 42Ws397 (Table 
8). No ground stone artifacts were recovered from 42Ws386. Raw material type, shape, 
and evidence and/or amount o f battering were all compared. 1 did not examine the 
ground stone artifacts from the other comparison sites; 1 performed the comparisons after 
reviewing the published literature on the sites. A more aggressive analysis comparing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Site Quantity l'ype Battering Shape Raw Material Notes
i ’ incnut 1 211 B ilueia l M aito  l-'rg Pittd, peckd Rectangle Sandstone
1 2 Hand M an o  l'rag. M in im , peek U nknow n Sandstone Sm ooth surtaee
1 2 Hand M an o I ’ lttd, peekd Sub reel Sandstone B iconvex
1 2 Hand M an o  ITag. S light peek Sub-reet Coarse sandstone conglomerate Sm ooth surf, b iconvex
2 2 Hand M an o  l-'rag. H eavy peek Sub-rcet U nknow n l it together, used in w all
1 211 B ilae ia l M an o  IT g Pittd. peekd Sub-reet Sandstone G round sm iuith
T Indeterm inate M anos I ’lttd, peekd U nknow n Sandstone 1 B ifac ia l, w ell smoothed
1 1 Hand M ano Peeked O val Sandstone G round smooth
.3 G rinding  Slab 2 peeked 1 Shaped 3 Sandstone
.3 G rinding  Slab l'rag 1 light peek Unshaped 2 Sandstone. 1 Siltstone U nm o d ified , not shaped
2 Trough M ela le H eavy pitted Rectangle Siltstone Used in w all construction
Tota l IK
A dam  2 () 1 Hand M an o None Unshaped 1 Ss. 3 C ongl, 1 Ves Bas. 1 Basalt
IK t ln i la ie  Slab M etate None U nknow n 17 Sandstone, 1 Ves. Basalt 1 Tat, Sm ooth
() B itac ia l Metates N one U nknow n 5 Sandstone, 1 Rhyolite
5 Indeterm inate 1 rag None U nknow n
Total .3.5
Red (T ilts 1 Trough M etate None Sub-reet. G ranite
2 B itaeia l Slab M etate None O v a l, reet Sandstone N ot extensively  ground
K 4 Trough. 4 Slab I'rags t Inknown U nknow n G ranite , Sandstone
.3 Class 1 M ano None Rectangle G ranite , Sandstone l arge, th ick, lo a f shaped
2 Class 1 M an o  I rags None Rectangle G ran ite , Sandstone Large, th ick, lo a f shafted
5 Class 2 M ano A ll ends Rectangle Sattdslone l iai surfaces
1 Class 2 M ano A ll ends Rectangle Sandstone Concave surface
s M ano A ll ends Rectangle Sandstone M at, m in im a lly  shafted
1 M ano None Rectangle Sandstone Slightly  concave
1 M ano O ne m argin Square Coarse G ranite Sm ooth, Hat surface
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Table 8. Ground Slone Assemblage Comparisons Between Sites. (Continued)
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Site Quantity Type Battenng Shape Raw Material Notes
R e d (T iM s 1 B itac ia l M ano N one Rectangle Sandstone O ne fla t, one covex surf.
(continued) 1 M ano Pitted Rectangle D ark , coarse granite Pitted and convex surf.
Total
7
.35
M an o  fragments U nknow n U nknow n 5 G ran ite . 2 quart/.ite Sm ooth margins
4 2 W s l2 ( .
14.391 1 111 B itac ia l M an o  Fragm ent l ig h t Rectangle Lim estone
14394 1 111 B itac ia l M an o  1 ragment N one O val Basalt
1446.3 1 1 Hand B ifac ia l M ano None O val Sandstone
14401 1 2 Hand M an o  Fragment l ig h t O val Sandstone
14.39.3 1 1-1 land M an o  Fragm ent N one CTrcular Dacite
14.399 1 1 Hand M an o  Fragment N one O val Sandstone
14.395 1 11 land M an o  Fragm ent M oderate Indeterm Sandstone
14.397 l 1 Hand M an o  Fragment N one Indeterm Basalt
14.374 1 1 Hand M an o  Fragment L ight Rectangle L im estone
14.378 1 1 Hand M an o  Fragm ent L ight Square M etuvolcanic A lso  used as a core
14.381 1 1 Hand M ano None C ircu lar Q uart/.ite
N /A 1 (irin d in g  Slick i.ig h l Indeterm . Sandstone
14.392 1 Jar l.id None C ircu lar Sandstone
14402 1 M etate  Fragm ent M oderate Irregular Sandstone
14.396 1 M etate  Fragm ent None Square Sandstone
144(H)
T ota l
1
16
B ifac ia l M etate  F'rag Light Rectangle Sandstone
42W S.385
T ota l
2
2
1 Hand M ano U nknow n U nkn o w n 1 Sandstone. 1 d iorite
42WS.397
T ota l
1
1
1 Hand M ano U nknow n U nknow n Sandstone
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intensity o f use was impossible, due to the different standards and methods o f 
quantification and the lack o f clarification o f terms used in other published reports. 
Therefore, the results o f this comparison could not provide a great deal o f information 
about the intensity o f agricultural dependence at any o f the sites. Table 8 indicates that 
sandstone was used often for manufacturing ground stone artifacts at all sites. The 
assemblages from Pinenut and Red C liffs  indicate higher frequencies of pitting and 
pecking than those stones from Watchman.
One further caveat should be mentioned here about the analysis o f the artifact 
assemblage from 42Wsl26. .All o f my interpretations are taking into account mixed 
assemblages from the multiple components that are evident at this site. I found that 
separating the analysis o f artifacts based on their association w ith the earlier and later 
architecture would not be worthwhile due to the small assemblage size.
Ceramics
A total o f 1,167 ceramic artifacts were recovered from e.xcavations at 42Wsl26. 
Laureen M. Perry completed the ceramic analysis in the Desert Research Institute Lab. 
Six w ares were represented in the assemblage, including Tusayan Gray Ware, Tusayan 
White Ware, Shinarump Gray Ware, Shinarump White Ware, Shinarump Redware, and 
Moapa Gray Ware. Tusayan and Shinarump Wares are considered locally produced with 
different materials, while Moapa Wares, which come from the Mt. Trumbull area in 
.Arizona, are intrusive to the site. In addition, three pieces of fired mud with quartz 
inclusions were also collected. The ceramic assemblage included sherds from painted 
bow ls and plain and corrugated jars. Quantity and percentages o f each ceramic w are and 
type along w ith their respective vessel form are shown in Table 9. Sherds from jars were
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more abundant than sherds from bowls. Jar sherds represented 80.2 percent (228/11671 
of the ceramic assemblage, in a 1:4.1 bow l/jar ratio. These results are shown in Table 10.
Table 9. 42Wsl26 Ceramic Types and Forms.
Ware Type Quantity %  O f Total Jars Bowls
Tusayan .North Creek Gray 575 49.3^7 4 4 5 130
Gray W are North Creek Corrugated 236 20.2(7 2.36 —
Tusay an W ashington B lack-on-gray s 0.2 (7 ---- :
W h ite  W are St. George Black-on-gray s 0 .2 (7 ---- :
N onh  Creek Black-on-gray t 0.2 (7 ---- 2
Hum cane Black-on-gray 1 0.1 (7 ---- 1
1 corrugated)
Pipe Spnng B lack-on-gray 1 0 .1 (7 1
(corrugated)
Black-on-gray. \  irgin Senes 20 1.7(7 2 0
Shinarum p Shinarump Plain 26 2.2(7 19 7
Gray W are Shinarump Corrugated 212 18.2(7 211 1
Shinarump V irg in  B lack-on-w hite 2 0.2(7 . . . 2
W hite  W are Toquerville  B lack-on-w hite 19 1 6(7 1 18
(corrugated)
Unnamed Black-on-gray 23 1 9 (7 23
Unnamed Black-on-gray 16 1.3(7 — 16
Shinarum p Red W are
(corrugated) 
Kanab Red 2 0.2(7 s
.Moapa M oapa Corrugated 24 2 . 1(7 24
Gray W are Slide M tn . Black-on-gray 1 0 1 (7 — 1
Fired mud w ith  quart? 3 0.2(7 . . . . . .
inclusions
TO T .A L 1167 100(7 936 231
Table 10. 42W sl26 Vessel Forms.
Vessel Form Quantity Percentage
Bowls 228 1 9 .5 (7
Jars 936 80.2(7
Undetermined 3 .3 (7
Total 1167 100(7
Two Washington Black-on-gray bow l sherds that fit together were uncovered 
under the floor o f feature 8. a circular storage cist on the southwestern edge of the site.
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suggesting earlier use. The Washington Black-on-gray type represents a stylistic 
transition from Mesquite Black-on-gray and St. George Black-on-gray. It has been dated 
elsewhere to appro.ximately A.D. 700 to A.D. 900 (Walling et. al. 1986:355). These were 
the only sherds o f this type found. Toquerv ille Black-on-w hite sherds from the surface o f 
this feature date to Late Pueblo II to Early Pueblo III times. Radiocarbon dates from 
these cists, which are discussed later in this chapter, dated to a calibrated age range of 
.A.D. 700-1010. Table 11 shows the 856 sherds found in association w ith features at the 
site.
Table 11. 42Wsl26 Ceramics Found in .Association With Features.
Feature Feature
# Description Surface Strat Strat Strat Strat F ill Top Floor Unknow n Total
1 2 .3 4
1 Storage room 6 29 8 1 ---- — —  — ---- 44
3 Storage room 4 16 31 . . . . . . — —  — 10 61
4 Storage cist 4 . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . —  — 2 10
6 Heanh 4 — 4 ------ ---- — —  — — 8
r Trench 6 64 52 26 105 3 —  - - - — 256
8 Storage cist I 70 31 2 . . . 15 . . . . . . 119
9 Storage cist 4 43 3 25 . . . ---- 9 21 . . . 105
10 Disturbed hearth — 6 18 19 - - - ---- 1 — 44
I I Disturbed w all feat. 1 45 112 . . . — ---- —  — . . . 158
12 Poss. disturbed cist 
Ashy rock
. . . 29 . . . 4 —- 4 ........... . . . 37
13 alignm ent . . . 10 ---- 4 . . . . . . ........... — 14
Total 30 .312 263 81 105 10 21 12 856
Seventy-tw o percent o f the ceramic assemblage was found in association with 
features. The non-cultural trench (Feature 7) yielded at least twice as many sherds as all 
other features except for the disturbed wall feature (Feature 11 ). The two individual 
storage cists (Features 8 and 9) and the disturbed wall (Feature 11 ) were close in their
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respective quantities. The two earlier storage cists (Features 8 and 9) yielded more 
sherds than the later storage rooms (Features 1 and 3).
The ratios o f jars to bowls at the Watchman Site and at three habitation and three 
storage sites were evaluated. The comparison, show n in Table 12. indicates that 
42W sl26 has a much higher ratio o f jars to bowls than the habitation sites. The three 
pieces o f fired mud from 42Wsl26 were not included in this analysis; their form could 
not be determined. Vessel form data from the Quail Creek storage-only sites was 
unavailable. .A pro.xy was set up in order to complete a full analysis o f the relationship o f 
vessel forms from these sites and 42Wsl26. The dearth o f decorated ja r sherds has been 
established in ceramic assemblages from other regions (Wilson 1985), and Colton ( 1952) 
identified only two decorated ceramic types w ith rare jar forms. These are .North Creek 
Black-on-gray and Virgin Black-on-white. However, one painted jar sherd was identified 
in the assemblage from the Watchman Site: a slipped Toquerville Black-on-white body 
sherd. Nonetheless, since there was only one painted jar sherd in the Watchman Site 
assemblage, and following the idea that such sherds are rare, it was assumed that the 
plain wares identified in the ceramic assemblages from the Quail Creek storage sites 
42Ws385. 42Ws386, and 42Ws397 all represented jar sherds, w hile the painted wares 
identified represented bow l sherds. While this proxy admittedly left room for potential 
errors, 1 expected that utilitarian vessels (jars) used for food storage would not be 
decorated, as vessels used for ceremonial or serv ing food would likely be. The ratio o f 
jars to bow ls at the Watchman Site fell exactly in the middle o f the habitation site and 
storaae-onlv site ratios.
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Table 12. Jar and Bowl Ratio Comparisons for Habitation and Storage Sites.
Site Jars Bowls Ratio Screened
4 2 \V s i:6 936 228 4.1:1 Ve.s
Habitation
M ain  Ridge 622 289 2.2:1 Surface
Pinenut 527 189 2.8:1 Yes
.Adam 2 148 9Ü 3.0:1 Yes
Storage
42\V s386 33 7 4.7:1 No
42W s397 169 16 10.6:1 No
42\Vs385 43 2 21.5:1 No
E.xcavation. collection, and analytical biases at each o f the comparison sites 
posses a potential problem in examining proportions o f ceramic vessel forms and types. 
The storage-only sites from Quail Creek were not screened during excavations, while the 
assemblage from Main Ridge was recovered from surface collections, and the assemblage 
from .Adam 2 was recovered using screens. Assuming that painted bow l sherds are 
identified more often than plain jar sherds, the lack o f screening at the Quail Creek 
storage-only sites should have led to lower ja r to bow l ratios rather than the observed 
higher jar to bow l ratios indicated in Table 12. I f  painted sherds are actually collected 
more often than plain sherds, the recovered assemblage w ill not represent the true 
assemblage. Since painted sherds are usually assumed to be from bowls and often may 
indicate later time periods than plain wares, archaeologists w ho do not screen w il l end up 
w ith a skewed representation o f the site’s ceramic assemblage. Furthermore, larger mesh 
screens w il l capture only larger sherds, while smaller mesh screens w ill catch both larger 
and smaller sherds. Excavators used 1/4" screens at Pinenut, 1/8" screens at 42Wsl26, 
and the size used at Adam 2 was unavailable in the published report. Comparisons o f ja r 
and bowl ratios must be examined with these varying excavation methods in mind.
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Further illustration o f ja r and bow 1 totals at the habitation and storage-only sites is 
provided in Figure 8.
100(7
»
□  Jars 
I  Bow Is
c r- tj
X X T ZL
3
X
n '"I r j
• r -T - r - r
Storage-only Sites Habitation  Sites
Figure 8. Percentage o f Jars and Bow ls at Comparison Sites.
.An e.xamination o f surface treatment preferences at 42W sl26 showed a 
domination o f plain wares ( 5 1.8(T ) and corrugated wares (40.4(^r ). The three fired pieces 
o f mud w ith quartz inclusions are included in this total. Table 13 show s these surface 
treatment preferences. Surface treatment o f ceramics at the Watchman Site w as also 
compared w ith the other sites used in this analysis, the results o f w hich are illustrated in 
Figure 9 and Table 14. Plain w ares dominate over corrugated and painted w ares at all of 
the comparison sites.
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Table 13. 42Ws 126 Surface Treatment.
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Surface Treatment Quantity Percentage
Plain 601 51.5
Corrugated 4 7 : 4Ü.4
Painted 89 7.6
Red .2
Ottier 3 3
Total 116’ 1(X)
lOOC'r
8()<7
6t)(7
4()ci
:o7
tr;
r I
X
□  Painted
■  CoiTugated
□  Plain
■  O ther
Storaee Sites Habitation Sites
Figure 9. Surface Treatment Comparisons for Storage-Only and Habitation Sites.
Table 14. Ceramic Surface Treatment Comparisons.
Site Plain % Painted ^ Corrug. Other Cc
4 2 W s l2 6 601 51.5 89 7.6 ■■ 472 40 .4 5 .5
Habitation
Red C liffs 4298 88 444 9 -- -- 119 3
Pinenut 527 50 116 11 410 39 ----- ---
.Adam 2 153 64 4 2 65 27 16 7
Storage
42VVs385 43 95 2 5 ----- -- ----- . . .
42W s386 33 83 7 17 ----- ----- ----- —
42\V s397 169 92 14 8 -- -- -- . . .
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The ratios o f plain wares to painted wares were computed, illustrated in Table 15. 
Corrugated and other w ares were ignored for the purpose o f this comparison. The 
Watchman Site’s ratio falls close to the center o f all the examined sites. Overall, the 
storage sites have higher plain/painted ware ratios, except for .Adam 2. a habitation site, 
w hich is much higher than all o f the other sites. The sites are show n in order o f 
increasing ratio.
Table 15. Plain/Painted Ware Ratio Comparisons.
Site Site Type Ratio Screened
Pinenut Habitation 4 54:1 Yes
42VVs386 Storage-onlv 4.71:1 No
4 :W s !2 6 Storage-only 6.75:1 Yes
Red C liffs Habitation 9.68:1 No
42\V s397 Storaee-onlv 12.07:1 No
4 2 W \3 8 5 Storage-only 21.5.1 No
.Adum 2 Habitation 38.25:1 Yes
Lithics
A total o f 414 lithic artifacts were recovered from 1/8 inch screens. I completed 
the analysis on the lithic assemblage in the Desert Research Lab. The lithic assemblage 
included 392 pieces o f debitage. and 22 formed tools, including one unidentifiable 
projectile point fragment, five cores, and eight bifaces. Table 16 shows the overall lithic 
assemblage.
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Table 16. 42Ws 126 Lithic Assemblaee.
Chipped Stone Type Quantity Percentage
Tools
Biface 8
Projectile point fragment 1
Edge-m odified  flake 1
L T ili/ed  (lake 1
Assayed Cobble/Pebble 4
Hamm erstone 1
Cores 6
Total Tools S-) 5%
Debitage
Decortication Flake 73
Core Reduction Flake 198
Pressure Flake 6
Bifacia l Thinning Flake s-"
Shatter 81
Indeterm inate 7
Total Debitage 392 95 G
Total L ith ic Artifacts 414 100(7
While the number o f tools was small, the majority o f the tool assemblage was 
composed of formal tools. The formal tools included eight bifaces, one hammerstone. 
and one projectile point fragment. Informal tools included one utilized flake and one 
edge-modified flake. The cores and assayed cobbles and pebbles were included in the 
total tool count. However, they were not counted as informal or formal. Because these 
cores and cobbles were likely used only as raw material sources and not for any other 
function, they were counted and kept separate from the formal and informal tools (see 
Shott 1993). They were included in the analysis o f debitage to tools at the Watchman 
Site in comparison to other sites. Chert was used 15 times for tool manufacture (68%). 
while limestone was used four times (18%). Quartzite and ignimbrite were both used 
once ( 10% total). The single projectile point fragment and the majority o f the bi faces 
w ere fashioned from chert, representing middle and late stages o f manufacture. Mean 
length o f all bifaces w as 25.45 mm; mean width w as 19.26 mm; and mean thickness was
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6.03 mm. The single projectile point fragment was an indeterminate type comer-notched 
arrow point manufactured from chert. Mean length o f all cores was 64.59 mm; mean 
width was 53.65 mm: and mean thickness was 36.85 mm. Table 17 shows the analysis o f 
tools from 42Wsl26.
Table 17. 42Ws 126 Tool .Assemblage.
Catalog
# Tool Type
.Artifact
Stage
Raw
Material Length ( mm i Width (mm)
Thick
(mm)
.Assayed Pebble — Chen 33.12 33.52 18.93
14376 •Assayed Cobble — Chen 25.92 20.94 13 16
14366 Assayed Cobble — Chen 34 05 3 0 8 16.49
14372 .Assayed Cobble Ignim bnte 38.15 27.48 15.91
14365 Bifaee Stage 4 Chen 17.18 13.44 3.82
14371 Biface Stage 3 C hen 27.92 22.92 9.79
14362 Biface Stage 4 Chen 19.32 15.91 2.85
14369 Biface Stage 4 Chen 30.04 25.51 5.51
14375 Biface Stage 4 Chen 30.54 21.75 5.04
14266 Biface Stage 3 Chen 28.7 17.84 5 26
14293 Biface Stage 3 Chen 18.96 14.29 4.4
N 3 6 7 Biface Stage 1 Chen 30.9 22.42 11.53
14377 Core M ultid irect. Chen 69 .27 4 8 .04 22.41
14373 Core M ultid irect Limestone 63.91 4 6 .99 36.14
14390 Core M ultid irect. Limestone 100.7 9 5 .84 78.21
14343 Core M ultid irect. Limestone 64.43 54.92 24.21
14378 Core  
Core W /E d ge
M ultid irect. M etavolcanic 57 .0 53 .0 47.0
14357 M odification  
Edge M od ified
M ultidirect. Chen 32.24 23.13 13.14
14368 Flake --- Q uartzite 28.31 31.49 6.67
14388 Hammerstone --- Limestone 102.75 80.38 53.47
14389 Proj.Pt. Fragm ent Stage 5 Chen 15.05 10.67 3.05
14387 L'tilized Flake ------ C hen 38.46 20.64 6.07
Sixteen o f the 21 tools (76%) were found in association with features, including 
the storage room (Feature 1 ), the circular storage cists (Features 8 and 9). and the 
disturbed wall feature (Feature I I ) .  In addition, eight tools were found in association
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with the trench dug during excavations (Feature 7). Table 18 shows the recovered tools 
in relation to the features at the site.
Table 18. 42Wsl26 Tools Found in Association With Features.
Feature
#
Feature
Description
Surf. Strat
1
Strat Strat
3
Strat Total 
4
1 Storage Room Core ----- — ----- 1
3 Storage Room -- Biface - - - ----- 1
6 Hearth ----- . . . — Biface ----- 1
Trench ----- Cobble. 2 Bifaces Cobble. Biface -- Core 6
S Storage Cist Core ----- ----- ----- ----- 1
4 Storage Cist Core .Assaved Pebble -- ----- ----- 2
11 Disturlx’d W all Feat. --- Edge-M od. Flake, 
l 't i l iz e d  Flake
Biface . . . . . . 3
Total 3 7 3 1 1 15
Debitage from the site totaled 392 pieces, or 95% o f the total chipped stone 
assemblage. Chert dominated the debitage raw material, while core reduction flakes 
dominated the debitage Hake types. Table 19 illustrates the vanous debitage types 
recovered from 42Wsl26. No midden was identified. In addition, raw material types did 
not varv greatly from the surface to the lower stratum. Chert and limestone were the 
most common raw materials throughout all levels o f excavation. This is illustrated in 
Table 20.
Table 19. 42W sl26 Debitage.
Debitage Type Quantity Percentage
Decortication Flakes 73 19
Core Reduction Flakes 198 51
Pressure Flakes 6 1
Bifacial Thinning Flakes 27 7
Shatter 81 20
Indeterminate 7 2
Total 392 lOOT
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Table 20. Debitage Raw Materials by Stratum.
Stratum Chert Limestone Sandstone Quartzite Chalcedony Basalt Total
Surface 63 36 2 4 1 106
1 56 50 3 7 1 117
2 46 32 *> 1 1 1 83
3 16 6 -- -- 1 23
4 6 27 1 3 — —  38
F ill/O th er 20 5 -- -- 25
Total 20" 156 9 15 3 2 392
.A total o f 300 pieces o f debitage (77% of debitage) were found in association 
with features. Table 21 illustrates the debitage found in association with specific 
features. Feature 11, the disturbed wall feature, yielded 20 percent o f the total debitage at 
the site, w hile Feature 7 (non-cultural trench) yielded 18 percent o f the total debitage. 
Features 8 and 9 (storage cists) each yielded only 8 percent o f the total, and Feature 1 
(storage room) and Feature 3 (storage room) each yielded only 7 percent o f the total 
debitage assemblage.
Table 21. 42Wsl26 Debitage Found in Association With Features.
Feature # Feature 
Description
Surface Strat
1
Strat Strat
3
Strat
4
Fill Total
1 Storage Room 5 7 14 2 ----- — 2o
3 Storage Room 3 14 I I ----- ----- ----- 28
4 Storage Cist ----- 1 ----- ----- ----- ----- 1
6 Hearth 5 ----- 12 10 ----- ----- 27
7 Trench 3 15 7 5 38 3 71
8 Storage Cist 13 . . . 8 1 --- 10 32
9 Storage Cist 5 22 -- 4 . . . — 31
10 Disturbed Hearth ----- — ----- ----- ----- --- 3
I I D isturbed W a ll Feat. 5 26 37 ----- ----- 9 77
12 Poss. Disturbed Cist ----- 2 --- ----- ----- ----- 1
13 .Ashy Rock .Alignment 3 --- ----- ----- . . . 3
Total . . . . . . --- --- . . . . . . 300
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The debitage to tool ratio at 42Wsl26 was 17.81:1. Table 22 illustrates how this 
ratio compared w ith those from other habitation and storage-only sites. The debitage to 
tool ratio at the Watchman Site w as higher than any o f the other habitation or storage 
sites, while it w as more similar to the storage-only sites. The site closest in number to the 
Watchman Site was 42Ws397. a storage-only site from Quail Creek. However, the small 
sample size at 42Ws385 may have had a direct affect on its unusually low debitage to 
tool ratio.
Table 22. Debitage/Tool Ratio Comparisons.
Site Site Type Debitage Tools Ratio Screened
Pmenut Habitation 1197 251 4 76:1 'tes
4 : \ \ \ 3 8 5 Storage-only 23 5 5:1 \ o
Red C liffs Habitation 3033 543 5.5:1 No
Adam  2 Habitation 515 48 10.7:1 Yes
4 2 \V s386 Storage-only I I 0 11:1 N o
42 \V s397 Storage-only 405 34 12:1 N o
4 2 W s l2 6 Storage-only 392 11 17.81:1 'tes
.As stated above, cores were counted as tools in this analysis. The tool totals for 
all o f the other comparison sites include cores, utilized Hakes and edge modified flakes, 
along w ith the standard formal tools such as bifaces and projectile points.
The problem of different e.xcavation and analytical biases must be reiterated w ith 
respect to comparing proportions o f tools to debitage from several sites. The Red Cliffs 
and Quail Creek Sites were not screened, while Pinenut. Adam 2. and 42W sl26 were. 
The lack o f screening leaves the potential for recovering more tools and less debitage. or 
only the larger pieces o f debitage, rather than the smaller tertiary and pressure flakes. 
Excavators w ho did not screen likely ended up with a sample that represented only what
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could be easily seen and collected from a dirt mass. The Pinenut Site used 1/4" screens. 
42W sl26 used 1/8”  screens, and Adam 2 used screens of an unknown size. Smaller 
screens are capable o f catching smaller flakes than larger screens. Because the methods 
at each o f these sites varies so w idely, the proportions o f tools to debitage can only be 
compared on a tentative basis. These biases must be kept in mind when e.xamining the 
data from each site.
Further analysis compared the ceramic to lithic ratios at the same storage-only and 
habitation sites used in the previous analyses. I e.xpected the ratio at 42W sl26 to be 
low er than at other sites, reflecting a more temporary nature o f the site. The numbers 
illustrate that the Watchman Site has an unexpectedly higher ceramic to lithic ratio than 
all o f the other habitation and storage sites except for the storage site 42Ws386. The 
compared ratios are show n in Table 23. Figure 10 illustrates the percentages o f lithic and 
ceramic artifacts recovered from the same sites.
Table 23. Ceramic/Lithic Ratio Comparisons.
Site Site Type Ceramics Lithics Ratio Screened
.Adam 2 Habitation 238 562 4:1 Yes
Pinenut Habitation 716 1541 .5:1 Aes
42W s397 Storage-only 254 438 .6:1 N o
Red C liffs Habitation 5521 3576 1.5:1 No
42W s385 Storage-only 45 28 1.6:1 No
4 2 W s l2 6 Storage-only 1167 414 2.8:1 Yes
42W s386 Storage-only 37 I I 3.4:1 N o
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Figure 10. Comparison Percentages o f Lithic and Ceramic .Artifacts.
Macrobotanical Remains 
None o f the analyzed samples contained carbonized domesticated annuals. No 
midden or area of botanical discard was identified in the excavations. The sample from 
Feature 5 (ash layer along western wall o f Features 1 and 3. rectangular storage rooms) 
contained two carbonized Stipa (Oryzopsis) hymenoides (Indian ricegrass) seeds and five 
Pinus sp. leaf ( needle ) fragments, the only sample to contain anything other than wood 
charcoal (Martin and Popper 2000:2). Wood charcoal densities were low. but included 
A trip lex  sp. (saltbrush). .Asteraceae (sunflower family), Junipenis  sp. (juniper), Pinus sp. 
(pine), and Poplus/Salix (poplar/willow ). The heavy fractions were devoid o f artifactual 
material, seeds, and other plant parts except for wood charcoal. Martin and Popper 
(2000:3) suggest that the samples represented disturbed deposits with evidence o f fuel 
use or f ill,  which contained mostly burned structural material. Table 24 identifies the 
results o f the wood charcoal analysis.
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Table 24. 42Wsl26 Wood Charcoal Analysis.
Type
.Associated
Date
F5 Ash 
Layer 
Modem 
see 
below 
Count Weight
F1Ü
Hearth
No
date
Count Weight
F6
Hearth
A D
1010-
1300
Count Weight
Asteraceae 3 .08g — . . . ----- . . .
A ln p le x  sp. I I .60g — . . . --- . . .
Juniperus  sp --- — 16 2.5g 8 38g
Pinus  sp 6 45g 3 54g 12 41g
Poplus/Salix — — 1 05g . . .
Total
Identified
20 1.13 20 3.09 20 79
Total W ood  
Charcoal
— 13.58 . . . 12.54 . . . 2.73
The remains from the Watchman Site were analyzed in relationship to those from 
the Pinenut Site, the Red C liffs  Site, and 42Ws385. 42Ws386. and 42Ws397 from Quail 
Creek in Table 25. Juniper and pinyon pine were the only remains found at 42Wsl26 
and one or both o f the habitation sites (both specimens were found at Red Cliffs and 
pinyon pine was found at Pinenut). A C  after the quantity o f remains found indicates 
that the specimen was charred, while a "Ü " indicates it was not burnt. Adam 2 did not 
vield anv macrobotanical remains and thus was not included in this analysis.
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Table 25. ('omparison of Macrobotanical Remains.
identification Common Name 42W sl26 42Ws385 42Ws386 42Ws397 Red C liffs Pinenut
C h fiiii/u u iiu m (iooseloo l ---- 1 ( O 1 ( 0  6 (1 1 ) 2 ( 0 2 0 ( 0  2 1 ( 0 4 6  ( O
y.ca mass Corn ---- ---- 4 ( 0 ---- 1 6 ( 0 2 ( 0
h ip id iiiin Peppergrass . . . 1 ( O . . . . . .
H flian ih u s  annus .Sunllower . . . 1 0 ( 0 . . . 1 ( O 1 ( O
PortuUica o lcn u  ea Purslane ---- ---- 1 ( 0 ---- ----
A nit’la iu  liu ’i a ln ifa lia Sersieeherry ---- ---- . . . ---- 1 ( O  1 (D ) . . .
S p lu if ia li lui {Rumcx o r  I'o ly^onuni) (ilohernallow . . . - - - . . . ---- 1 ( O 1 ( O  1 ( 0
I ’oaccao 1 lo rd (ien era l Species . . . . . . 1 ( O 2 ( 0
Uroiniis h r io ru in Chealgiass (intrusive) ---- 1 ( O ----
C oniinan iira  p u llu la l oad lia X ---- . . . . . . . . . 6 ( 0 ----
Jun ip i rus spp. Jumper 2 4 ( 0 - - - ---- ---- 4 ( D ) 4 0 ( D )
Pliysalis (iroundcherry . . . ---- . . . ---- 1 ( 0 1 ( 0
I ’inus lululis Pinyon Pine 21 ( O ---- . . . . . . 2 ( 0
Vlnknown U nknow n ---- . 1 ( 0 ---- 9 (1 1 ) 2 ( D )
Aniarantlu is Pigweed . . . ---- ---- ---- ---- 3 ( 0  1 2 (D )
Huhiis Raspberry/H laekberry . . . ---- ---- I I  (D )
Sporohiiiiis Dropseed (irass . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ( D )
Taraxacum D andelion . . . ---- . . . . . . ---- 3 ( D )
Echinoccrcus Hedgehog Caelus . . . . . . ---- ---- . . . 1 ( O
('(im pi)s ilac S unflow er Fam ily . . . . . . . . . 2 (D )
Asieraccac S unflow er 1 am ify . 1 ( 0 — ---- . . . . . .
A irip lcx  .sp. Sallhrush I I  ( O . . . ----
Salix/Poplus W iffow /P opfar 1 ( O . . . ---- . . . ----
■Siipa (O ryziips is ) hymenoides Indian Ricegrass 2 ( 0 . . . . . . . . .
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Five faunal specimens were recovered from excavations at 42WsI26. The 
fragmentary nature o f the bones did not allow for species identification. These specimens 
are show n in Table 26.
Table 26. 42W sl26 Faunal Specimens.
Catalog # Provenience Level Length Width Identification
143412 146N 104E U nknow n 1.4 cm 1.3 cm Bird
143413 I3 6 N 9 4 E Surface 1.0 cm 5 cm Rabbit or bird
143413 !3 6 . \  94E Surface .9 cm 6 cm Rabbit or bird
143413 1 3 6 N 9 4 E Surface 1 0  cm 5 cm Rabbit or bird
143411 F7 East 1/3 U nknow n 4.1 cm .7 cm M d/lg  mammal
Radiocarbon Dates
Four charcoal samples from the Watchman Site were submitted to Beta .Analytic. 
Inc. for analy sis (Table 27). The dates from Features 6 (hearth) and 5 (ash layer) were 
obtained through standard radiometric dating techniques, while the samples from 
Features 8 and 9 (circular storage cists) were obtained from accelerated mass 
spectrometer ( .AMS ) techniques. The two circular storage cists on the southwestern edge 
of the site y ielded earlier dates than the hearth on the northern part of the site. The 
charcoal sample taken from Feature 8. a storage cist, yielded a calibrated age range of 
A.D. 70Ü-9Ü0. while the sample from Feature 9, also a storage cist, yielded a calibrated 
age range o f A.D 870-1010. The charcoal sample from Feature 6. a hearth, yielded a 
calibrated age range of A.D. 1010-1300. A sample taken from Feature 5, an ash layer 
along the western wall o f Features 1 and 3, yielded a modem date and therefore was not 
included in the analysis. The radiocarbon dates from collected specimens at 42Wsl26
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infer two separate periods of use. The first during Pueblo I times (A.D. 800-KXX)). and 
the second, during late Pueblo II to early Pueblo III times (.A.D. 1000-1225).
Table 27. 42Ws 126 Radiocarbon Dates.
Lab Samnle # Material Provenience Uncalibrated Calibrated Ase 
(2 sic.)
120 ( B e ta -1 4 '3 :2 ) Charred mat. Feature 6 840  W -90  B P .A.D 1010-1300
132 (B e ta -147323) Charred mat. Feature 8 I2 1 0 -t - /-4 0 B .P .A.D 7 0 0 -9 0 0  1 A M S ,
149 1 B e ta -1 4 "3 2 4 ) Charred mat Feature 9 H I 0 + / - 4 0 B . P A .D  8 7 0 -1 0 1 0  (A .M S i
iS 6 (  B e ta -147325» Charred mat. Feature 5 20-I-/-5Ü B P Out.side of calib range
The suite o f radiocarbon dates from 42WsI26 fits the overall picture o f Virgin 
Anasazi occupation w ithin the St. George Basin, the Moapa Valley, and the Kanab 
Plateau. Dates from Quail Creek suggest Pueblo I to early Pueblo II use. The Pinenut 
Site demonstrates two clusters of dates, the first during middle Pueblo II times. (A.D. 
1050-1100 interval) and the second during early Pueblo III times ( A.D. 1200-1250). The 
single date from .Adam 2 indicates middle Pueblo II use o f the site. Finally, the Red 
C liffs Site yielded several early Basketmaker Ill/Pueblo I dates as well as a later Pueblo 
II date. These dates are shown along w ith the dates from 42VVsl26 in Table 28.
Table 28. Comparison o f Radiocarbon Dates.
42W sl26 42\Vs385 42Ws386 Red
Cliffs
Pinenut Adam 2
A .D . 7 0 0 -9 0 0  
A .D . 8 7 0 -1 0 1 0  
A .D . 1010-1300
A .D . 710 A .D . 900 A .D . 4 7 0  
A .D . 570  
A .D . 830  
A .D . 1140
A .D . I080-I-/-70  
A .D . I090-t-/-60  
A .D . 1235t-/-55  
A . D . 1245 
A .D . 1265-t-/-60 
A .D . I290-K/-60  
A . D . 1360
A .D . 1 140
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Architecture
The methods o f construction and the patterns o f feature arrangement evident at 
42Ws!26 are similar to those that have been recorded at many other Virgin Anasazi sites 
(Dailey and McFadden 1985, 1988, Walling et al 1986). These patterns can be used to 
identify prehistoric behaviors at the Watchman Site The architecture suggests two 
components, early and late. The two individual circular storage cists on the southwestern 
part o f the site (Features 8, 9) may be from an earlier time period The circular, 
unattached nature o f the storage cists is characteristic o f Late Basketmaker II I/Earl y 
Pueblo 1 (A.D. 400- 1000) architecture. This idea gains support from the two Pueblo I 
Washington Black-on-gray sherds that fit together and were found under the floor o f 
Feature 8, which was dated to a calibrated age range o f A.D. 700-900. The later 
component consists o f an arc o f two rectangular storage rooms and one circular storage 
cist, attached at one short wall and built around the edge o f  the knoll between two 
boulders (Features 1,3, and 4). The shape and connected nature o f this arc is 
characteristic o f  Pueblo II patterns (A.D. 1000-1150).
No evidence o f a pithouse was identified in the trench (Feature 7) This trench 
was placed in an area where a pithouse, i f  existent, would likely have been located. 
While it is possible that the trench simply missed the pithouse by a few meters, I argue
97
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that the lack o f a habitation stnicture at this site is fitting, and supports the hypothesis o f 
short-term, small-scale use o f the site. The Watchman Site is small -  324m* were cleared 
and/or excavated -  and there simply was not enough room to build a pithouse. especially 
w ith such a steep drop-off on the edges o f the knoll. With the active North Fork o f the 
Virgin River below, 42Wsl26 could have served as a storage location for nearby 
habitation sites in Zion Canyon.
.As Hereford et al. (1996) suggest, erosion and deposition along the North Fork of 
the Virgin River have been active determinants of available land in Zion Canyon for 
centuries. Why would the Virgin Anasazi choose to store food at 42Wsl26. aw ay from 
the main h a b ita tio n In  an area where flooding is unpredictable but certain, it makes 
sense to have additional food supplies in locations that would not be threatened by 
Hooding -  in this case, at a higher elevation. I f  the Virgin River was as active as 
Hereford et al. ( 1996) suggest, there may have been habitation sites located very close to 
42Wsl26 that have been destroyed by erosion and Hooding. One o f these potential 
habitation sites could be 42Wsl064. discussed in Chapter 2. This site is located in the 
Watchman Campground, just below the knoll where 42Wsl26 lies. It is also located on 
the edge of the prehistoric terrace o f the North Fork o f the Virgin River, and was 
undergoing deposition at the time o f occupation. 42Wsl064 w as entrenched by erosion 
shortly after occupation, but while occupied, it was likely located on the Hoodplain. 
Although testing at 42Wsl064 was inconclusive, former park archaeologist Barbara 
Walling-Frank, who conducted the testing, felt strongly that 42Ws 1064 was a habitation 
site, occupied during late Pueblo II to Pueblo III times (Jack Bums, personal 
communication 2001 ). The location o f 42WsI064 on the Hoodplain supports an
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argument for storing additional food resources at a higher elevation (perhaps at 
42Wsl26) in order to protect against flooding. O f course, there may also be other 
locations in Zion Canyon that served as habitation sites, now washed away by the North 
Fork o f the Virgin River.
The storage-only architecture reveals the Watchman Site’s importance in 
maintaining a reliable food supply above the Hoodplain. .After examining the details of 
storage cists at other Virgin .Anasazi sites, it is apparent that the cists at 42W sl26 are 
larger than those at any of the other storage-only sites. In fact, their diameters are more 
similar to the Red Cliffs habitation storage cists; in some cases, they are actually larger. 
In addition, depths for the two storage rooms and attached cist have a broad range; 
Features I. 3. and 4 tend to fit in with the range of other storage-only sites, while the 
depths o f Features 8 and 9 fit in w ith the Red Cliffs habitation site. A correlation can be 
draw n betw een time and depths and diameters o f cists: early radiocarbon dates and the 
lack o f corrugated pottery at the Red C liffs Site point to a Pueblo l/early Pueblo II 
occupation: this would explain why Features 8 and 9 (the Pueblo I component) at the 
Watchman Site more closely resemble those from the Red C liffs Site. A small charcoal 
concentration from the Hoor of a large, circular, individual storage cist at Red C liffs (B4) 
dated to A.D 570, which melded w ith the construction style, characteristic o f 
Basketmaker Illl/Pueblo I. (Dailey and McFadden ( 1985:43) note that the outlines o f 
Pueblo I storage cists are deep and range from nearly round to elongate oval - a 
description that fits the Watchman Site’ s Features 8 and 9.
Features/cists 8 and 9 appear to be the earliest structures at 42Wsl26, as 
evidenced by size, shape, depth, their noncontiguous arrangement, and the early
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(Washington Black-on-gray) ceramic sherds under the floor o f Feature 8. Features 1. 3. 
and 4 are probably part o f a later component. .Although there are no radiocarbon dates 
for these three rooms and cist. Dailey and McFadden note that beginning in Early Pueblo 
II times, storage rooms were usually rectangular and shallow, as well as "...fu lly  
contiguous and aligned in arrangements from slightly curving to markedly "C"-shape”
( 1985:43). L ittle  Man Site 1 is a comparable e.xample o f this storage room alignment. 
Two radiocarbon dates of A.D. 840 and A.D. 890 were recovered from the site's storage 
rooms (Storage Room 2 and 3) (Dailey and McFadden 1988:33). These later dates along 
w ith the attached rectangular storage rooms illustrate the pattern o f manufacture that is 
charactenstic o f V irgin .Anasazi architecture over time. These data from other nearby 
sites supports the idea that there are two clear components indicated by the architecture at 
42Wsl26.
.Although the two hearths cannot be directly related to either o f the individual 
cists, one o f the hearths i Feature 6). w ith a calibrated age date range of A.D. 1010-1300. 
seems to correlate to the attached storage rooms. Features 1. 3. and 4. The comparison of 
the hearths from 42Wsl26 with other sites in Table 5 did not yield an abundance of 
useful information due to the lack o f dated hearths from other sites. However, the 
similarity o f feature two from Pinenut (a habitation site) with Feature 6 from Watchman 
is noted, and the dates generally correspond w ithin a range.
Ground Stone
Previous research (Hard 1990. Adams 1991. Mauldin 1993) has documented a 
strong relationship between measures o f grinding surface area, grinding intensity, and the 
frequency and quantity o f agricultural grain processing. Because mano ground area is
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related to processing rates, higher areas may be clear reflections o f the importance of 
agnculture at particular locations. In addition, higher frequencies o f bifacial manos at a 
site may indicate increased dependence on agriculture. .Adams' ( 1991 ) study o f 2.100 
manos from Hopi that date from Basketmaker III through modem times found that 
bifacial manos occurred more frequently at sites where grinding was intensive. High 
frequencies o f bifacial manos may also be a reflection o f attempts to prolong the use-life 
o f manos and balance uneven wear on the proximal sides (Mauldin 1993:322).
The collection o f ground stone from 42W sl26 can be interpreted under these 
assumptions. .Although 27 percent (3/11) o f the recovered manos were bifacial, the mean 
o f the grinding areas in this entire collection o f manos was considerably smaller (44.44 
cm* on the first facet and only 35.06 cm* on the second facet) than those usually 
associated with agriculturally intensive sites (Mauldin 1993:323). In Mauldin's 
( 1993:325) study, a mean grinding area o f 148.5 cm* was considered low agricultural 
intensity, a number far higher than the mean at the Watchman Site. The sizes of the 
grinding stones and grinding areas were smaller at Watchman than at the agriculturally 
intensive sites Mauldin used.
.Archaeological and ethnographic evidence has indicated that one-hand manos 
may have been used in a more generalized fashion, to process non-fixid items such as 
medicines and pigments in addition to com and other cultigens (Adams 1989). One-hand 
manos were probably used primarily w ith basin-type metates to grind w ild  seeds, w hile 
two-hand manos were likely used w ith trough-type metates to gnnd com (Lancaster 
1986; 177). No trough metates and only one two-hand metate were identified in the 
42Wsl26 ground stone assemblage.
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This, in conjunction with the lack o f carbonized domesticates from the site, helps 
to identify potential subsistence options at 42Wsl26. Ground stone artifacts are useful 
indicators o f what prehistoric diet options were like. Subsistence behaviors at Watchman 
may have been more focused on the processing o f wild foods and/or unintensive com 
grinding, rather than on an agriculture-intensive economy.
Hard ( 1990:138) proposed that the mean length o f manos can also be used as a 
reflection o f agncultural dependence. In the analysis o f 19 ethnographic groups from the 
.American Southwest, he found a high correlation between long mano lengths and high 
dependency on agnculture. Mean mano length o f specimens from 42Ws 126 was 9.46 
cm. relatively small w hen compared to other mean lengths from sites known to be fully 
agncultural. Gnnding cultigens such as com was a time consuming process, and it is 
expected that people chose tools that would provide high retum rates for their energy 
input. Tools would be manufactured that would grind more com in less time.
While three o f the manos were found subsurface in association w ith features, no 
conclusions can be drawn from their locations (Feature 8. storage cist: Feature 6. hearth: 
and Feature 7. non-cultural trench). Finally, the raw matenal selections for mano 
manufacture were diverse. These raw materials included basalt (2). dacite ( 1 ). limestone 
(2). sandstone (4). quartzite ( 1 ). and a metavolcanic material ( 1 ). .All o f these are local 
materials. Zion Canyon has abundant sandstone and limestone, and the basalt located 
outside o f Zion Canyon tow ards the modem town of Hurricane could have been utilized 
for their raw material sources.
Trough metates were likely manufactured to grind increasingly larger amounts of 
com: the metate types at 42WsI26 are all slab metates. Slab metates more closely
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resemble basin type metates than trough metates -  trough metates are deeper than basin 
metates. The lack o f trough metates indicates that the occupants o f the site were probably 
not grinding large amounts o f com. A ll three o f the metates in this collection were 
manufactured from sandstone, an abundant raw matenal throughout Zion Canyon. Two 
metates were found in association with features (catalog number 14440 - Feature 1. the 
storage room, catalog number 14396 - Feature 7. the non-cultural trench). The other 
ground stone artifacts were not found in association with any identified features; 
therefore, no conclusions can be drawn about where grinding behaviors may have 
occurred. Feature 2. the gnnding slick, was heavily ground and lightly pecked. This 
slick w as located on a boulder, w hich provided a dependable area for grinding. It w as 
likely used throughout the two penods o f use at the site, thus causing it to be heavily 
wom.
Caution must be e.xercised w hen draw ing conclusions about agricultural intensity 
from ground stone morphology. .Adams’ ( 1999) replication study called for a 
réévaluation o f the relationship between mano size, material texture and agncultural 
dependence. .Adams ( 1999:487) suggested that "Tool configuration has nothing to do 
with whether the seeds were gathered or planted, but...w ith determining how they were 
processed to achieve a desired end product." The replication study also found soaked 
kemels and oily seeds were better contained on flat and concave manos. while trough 
metates better contained dry. hard seeds and kemels (Adams 1999:492). In tum. the 
grinding o f wet foodstuffs points toward shorter-term site use. Processing wet foodstuffs 
implies grinding for immediate consumption, because storing these items would cause 
them to rot. In addition, vesicular raw materials contributed less debris, or rock material.
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during the grinding process. In order to determine prehistoric subsistence choices, 
ground stone studies must be integrated with other informative data, especially 
macrobotanical and pollen remains.
Catalog number 14392. the ja r lid. was a shaped, circular, thin sandstone disk, 
which closely resembled two artifacts considered ja r lids at the Red C liffs  Site (Dailey 
and McFadden 1985; 140). This artifact was found in association with Feature 1. the 
rectangular storage room. I f  food materials were stored in jars, as they likely were, the 
association o f the jar lid w ith Feature 1. the rectangular storage room, provides further 
confirmation o f its function.
The lack o f intensive wear on all ground stones, the dominance o f unifacial 
manos. and the lack o f trough metates in the ground stone assemblage from 42W sl26 
contrasts with the habitation sites, which had more trough metates and two-hand manos. 
The non-formal. non-intensively used ground stone assemblage can be used to support 
the hypothesis that 42VVsl26 was used on a temporary , small-scale basis. .Although 
Feature 2. the grinding slick, was heavily ground. 1 suspect that this was due to continued 
use for two separate periods. While Adams ( 1999) suggests that flat and concave manos 
and metates. like those found at Watchman, were more suitable for gnnding wet and oily 
seeds. 1 do not believe that this assemblage illustrates such behavior. The presence o f 
formal storage architecture indicates that the people at the Watchman Site were storing 
food items for later consumption, and wet foodstuffs, had they been placed in the cists 
and rooms, would have spoiled. The collection o f manos and metates appears to indicate 
food processing on a scale that is much less intensive than at other nearby V irgin Anasazi 
sites.
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Finally, the ground stone assemblage from 42Wsl26 does not seem to point to the 
grinding o f com on a regular basis. Consistent com processing is an intense activity, 
w hich should be visible in a given assemblage. The ground stones at the Watchman Site 
do not appear to indicate this kind o f com grinding, suggesting that a habitation and/or 
main processing area could have been located nearby, w ith most o f the food processing 
done at this other location. Perhaps the knoll was used w hen weather conditions favored 
the use o f a higher elevation; for example, when flooding or other w eather conditions 
caused the habitation and/or main processing area to become soggy and inhospitable for 
food processing.
Ceramics
The ceramic assemblage from 42Wsl26 yielded a number o f expected and 
unexpected results. The ceramic assemblage from 42Ws 126 is unusually large; 1 
expected the assemblage size to be much smaller as a reflection o f the modest size o f the 
site. The total amount o f sherds is much larger than that found at the habitation sites 
examined. The large ceramic assemblage likely directly influenced the total number o f 
bow l sherds as well, w hich was also larger than expected. However, the presence o f a 
significant number o f bow 1 sherds signifies that food preparation and consumption likely 
occurred at the site. The variety o f ceramic types at 42Wsl26 w as to be expected from 
such a sizeable assemblage. .All o f the represented w ares were locally made except for 
the Moapa Wares, which only constitute 2.1 percent (2.1%) o f the total assemblage 
(25/1167 sherds). Utilitarian wares such as North Creek Gray were the most abundant 
with corrugated wares composing a large percent o f the total as w ell. North Creek Gray 
Wares are abundant at most Virgin .Anasazi Sites. They are heavily used for utilitarian
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purposes. The high amounts o f corrugated wares indicate periods o f use to post-A.D. 
1050. The higher rates o f plain wares versus painted w ares and jar sherds versus bow l 
sherds indicate a heavy reliance on storage and possible food preparation.
O f the 856 ceramic sherds found in association w ith features at the site, 224 were 
associated w ith Features 8 and 9. the smaller, earlier storage cists. Only a total o f 105 
were found associated w ith Features 1 and 3. the larger, later storage rooms. I e.xpected 
the larger features to yield more sherds; there are a couple o f possible explanations for 
the discrepancy. Features 1 and 3 were on the surface, and the vertical slabs were visible 
before excavation began. Conversely. Features 8 and 9 were buried; their subsurface 
location helped to deter looting and illegal collection by park visitors. Features 1 and 3 
were more susceptible to disturbance by these same visitors. .Another possible 
explanation for the abundance of sherds in Features 8 and 9 (older, circular storage cists)
IS that later populations may have swept sherds and other items into the older cists that 
were abandoned and no longer in use. The discrepancies in the numbers leave room for 
contemplating prehistoric and historic behaviors at the Watchman Site.
Feature 7. the non-cultural trench, yielded the highest amount o f ceramic artifacts. 
The trench w as dug to a depth o f 1.1 meters below the datum point, and the high number 
o f ceramic artifacts found in the trench is a direct result o f this. No other features w ere 
excavated to this depth. The trench was excavated this deep in hopes o f identifying a 
formal habitation structure; although we continued to encounter artifacts until digging 
ceased, there w as no evidence o f a structure.
One final point worth noting is the surprisingly high amount o f artifacts that came 
from Feature 11. the possible disturbed wall. This feature w as located in an area very
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close to the edge o f the knoll (see Figures 6 and 7). and the rocks were too disturbed to 
identify their alignment ( if  any) and their function. Identifying the function of this 
feature would help to determine w hy such a high amount o f sherds were encountered 
there during excav ations.
The ceramic assemblage fits well w ith the chronology o f the architectural 
patterns. The ceramic w ares and types appear to indicate Virgin Anasazi use o f the site 
during at least two identifiable periods. The Washington Black-on-gray sherd identifies 
Pueblo I (.A.D. 800-1000) use o f the site, while other corrugated wares such as North 
Creek Corrugated. Shinarump Corrugated, and Moapa Corrugated identify middle Pueblo 
II ( A.D 1050) use o f the site.
The vessel forms represented in the ceramic assemblage met the stated 
expectation o f more jars than bow ls. The high jar to bowl ratio indicates that the Virgin 
Anasazi groups using 42Wsl26 emphasized storage activities. The ratios o f jars to bowls 
at (he storage-only sites were higher than at habitation sites, indicating relatively more 
storage than consumption taking place at these sites. The Watchman Site, with a ja r to 
bow l ratio o f 4.1:1. is markedly similar to the 4.7:1 ratio at 42Ws386. although the ratios 
for 42Ws385 and 42Ws397. the two other storage-only sites, seem exceedingly high.
Expectations o f this analysis were that the habitation sites w ould have lower plain 
to painted ratios than the storage sites as a function o f site use (Table 15). This was 
expected because while all sites should have more plain wares, the storage sites should 
yield even higher numbers, due to less emphasis on serv ing, ritualistic or ceremonial 
behav iors. This was not entirelv confirmed, since Adam 2. a habitation site, had the
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highest ratio o f plain to painted wares, w hile the Pinenut Site, also a habitation site, had 
the lowest ratio o f plain to painted wares.
Plain ceramics have chronological control as well as functional control. Plain 
wares are generally considered to be earlier than painted wares. This being the case, in 
my comparison I would expect earlier sites to have larger quantities o f plain wares than 
painted w ares, and later sites to have larger quantities o f painted wares compared to the 
earlier sites, w ith all other things being equal. The ratios, shown in Table 15. are not 
clearly delineated according to the age o f each individual site (show n in Table 27). 
.Adam 2. w ith a single Pueblo II date o f A.D. 1140. had the highest plain/painted ware 
ratio of 38.25:1. Conversely. 42Ws386 yielded a Pueblo I radiocarbon date o f A.D. 900 
and a plain/painted w are ratio o f 4.71:1.
Table 29. Assumed Ceramic Compositions for Storage and Habitation Sites.
Site Type Plain Painted
Habitation Low H igh
Storage High Low
The Watchman Site has a large quantity (40.4% o f the ceramic assemblage) o f 
corrugated sherds, in contrast to the lack o f seeds. It has been suggested that altering the 
surface treatment o f a vessel modifies thermal properties (Rice 1987). Vessels with 
uneven or rough surfaces (such as corrugated vessels) have more area to absorb heat in 
the cooking process. I f  corrugated ceramics w ere used for cooking, the high amount o f 
these sherds recovered at the Watchman Site contrasts with the small amount o f 
recovered seeds. However, a rough surface exterior also makes lifting and carrying
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ceramic vessels easier, especially when carrying liquids that may spill and wet the outer 
surface o f the vessel. Further research on w hether the Virgin Anasazi at the Watchman 
Site could have been storing meal rather than seeds may help to more clearly identify 
specific prehistoric behaviors. This could possibly be conducted through pollen analysis.
The high amount o f corrugated wares (40.4% ) at the Watchman Site can also be 
used to define the period o f the most intensive use. This high percentage o f corrugated 
vessels suggests late Pueblo I I/early Pueblo III (A.D. 1050-1150) use. Sites that lack 
corrugated w ares indicate earlier time periods.
The overall picture painted by the ceramic assemblage is one that shows the 
expected dominance of locally produced wares and utilitarian vessel forms (jars).
Perhaps the biggest surprise w as the large assemblage size. The ceramic data can be used 
in conjunction w ith the architectural data to show that the Virgin .Anasazi stored and 
likely consumed food (possibly from wild and cultivated sources) in jars on the knoll, at a 
higher elevation above the Hoodplain o f the North Fork of the Virgin River.
Lithics
The lithic assemblage indicates consistency through time. Debitage raw material 
types were dominated by chert and limestone throughout all levels o f e.xcavation across 
the entire site. This indicates the use o f local raw material sources rather than 
importation o f materials from distant locales. Chert was the preferred raw material for 
tool manufacture; 68 percent o f the tools ( 15/22) were made from this material. Eighteen 
percent (4/22) of the tools were made from limestone. Expectations for this research 
w ere that the Watchman Site would vield more formal tools than informal tools as a
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reflection o f partially mobile subsistence adaptations. These expectations were met. as 
ten formal tools were recovered and only two informal tools were recovered.
Fifty-one percent o f the debitage assemblage was composed o f core reduction 
flakes. 20 percent w as composed of decortication flakes, and bifacial thinning flakes 
represented only 6.8 percent. The nature o f the debitage assemblage seems to point to the 
early and middle stages o f raw material reduction in preparation for tool manufacture.
The small quantity o f bifacial thinning flakes indicates that tools w ere probably not being 
re-sharpened at 42Wsl26. even though 40 percent (9/22) of the tool assemblage was 
either a biface or a projectile point fragment.
Sixteen o f the 22 tools (76%) were found in association with features. While it 
was expected that the trench (Feature 7) would yield more artifacts than the other 
features, in both analyses o f the tools and debitage associated with features, stratum four 
did not have a major impact on the quantities recovered. The trench outnumbered the 
other features in stratums one through three consistently to yield more artifacts. Feature 
11. the possible disturbed w all, yielded three tools and 77 pieces o f debitage. The latter 
quantity is far greater than the debitage found in association w ith other features, except 
for Feature 7. the non-cultural trench. Again, for a feature that was evidently disturbed, 
the range o f artifacts recovered from Feature 11 was surprising. I expected that 
disturbance would lim it quantities and types o f artifacts recovered from features. Feature 
8. the storage cist, yielded only one tool and 32 pieces o f debitage. These are small 
numbers in comparison to the ceramic artifacts recovered from this feature. I expected 
that the subsurface location o f Feature 8 would have detracted potential looters from
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been an area where lithic activities were concentrated.
The debitage to tool ratios at the Watchman Site and the habitation sites were 
markedly different. Watchman had a ratio (17.81:1) that was more than three and a half 
times that from the Pinenut site and more than three times that from Red Cliffs. .Adam 2. 
w ith a ratio o f 11:1. w as the only site remotely similar to the Watchman Site. The ratios 
o f debitage to tools at the storage sites more closely resembled those from the Watchman 
Site, indicating semi-temporary use o f the site.
The ceramic to lith ic ratio at 42Wsl26 was much higher than those at the 
habitation sites: this may be a reflection o f the large ceramic assemblage size at 
Watchman. Research expectations o f a lower ratio at Watchman were not met. and the 
analysis of these ratios did not support a hypothesis o f short-term mobility at 42Wsl26.
Lithic studies have generally relied on dichotomous models, w hich suggest that 
mobile hunter-gatherers utilized formal technology and sedentary farmers utilized 
expedient technology I Parry and Kelly 1987). However, many researchers using 
ethnographic data have shown that lithic assemblages can be mixed (see Goodyear 1993. 
■Andrefsky 1994). Under certain circumstances, sedentary farmers may produce formal 
assemblages, while mobile hunter-gatherers may produce expedient assemblages. The 
Watchman Site is one example o f a site with a mixed assemblage. The storage structures 
indicate that the V irg in Anasazi at the Watchman Site were like ly spending at least short 
periods of time there. Otherw ise, they would not have expended the time and energy to 
construct storage architecture. However, it is unlikely that they spent months at a time, or 
they would have built a habitation structure. The mix o f formal and expedient
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at habitation sites were focused on farming, they could have stored raw materials for tool 
production, producing an expedient lithic assemblage. The Virgin .Anasazi at the 
Watchman Site would not have stockpiled raw materials for tool production since they 
did not expect to spend long periods o f time there. The comparisons in this research 
indicated that an expedient technology was used to a somewhat greater degree at 
habitation sites than it was at the Watchman Site.
.Another possible explanation for the higher rate o f expedient technology at the 
Watchman Site is the abundance o f raw materials in Zion Canyon. Chert, sandstone, and 
limestone were plentiful and easily accessible to tool makers. Rather than re-sharpen 
tools that were already made, the Virgin Anasazi could have procured these available raw 
materials to produce new tools when the situation permitted. In general, fu lly  mobile 
groups would not use their energy or time procuring new raw materials; however, i f  the 
Virgin .Anasazi were living nearby, and the Watchman Site indicates semi-temporary use. 
they would have had the opportunity to acquire these materials, leaving behind a more 
expedient technology. Overall, this visible mix o f both formal and expedient 
technologies in the lithic assemblage appears to fit in with the ceramic assemblage, 
w hich, w ith its mix o f vessel forms, illustrated a mix o f both food serv ing and storing 
behaviors.
Macrobotanical Remains 
.Although the number o f plant remains recovered was low. the remains tentatively 
support the utilization o f locally available resources. Indian ricegrass is commonly found 
in fallow fields and disturbed sandy soils in the Upper Sonoran Life Zone, and the seeds
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are high in protein and easy to collect (Martin and Popper 2000:3). This hardy plant 
(lowers in spring and early summer. Indian ricegrass seeds are often found in late Pueblo 
II Virgin .Anasazi plant assemblages. Pinyon and juniper, the most common w ood 
charcoal types, grow in the Pinyon-Juniper Woodland. Saltbrush grows surrounding the 
site, and the poplar/w illow wood could have been collected from the riparian zone, in 
close proximity Domesticates, if  they were processed and stored at 42WsI26. could 
have been grown along the floodplain o f the V irg in River when w idth o f the canyon 
allowed for it.
When compared w ith the macrobotanical remains from other Virgin .Anasazi sites 
in this study, the remains from 42Wsl26 indicate prehistoric use o f similar plants, w hile 
at the same time they do not include domesticated annuals such as Zea mays. com. The 
absence o f domesticated annuals at 42WsI26 appears to be unusual. “ Essentially all 
other Late Pueblo II V irgin Anasazi sites undergoing macrobotanical analysis have 
yielded carbonized com cobs, cupules, or kemels" (Martin and Popper 2000:3). The 
collected pollen samples, had they been analyzed, may have provided additional 
information regarding prehistoric dietary behaviors at the Watchman Site. Unfortunately, 
their proveniences and the constraints of the budget did not allow for the completion o f 
this analysis. The Virgin Anasazi at the Watchman Site appear to have used locally 
available resources from the Pinyon-Juniper Woodland located in the higher elevations in 
Zion Canyon, the nearby riparian zone along the V irg in River below the knoll, and from 
those resources directly surrounding the site.
Frequencies o f macrobotanical remains in the archaeological record may not 
equal prehistoric dietary consumption. This idea is based on the fact that a certain
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amount o f food w ill be lost along evei} step o f the way -  from food production, to 
processing, to consumption, and finally, taphonomy. However, the amount deposited 
should be proportional to the amount produced, processed, or consumed. Hastort 
11988:135) argues that this could work in a "localized and well identified context" but the 
assumption might not always hold. There are several possible reasons for this. 
Frequencies o f plant remains from archaeological sites cannot be directly correlated w ith 
crop production, processing, and consumption. Differential preservation and lack of 
contextual differentiation could cause plant remains to be under-represented in the 
archaeological record. .Although not possible during this research, it would also be useful 
for archaeologists to expand their search for evidence o f macrobotanical remains beyond 
habitation areas and into other, outlying areas that may have served as zones o f crop 
production, such as fields (Hastorf 1988:122).
The lack o f carbonized domesticated annuals at 42W sl26 tentatively supports a 
mixed economy subsistence base rather than strictly an agriculture base for the Virgin 
Anasazi. The occupants of this site were storing and likely processing w ild resources and 
possibly cultigens from nearby. As stated in the results, the saltbrush, poplar/willow, 
pinyon. and juniper w oods likely served as fuel and building material at the site. These 
wood charcoal remains were identified in all o f the analyzed samples from all three 
features. Sunflower and Indian ricegrass could have been used as food resources and 
processed using manos w ith slab metates. Ethnographic studies suggest that Indian 
ricegrass seeds [Sripa (Onzopsis) hymenoides) were collected for food (Ebeling 1986). 
Sunflowers ( Asteraceae) have large yellow and brown flowers w ith coarse leaves, and 
historically, their seeds were eaten whole or ground, raw or parched. Sunflowers also
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have been used for medicinal purposes, including use o f their heads for re lief o f chest 
pains and pulmonarv problems (Gilmore 1913. 1977). These flowers bloom in late 
summer and remain through mid-autumn. Unfortunately, both the sunflower and Indian 
ricegrass seeds (and the saltbrush remains) were found in association with Feature 5. the 
ash layer, which yielded a modem date (20-K/-50 B.P). These seeds cannot be used to 
identify prehistoric subsistence behaviors.
While other sites such as Red C liffs. Pinenut. and 42Ws386 indicate use o f 
domesticated plants such as com. they also indicate use o f w ild resources. The Pinenut 
Site in particular illustrates this mixed economy well, as evidenced by Zea mays (comI. 
Chenopodiiim  (goosefoot). dnd Amaranthus (pigweed), all o f which could have been used 
for food. .All o f the remains recovered from Pinenut came from hearths, except for three 
whole charred Amaranthus and four w hole charred Chenopodiiim  seeds, w hich came 
from the f ill o f a storage cist. Chenopodiiim  w as not identified in the remains from 
42W sl26 although it was common at all o f the other comparison sites. The Red C liffs  
Site remains were collected from firepits, cists, and habitation structures. Zea mays was 
identified in all three o f these locations, as was Chenopodiiim. Samples from the three 
storage-only sites at Quail Creek were collected from storage cists and the single roasting 
pit at 42Ws386. A Zea mays cob at 42Ws386 was recovered from the roasting pit fill.
Although the possibility o f site disturbance at the Watchman Site cannot be 
ignored, the available evidence points to a subsistence base that depended mostly on 
local, w ild resources, w ith possible use o f com. Initially, my thoughts were that 
cultivating crops such as Zea mays requires a major investment o f time and labor; if  
42Wsl26 indicated small-scale, short-term use. 1 did not expect to find remains o f such
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domesticated annuals. On the contrary, the formal storage cists and rooms at Watchman 
indicate that the Virgin Anasazi were probably storing something in addition to w ild food 
items. The macrobotanical remains fit in with the ground stone evidence in identifying 
non-intensive food processing. I f  cultivated domesticates were stored at this site, they do 
not appear to have been intensively processed at this location. The ground stone 
assemblage and the lack o f domesticated annuals supports small scale, temporary use of 
the site, although the large ceramic assemblage does not.
Because the faunal remains were so few (only five specimens) and fragmentarv. 
they cannot be used to identify specific dietary choices. I f  the Watchman Site does 
indicate a mi.xed economy, why was the faunal assemblage so small'.’ 1 suggest that 
disturbance by rodents and visitor looting and foot traffic over many years has affected 
the size of the assemblage. Many other Virgin .Anasazi sites have yielded larger faunal 
assemblages which detail prehistoric subsistence practices (see Janetski 1993. Baker and 
Billat 1992). While a larger faunal assemblage at Watchman would further support the 
hypothesis o f a mixed economy subsistence base, these data were not recovered.
The lack of a formal midden indicates that Watchman w as probably not used 
extensively for the long-term. However, the location of the site on the top o f a knoll 
affected by erosion allow s for at least two explanations for a missing midden: i f  a 
midden did exist at one time, it may have simply eroded o ff the side o f the knoll; or, 
alternatively, the individuals could have thrown unnecessary debris o ff the edge o f the 
site, especially i f  they w ere clearing a temporary space to sleep.
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Radiocarbon Dates
When combined with the ceramic assemblage and architecture patterns, the 
radiocarbon dates from the Watchman Site seem to indicate tw o periods o f use. The first 
occurred during Pueblo 11 .A D. 800-1000). and the second during late Pueblo II to early 
Pueblo III (A.D. 1000-1150). These dates indicate periods o f reuse over a span o f several 
hundred years. In addition, it appears as though 42W sl26 was used as a storage-only site 
at the same time that other Virgin .Anasazi sites (both habitation and storage-only) in the 
region were also being used and/or occupied. Dates from Pinenut. Red Cliffs. .Adam 2. 
and from the three storage sites at Quail Creek show activity throughout the region from 
Pueblo 1 through Pueblo 111.
The radiocarbon dates at 42Wsl26 illustrate how the Virgin Anasazi utilized the 
Watchman Site for at least two known periods. While the Virgin Anasazi were living 
along the North Fork or possibly the East Fork o f the V irg in River, the Watchman Site 
served as an important locale for the storage and processing o f w ild foods and possible 
cultigens.
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION
The Watchman Site is a clear example o f one o f the diverse adaptive methods that 
Virgin Anasazi populations utilized to survive in a mostly marginal environment Lack 
o f a habitation structure, the abundance o f storage rooms and cists, and the relatively 
small size o f the site suggest that it was used as a primary storage area for the Virgin 
Anasazi living along the North or East Forks o f the Virgin River One obligation o f 
archaeologists is to attempt to understand what survival for prehistoric populations was 
like. The Watchman Site should be v iewed as a snapshot o f every day life for the Virgin 
branch o f the Anasazi population. It is with this in mind that the importance o f 
archaeological investigations at 42Wsl26 takes on meaning
Gathering all o f the data from this research, we can paint a broader picture about 
the prehistory o f 42WsI26 We know that this site is indicative o f the Virgin Anasazi, as 
evidenced by the ceramic types and wares, along with similar architectural patterns that 
have been documented at other Virgin Anasazi sites. More specifically , i f  the 
populations using 42Wsl26 were similar to the "co-residential group that Lyneis 
( 1995:210) discusses, they may have been composed o f small mobile groups, no larger 
than one or several families that traveled together. Lyneis ( 1995:210) refers to these 
demographics for habitation sites; it is assumed that the groups at Watchman were not as 
large, due to the physical constraints o f the knoll.
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What were the Virgin Anasazi doing at 42Wsl26? The available evidence 
suggests that they were storing, and at times, processing and serv ing and/or consuming 
food. The ground stone assemblage, the large number o f sherds from jars for storage, the 
flotation samples w ith lack o f ev idence for domesticates such as com. and the storage 
architecture w ithout formal habitation structures supports this idea. The hearths 
contemporary w ith the later storage units may have been used to cook food items, or to 
create a heat source for short-term stays at the Watchman Site. The lack o f formal 
habitation structures suggests that there was no long-term habitation. The site's location 
on top o f a small knoll w ith steep eroding edges left little  room to build a structure 
bey ond where the storage cists were located. The Virg in Anasazi were likely using this 
site for short-term, small-scale food storage and processing purposes.
It appears as though the Virgin .Anasazi utilized the Watchman Site during at least 
two separate penods: the first during Pueblo 1. (.A.D. 800-1000) and the second during 
Pueblo ll/early Pueblo 111. (.A.D. 1000-1150). Food items could have been processed as 
their seeds matured, possibly during late summer or early fall: the Virgin .Anasazi using 
the site could then have returned any time during the year to retneve these stored food 
resources. .Again, it is unlikely that this site was used for e.xtended periods o f time. 
Temporary use was likely limited to the time it took to harvest and store the food items. 
This is evidenced by the lack of a formal habitation structure as well as the modest lithic 
and ground stone artifact assemblages.
The Virgin .Anasazi found the Watchman Site beneficial for a number o f reasons. 
First, it is in close proximity to the North Fork o f the V irg in River, and food, w hich could 
have been grown close bv. could have been stored here after harvesting. Water is scarce
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in the desert, and the river was a live, dependable water source. Second, the location o f 
42WsI26 on a high knoll above the river protected the stored food from flooding activity 
in the canyon. .Although an e.\cellent location for storage, the small area on the top o f the 
knoll did not allow for extensive building o f a formal habitation structure such as a 
pithouse. Instead, it is possible that habitation sites were located along the .North Fork 
and/or along the East Fork o f the Virgin River.
As part o f a regional diverse adaptive strategy, the Virgin .Anasazi used 42\Vsl26 
as a food storage and minor food-processing site. They used ceramic types, wares, and 
forms that w ere similar to other Virgin .Anasazi sites, likely for collecting and processing 
w ild foods in close proximity to the site when necessary, and made the tools that they 
needed as part o f a strategy to support a flexible w ay o f life.
In the Southwest, the focus has reigned for too long on large epicenters such as 
Chaco Canyon. In focusing too heavily on major sites and phenomenon, smaller sites 
illustrative o f alternative modes o f adaptation may be lost. Our focus must be readjusted 
so that we can effectively see these other types o f sites in the field and in the record.
Once w e accept the idea that there are multiple mechanisms for efficiently manipulating 
d ifficu lt desert environments, the information smaller sites can yield becomes necessary 
to understand the larger picture. Excavations at 42VVsl26 were important because they 
represented one small step tow ards building a greater knowledge base o f another smaller, 
outly ing group such as the Virgin .Anasazi. As we continue to refine our know ledge o f 
the Virgin Anasazi. we can begin to further envision their successful adaptations to the 
environment and their relationships to neighboring groups in the Southwest. Overall, 
much of the data from 42VVsl26 supports the vision o f the V irgin Anasazi as extremely
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versatile. One important point that this research has illustrated is that the range of 
behaviors at habitation and storage-only sites is not that different, and the Virgin .Anasazi 
at this site used a blend o f behaviors that we would e.xpect at both kinds o f sites.
The primary goal o f this research aimed to test the hy pothesis that 42\Vsl26 
served as a short-term, small-scale food storage and processing site for the Virgin 
.Anasazi along the North Fork o f the Virgin River. It appears as though this hy pothesis 
was substantiated, and the site was used in conjunction with other sites in Zion National 
Park, both along the North and East Forks o f the Virgin River to support a diverse way of 
life. The Virgin Anasazi combined a range o f behaviors to successfully adapt to a 
challenging environment in w hich unpredictable environmental events such as floods and 
droughts likely occurred. The fact that the Watchman Site illustrates this range is both 
meaningful and useful in the continuing research on Virgin .Anasazi survival 
mechanisms. .As archaeologists, we must continue to expand our expectations o f 
prehistoric populations to better understand their lifeways; in this sense, research at the 
Watchman Site has been essential and extremely valuable. The Watchman Site illustrates 
the adaptive diversity of the \  irgin .Anasazi exceptionally well.
The final goal o f research at 42Wsl26 w as interpretation o f the site. Sharing the 
results of this analy sis and their importance w ith the public and visitors to Zion National 
Park gives archaeology its genuine meaning. The location o f the Watchman Site in the 
heavily visited Zion National Park makes interpretation even more imperative. 
.Archaeologists have an obligation to share know ledge with the public, and interpretation 
in a national park w ill help to promote the scientific value o f archaeology as a profession 
and help to derail the trend o f looting and illegal collection o f artifacts. Chapter 7
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discusses other prehistoric archaeological sites that serve as focuses for interpretation for 
the general public. This is followed by the development o f an interpretive plan for 
42Ws 126 in Chapter 8.
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INTERPRETATION OPTIONS 
Interpreting the past through cultural matenals that come out o f the ground and 
subsequently finding meaning in these materials at archaeological sites is an integral step 
in the process o f doing' archaeology. Archaeologists must consider exactly what past 
they are defining; is it one created with an authoritanan voice (that o f the archaeologist), 
or is it one that considers multiple interpretations’  Hodder ( 1997) argues that the need 
for reflexivity and multi-vocality in archaeology are vital Although multi-vocal 
approaches to interpretation are not as straightforward as other, more traditional 
approaches (Potter and Chabot 1997 52), archaeologists must take into consideration who 
the audience is, which reality they are presenting, and, i f  multiple interpretations are 
viable, which ones to include
Is there a (single) past, or are we faced with multiple pasts that vie for attention 
from different communities’  I f  this is the case, then how do we cope with competing 
claims concerning objects and sites o f archaeological concern, claims that deny the 
validity o f  an archaeological approach’  [Carman 1995 :96]
Presenting archaeology to the public today must be done with a combined concern 
for who the audience is and an awareness o f our own position in society, including 
personal agendas, biases, and societal roles. W ith these things in mind, we can establish
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meanings for archaeological objects more clearly. This is not to suggest that conclusions 
drawn from scientific inquiry are useless. Rather, reflexivity requires the archaeologist to 
be aware o f biases that he or she may hold while interpreting data from empirical 
methods o f inquiry (Hodder 1997).
Archaeological site interpretation methods should address three key issues 
(Wallace 1987). Archaeologists must better connect the past, present, and future, to 
discontinue the tendency o f seeing the past as something that is finished. Secondly, 
interpreters must stress that particular moments in time are actually moments in larger 
processes, processes still operating at the present moment. Finally, interpretation and 
presentation must take a wider spatial and global perspective in addition to a larger 
temporal perspective. Site significance cannot be addressed in an isolated conte.vt.
Rather, the significance o f individual sites must be examined on a regional and possibly a 
global scale.
Interpreting archaeology and sharing know ledge w ith the public has become a key 
professional goal in the discipline over the past twenty years (Jameson, Jr. 1997; 11 ). The 
American Anthropological Society’s Code o f Ethics acknowledges this in the statement 
o f responsibility to the public. The Code states, "Anthropological researchers should 
make the results o f  their research appropriately available to sponsors, students, decision 
makers, and other non-anthropologists”  (A A A  Code o f Ethics 111-C-l ). Additionally, 
anthropologists have the responsibility to disseminate truthful information, and to 
recognize that all research is potentially affected by philosophical and political biases. In 
the fourth principle outlined in the Society for American Archaeology’s Principles o f
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Archaeological Ethics, the importance o f sharing information w ith the public is 
accentuated.
In particular, archaeologists should undertake to: 1 ) enlist public support for the 
stewardship o f the archaeological record; 2) explain and promote the use o f 
archaeological methods and techniques in understanding human behavior and culture; 
and 3) communicate archaeological interpretations o f the past. (S.A.A Principles of 
.Archaeological Ethics. Principle .Number 4|
Concurrent w ith professional recognition o f the importance o f sharing 
archaeological know ledge w ith the public, global and national programs have formed, 
focused on involving interested people o f all ages, backgrounds, and experience levels in 
the archaeological process. These programs have provided an important link between the 
professional field o f archaeology and the general public, w ho may or may not have an 
understanding o f the significance o f preserving cultural resources. As interest and public 
investments in archaeological resources grow, archaeologists have a responsibility to 
share their know ledge and educate the public about these resources. The importance of 
distributing information about archaeological resources is considerable. Programs which 
require active participation, whether through actual excavation or site monitoring, are 
directly influencing the ways in which people experience and think about archaeological 
resources. Even minimally stabilized and/or reconstructed sites that simply distribute 
literature on the history of excavation and the importance o f preservation are doing a 
major service in educating the public. After processing the significance o f new ly 
acquired information, the public has the power to curb site destruction and vandalism.
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Several examples on various scales from the Southwest outline the success o f public 
archaeology.
Experiential Education 
Crow Canyon Archaeological Center in Cortez. Colorado has been coordinating 
public outreach and participation programs since its inception in 1983 (Heath 1997:67). 
Separate research and education departments are staffed w ith archaeologists. There are 
several key components to Crow Canyon's programs, including: 1 ) involvement o f 
archaeologists in every stage o f the program; 2) integration o f the public into actual 
quality research; 3) ability of archaeologists to communicate the importance o f 
preserving and protecting cultural heritage (Heath 1997: 68).
Education is emphasized at Crow Canyon, rather than interpretation, w ith a focus 
on experiential education. Participants in the programs at the center help w ith actual 
excavation and lab work from long-term sites that are the subjects of continuing research. 
Crow Canyon archaeologists believe that the emphasis should be on w hat the learner can 
do for him or herself, rather than w hat the teacher can provide for the learner. Students at 
the center learn method and theory behind the archaeological process, and can put these 
to immediate use while working on Crow Canyon's ongoing research project. The hands- 
on setting is more conducive to long-term learning than a traditional lecture setting.
Crow Canyon has established a respected place in the profession because o f their ethical 
and enthusiastic approach to presenting archaeology to the public. Their efforts are far- 
reaching and as a result, thousands o f participants have become more aware o f the 
importance of preserving cultural resources.
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Fremont Indian Interpretation 
Fremont Indian State Park, located in Sevier. Utah, was established in 1985 to 
preserve cultural materials from Clear Creek Canyon, a large Fremont Indian v illage.
Five Finger Ridge Village contained over 100 separate structures, housing between 200 
and 300 people at any one time (Fremont Indian State Park #1. n.d.) The original village 
site w as destroyed by the construction o f Interstate 70 after excavation w as completed.
The State Park has taken a number o f initiatives to disseminate and share information 
about the Fremont w ith the public.
Fremont Indian State Park includes a v isitor's center with a museum, and replicas 
o f a Fremont pithouse and granary for v isitors to experience. Interpretive trails 
throughout the park lead to rock art panels and other points o f interest. Informative 
literature is distributed, including brochures and one-page handouts for each trail in the 
park. The focus of these handouts is largely rock art interpretation. The majority o f trails 
in the park lead to rock art panels, and the handouts for these trails concern themselves 
w ith multiple interpretations o f the panels. One informative handout for Trail 4 discusses 
the artifacts and structures identified during excav ations. It details the pit structures, 
midden areas, activity areas, and hearths, as well as the recovered projectile points and 
turquoise and lignite artifacts. This handout also shows the site map. The handout for 
this trail is easily the most scientific' o f the entire collection o f literature presented to 
park visitors. The only other scientific perspective to be found among the literature is on 
the handout for Trail 12. leading to Sheep Shelter. This handout discusses the salvage 
excavation project o f the shelter in 1983. and provides radiocarbon dates o f 7200 B.P. to
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1300 A.D.. the range o f dates o f established use in the Canyon (Fremont Indian State 
Park #12. n.d.)
The literature provided by Fremont Indian State Park provides varying 
interpretations o f the rock art. Handouts consistently refer to modem Paiute and Hopi 
oral traditions to e.vplain meanings behind the art. including the Hopi emergence story 
and the Paiute creation story. One trail is focused solely on the "Curse o f the Spider 
Woman Rock." The handout for Trail 13 discusses the Hopi legend o f the Spider 
Woman, and the curse placed on the Utah Department o f Transportation for leveling a 
ridge sacred to the Hopi.
Collectively , the literature provided by Fremont Indian State Park gives visitors a 
broad overview o f Fremont archaeology, general enough to allow even the most 
inexperienced visitor a chance to walk away w ith some knowledge. The handouts are 
written in a way that w ill educate the visitor who knows almost nothing about Fremont 
archaeology . Literature on the site consistently uses the phrases "try to imagine” and 
"this may depict." encouraging the visitor to use his/her imagination to come up w ith 
their own interpretations of Fremont archaeology. The park is very aware o f Native 
Amencan interpretations, and makes extensive efforts to include these in their 
discussions o f prehistoric rock art. However, the handouts do state that;
There is no universal accepted meaning o f rock art. The interpretations provided 
in this brochure are educated guesses based on broad-scale study o f many sites.
The only way to know for sure what a panel might mean is to know what the artist 
was thinking at the time the art was created (Fremont Indian State Park #5. n.d.]
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These initiatives at Fremont Indian State Park represent a successful attempt at 
interpretation o f prehistoric and historic rock art. Because construction o f Interstate 70 
destroyed the village site, interpreters at the park were left w ith only rock art panels. 
.Archaeologists at the park chose to provide a comprehensive review of the possible 
e.xplanations for the prehistoric art. Scientific inquiry into rock art is still in its early 
stages, and because of this, oral tradition e.xplanations dominate the field.
Preservation o f the rock art panels at Fremont Indian State Park relies mostly on 
visitor etiquette. The handouts provided by the park ask visitors to refrain from climbing 
on c lif f  w alls, touching rock art panels, and removing artifacts. Visitors are reminded to 
stay on the established trails and to treat Clear Creek Canyon with respect. Because of 
the large quantity o f rock art in the park, it is likely that park employees and volunteers 
monitor the panels on a regular basis, although this is not mentioned in the literature.
Red C liffs Site
The Red C liffs Site, a Virgin Anasazi site located near the confluence o f Quail 
and Leeds Creeks in the St. George Basin in Washington County. Utah, was excavated in 
1977 by the Bureau of Land .Management. The site was excavated in two areas. Area A 
and .Area B. and consists o f 27 storage units, two habitations, outdoor fi repits, midden 
areas, and outdoor use areas (Dailey and McFadden 1985:46). In 1980. several years 
after excavation was completed, archaeologists stabilized most o f the storage structures, 
using a 5:1 soil to cement ratio mixture (Dailey and McFadden 1985:35). No stain was 
added to the mixture; once the mud dried, it was stippled w ith a w hisk broom and 
sprinkled w ith sand. Following this, it was allowed to dry without any further treatment. 
Foreign stone was used only in cases when it was absolutely necessary for stabilization.
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Selecting structures for stabilization was generally subjective; on the whole, anything that 
would harden up with the mud mixture was stabilized (Gardiner Dailey, personal 
communication. 2001 ). There were also three ramadas put in at the site to cover the more 
substantial exposed structures in .Area A and B. These were manufactured from wood 
with mansard style shake roofs. In addition, a wooden boardwalk was put in place to 
guide visitors from one feature to the next, and to prevent damage to any buried 
structures. Finally, there is one interpretive sign at the Red C liffs Site, with a brief 
descnption of Virgin Anasazi use o f the site and culture in the region.
Dailey admitted (Dailey and McFadden 1985;35) that excavation with the sole 
intent o f stabilization and display was a mistake. Excavators were tentative about 
destroying structures to better understand construction details. The V irg in .Anasazi are 
recognized for their patterns o f reuse and reoccupation o f structures; some o f these 
behaviors may not have been identified at the Red Cliffs Site because o f reluctance on the 
archaeologists' parts to uncover them.
On the other hand, the Bureau o f Land Management w as successful in its venture 
to educate the public about the V irgin .Anasazi through interpretation o f the Red C liffs 
Site. The site was the first Virgin .Anasazi site ever to be stabilized ( in situ) and used for 
interpretation. In this sense, its importance cannot be overstated. Its location is in the 
Red Cliffs Recreation .Area, which houses day and overnight use areas, including 
campgrounds and hiking trails. The area is heavily used throughout most o f the year, and 
offers a good opportunity to educate park visitors. The stabilization has held up fairly 
well, and is periodically checked and touched up as need determines. The Red C liffs Site 
has filled a necessary void in the public interpretation o f V irgin .Anasazi archaeology.
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While it is hoped that visitors refrain from destroying the stabilized structures, 
regular site monitoring by the Bureau o f Land Management employees helps to prevent 
and note any disturbance and vandalism to the uncovered structures. Visitors are asked 
not to trample on the structures, although visitors seeking shelter under the shady 
ramadas have been know n to move some o f the slabs from the structures i Daw na Ferns, 
personal communication 2001 ). There is no way to prevent vandalism entirely, but site 
monitoring and reminders o f site etiquette on the interpretive sign attempt to deter 
visitors from damaging the prehistoric structures.
The preceding examples o f archaeological interpretation measures provided 
guidance in formulating options for the Watchman Site in Zion National Park. The 
concept for the Watchman Site was formed w ith the belief that visitors to the site and to 
Zion should be presented w ith both a broad understanding o f Virgin .Anasazi adaptations 
to the region, as well as a more narrow understanding o f the prehistoric behaviors 
identified at the site. While it was hoped that a multi-vocal approach that would include 
Native .American voices could be used in developing this concept, space restrictions 
I limited signage, only one brochure) does not allow for extensive descriptions and 
interpretations o f behaviors at the site. Therefore, a more straightforward, scientific 
approach w ill be adopted in presenting the information gleaned from the site.
In order to help park visitors connect the prehistoric behaviors at the Watchman 
Site with the present and the future, the interpretation measures w ill illuminate particular 
surroundings at the site that connect the present day with the past. Visitors w ill be 
reminded that resources such as water, plants, and animals were not only necessary for 
the V irg in .Anasazi to survive, but they are still vital for the surv ival o f Zion National
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Park as well. To connect the past w ith the future, visitors w ill be reminded that they are a 
fundamental component in protecting prehistoric sites like the Watchman Site for future 
generations to enjoy. A strong anti-vandalism message w ill be communicated in this 
interpretation plan.
Finally, this interpretation concept w ill adopt a regional perspective in presenting 
the prehistoric behaviors at the Watchman Site. The significance o f 42W sl26 w ill be 
addressed in connection with other Virgin .Anasazi sites, and visitors w ill be referred to 
both sites and other museums that they may visit to learn more about V irgin .Anasazi and 
other prehistoric and historic archaeology.
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CHAPTER 8
INTERPRETATION CONCEPT 
There are several key goals for Watchman Site interpretation At present, there is 
only one prehistoric archaeological site that also serves as an interpretive spot for visitors 
-  the Red C liffs Site, near Humcane, Utah. When the Watchman Site is uncovered, the 
signs are put in place, and a brochure is made available to visitors, it w ill serve as a vital 
addition to the Virgin Anasazi public resource base. While Zion National Park has a few 
interpretive archaeological sites (Petroglyph Canyon, Cable Mountain Draw Works, and 
others), the Watchman Site w ill be the first interpretive prehistoric architectural site on 
display. Another pnmary goal o f this interpretive plan is to share the broad results and 
conclusions o f my research. That is, the interpretive signs and brochure w ill discuss how 
the Virgin Anasazi used the Watchman Site for short-term, small-scale food storage and 
processing. This w ill be accomplished through presentation o f the architecture, artifacts, 
radiocarbon dates, and flotation results. Finally, this plan w ill communicate how 
important it is to leave archaeological sites like this undisturbed. Visitors w ill be 
reminded that small sites like 42Wsl26 are important, and that vandalism severely 
impacts the ability o f archaeologists to recover vital information.
The interpretation plan for 42WsI26 involves three components. The first o f 
these IS the uncovenng o f the features that w ill be displayed for park v isitors. The second 
involves the creation o f  four wayside signs interpreting the site's meaning. The final
133
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component o f the interpretation plan consists o f the creation o f an educational brochure 
that w ill be available at the visitor’ s center upon request. .All three o f these components 
w ill help present the scientific information gleaned from the Watchman Site to park 
visitors w ho w ant to learn more about the archaeology o f the Virgin Anasazi in southwest 
Utah, southeast Nevada, and portions o f northwest .Arizona.
Several challenges became apparent w hen 1 began this interpretation concept. 
.Although I intended to incorporate a multi-vocal approach to interpretation. I was limited 
in the amount o f space I had to tell the story o f the \  irgin .Anasazi. For this reason. 1 
adopted a more traditional approach to sharing information and provided a scientific 
explanation for the artifacts and structures at the site. In this way. I prov ided as much of 
the data that I could that was understandable to park visitors w ith no prev ious know ledge 
of archaeology. The challenge in presenting the prehistoric behav iors o f the Virgin 
.Anasazi at the Watchman Site to the public lies in trying to present as much information 
as possible in an interesting and understandable manner. This needs to be done without 
ov erloading and boring potential readers. The concept that follow s represents an attempt 
at sharing w hat I see as the most important components o f the past at the Watchman Site 
w ith park v isitors.
Finally, it is necessary to point out that there is no absolute way to protect the site 
from vandalism, looting, or natural elements such as wind. snow, and rain. While visitors 
can be reminded of site etiquette in the literature, and park employees and volunteers can 
monitor the site, we simply cannot prevent vandalism entirely. It is hoped that the 
v isitors w ill respect the legacy o f the V irgin .Anasazi and refrain from damaging any part 
o f the site. To further facilitate this, a boardwalk (much like the one at the Red Cliffs
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Site) may be put in place that would navigate around or further cover buried features 
w hile discouraging visitors from straying o ff o f the path. Landscaping around the 
features w ill also attempt to prevent visitors from trampling in. on. and around the 
uncovered structures. Methods o f implementing landscaping and a boardwalk are out o f 
the range o f this project and w ill not be addressed here. I expect that park managers and 
archaeologists w ill finalize these important details. This plan does not incorporate a 
covering for the structures; park managers may decide that this w ill be beneficial to help 
protect the site from natural elements. Finally. 1 expect that park managers w ill also be 
responsible for creating the trail that w ill lead to the site.
Uncovering Features 
This interpretation plan involves the uncovering o f four features. These are 
Features 1. 3 and 4. the connected storage rooms/cists. and Feature 9. the circular storage 
cist on the southwestern edge of ihe site. Feature 2. the grinding slick, w ill also be 
interpreted although its location on a boulder on the surface does not require re­
excavation. These features w ere chosen for a number o f reasons. The storage cists and 
rooms illustrate two distinct methods o f arrangement and manufacture: an earlier, 
circular, individual cist (Feature 9) and later, attached rectangular and circular cists 
(Features 1. 3. and 4). While the possibility o f vandalism cannot be ignored, these 
features seemed less easily vandalized than the hearth or the other smaller circular 
storage cist (Feature 8). Finally, the display o f several storage components combined 
with the grinding slick w ill paint an excellent overall picture o f the specific behaviors 
evident at the Watchman Site. Park archaeologists may decide to stabilize the existing 
foundations o f the structures, but the mechanics o f this are not addressed in this proposal.
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Wavside Sign Development 
This interpretation plan involves the development o f four wayside signs, which 
w ill be placed in several key locations at the site. Figure 11 illustrates suggested 
locations for signs. Signs w ill likely be manufactured from metal, and dimensions w ill be 
in the range of 16 by 20 inches to 42 by 20 inches. .A low profile angle w ill be maintained 
to provide ease o f reading for visitors. The signs themselves w ill be made to match other 
signs in the park -  likely a pale yellow , or off-white color. A serif typestyle w ill be used 
in black ink (although this font type is not used in the following outline). Font size on all 
signs w ill be used according to the follow ing format; headlines and themes. 72 pt.; 
summary, or key sentences and phrases. 24-36 pt.; all te.xl and captions. 24 pt. This 
follow s suggestions laid out by Knudson. Cable, and Beck ( 1995).
Wayside signs are in use throughout the many hiking trails in Zion National Park. 
They serve as low -maintenance, reliable methods of information, and when placed at the 
Watchman Site, they have the potential to provide key messages about the prehistory of 
the site, the park, and the scientific value o f archaeology as a w hole. Graphics w ill be the 
main focus o f the signs at the Watchman Site, and wording w ill be kept to a minimum. 
Dean suggests a range o f 75-150 words in both introductory and group texts, which 
communicate the majority o f the information in interpretive signs (Dean 1994:113-114). 
Four main themes w ill be addressed through the on-site wayside signs. The first sign w ill 
serve as an introduction to the site. It w ill present the site map. radiocarbon dates, a very 
brief description o f the .Ancestral Puebloan use o f the site, and it w ill also describe w hen 
and w hy excavation took place. The second sign w ill discuss w hat resources and
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Figure 11. Proposed Location o f Interpretive Signs at 42Wsl26.
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technology the V irg in Anasazi depended on for surv ival at the Watchman Site and in 
Zion Canyon. This w ill include a concise summary o f recovered artifacts and 
macrobotanical remains. The third sign w ill point out the uncovered storage features and 
discuss some o f the ceramics that were found in association with them. The fourth and 
final sign w ill communicate why small sites like Watchman are important to 
archaeologists, and it w ill also include an anti vandalism message.
Educational Brochure 
The creation o f the brochure for park visitors followed the same ideas as 
presented in the wayside sign exhibit. The main goal in forming the brochure was to 
include more in-depth information than could be presented on the signs, while still 
maintaining a delicate balance between information overload and simplicity. 1 also 
w anted to prov ide resources for visitors w ho w ished to continue on their journey of 
learning about the Virgin .Anasazi. The brochure (Figure 16. in pocket) discusses four 
main ideas indiv idually in separate sections. The first section, entitled '.Ancestral 
Puebloans at 42W sI26‘ . provides an overview o f who the V'irgin Anasazi (Ancestral 
Puebloans) were, along w ith a brief summarv o f the architecture and artifacts uncovered 
from excavations. The second section, entitled 'Dating the Site’ , prov ides v isitors with 
the radiocarbon dates obtained from charcoal at the site. Preserve the Past’ , the third 
section, discusses modem items recovered from the structures and reminds v isitors to 
preserve the prehistoric lifeways o f the Virgin .Anasazi. Finally, the last section entitled 
'Further Resources’ gives interested visitors other ways to learn more about the Virgin 
.Anasazi in Zion National Park and in the nearby area, through references to Zion’ s
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Human History Museum, two rock art sites in the park, as well as the Red Cliffs Site near 
Hurricane. Utah, and the Lost City Museum in Overton. Nevada.
The brochure w il l be one double-sided sheet, printed on plain white recycled 
paper using black soy ink. the standard for interpretive brochures at Zion National Park. 
Font type w ill be Arial. and font size w ill vary depending on te.xt type. The main 
headline. Zion National Park, w ill be 36 pt.. the title The Watchman Site' w ill be in 24 
pt.. photo captions w il l be in 10 pt.. and all descriptive text w ill be in 12 pt. The address 
for Zion National Park w ill be in 12 pt.
Finally, the term .Ancient Puebloans w ill be used in place o f the term \  irgin 
Anasazi on all written material in this interpretation concept. .Anasazi is a Navajo word 
that means ancient enemies, and archaeologists have recently adopted the term .Ancient 
Puebloans. which suggests ties with the modem Pueblos. The National Park Service uses 
the latter term in its literature, and that standard w ill be adopted in the follow ing plan.
The opportunity to create such an interpretive concept was an exciting and 
enriching experience. Presenting basic scientific evidence to the public seemed like an 
easy task; however, eliminating the jargon that archaeologists are used to speaking and 
writing was difficult. 1 found the interpretive planning for the Watchman Site to be one 
o f the most challenging and important components o f the research project. This project 
represents one step in the necessarv' process o f presenting archaeology to the public.
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Thr Watchman Site
w. Welcome to the Watchman Site, a prehistoric Ancestral Puebloan storage and food processing area This site was excavated in 2000
=! to salvage remaining information after years o f vandalism and looting by visitors, and to test how and when this site was used
Archaeologists from the Desert Research Institute working with high school students and teachers discovered that the Ancestral 
CD Puebloans did not live here, but used it as a pantry to store and sometimes process food Dates derived from organic material left at
o the Watchman Site showed two separate occupations A D 700-900, and A D 1010-1300 This site map, compiled when excavations
were completed, shows what was found Several o f the foundations o f the storage cists and rooms are exposed for your benefit 
2 ! Please do not abuse this privilege by trampling or touching the evidence
(See follow ing page for enlarged map to appear underneath the text on the first interpretive sign )
figure 12 First Proposed Interpretive Sign
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Survival in the Canyon
What did the Ancestral Puebloans at the Watchman Site use for food'^ Evidence from other excavated sites nearby indicates that they 
probably used local vegetation like yuccas, saltbrush, cacti, and animals such as mule bighorn sheep, rabbits, muledeer, and hares in 
order to survive in the desert Below, the North Fork o f the V irg in River provided a reliable source o f water
Can you find the one area on this boulder that has been ground smooth'^ This is called a grinding slick, and it is evidence o f food 
processing The Ancestral Puebloans at this site likely ground w ild  plants for survival, and used pinyon, juniper, and salt brush for fuel 
and building material They used stone tools, ceramic jars and bowls, and ground stones, all found during excavations, to process and 
store food The ground stones were only lightly used, suggesting that food grinding was not done on a daily basis
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This mano, or handstone, found during 
excavations, was likely used prehistorically for 
grinding grains on metates, or grinding slabs
Figure 13 Second Proposed Interpretive Sign
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This excavated hearth, no longer exposed for public 
viewing due to its fragile nature, was probably used to 
cook food and to provide a short-term heat source for 
the Ancestral Puebloans Photo courtesy NPS
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Uncovering a large bowl sherd during 
excavations Photo courtesy NPS
Architecture
The Ancestral Puebloans used these sandstone-lined rooms and cists to store food supplies 
while liv ing at other sites along the V irgin River Ceramic fragments from jars were found 
in these cists The attached storage rooms and cist like you see here are considered 
younger than the circular, individual cists like the one at the next sign This shows the site 
was used several times over hundreds o f years
Figure 14 Third Proposed Interpretive Sign
After cleaning, the ceramic sherd’ s design style became 
visible This style, Washington Black-on-gray, dates to 
A D  700-900
Left Drawing o f an intact storage cist at Cave du Pont, 
Utah, that gives us a clue to how these cists would have 
looked Drawing by Dr George W Brainerd, from 
photograph by Dr Jesse L Nusbaum, courtesy o f the 
Museum o f  the American Indian, Heye Foundation U J
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While the Watchman Site is small, it still has the potential to inform us about the past lifeways o f the Ancestral Puebloans Although 
there are no known habitation sites in Zion Canyon, the formal storage structures here suggest that the Ancestral Puebloans were 
living somewhere nearby Archaeologists learn more from sites that are left undisturbed Unfoitunately, this site was vandalized for 
many years During excavations, modern trash and bullet casings were found in the storage cists and rooms Please, allow the legacy 
o f the Ancestral Puebloans to continue and leave the site undisturbed for others to enjoy and learn from
m i  I
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Figure 15 Fourth Proposed Interpretive Sign
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APPENDIX
RAW DATA 
Debitage
Table 30. 42Wsl26 Debitage Database.
Catalog # Stage Material Unit/Feature Level Strat Q t \ . Size Grade
14Z(W Cure Reduc Chalcedony I4 4 N I0 2 E Surface 1 6
14210 Decon. Limestone 144N 102E Surface 1 4
14211 Core Reduc Limestone I4 2 M 0 2 E Surtace 1 4
14212 Shatter Chert 1 4 2 M 0 2 E Surface 1 6
1421.; Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 2 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 4
14214 Core Reduc Chert 140N 104E Surface 1 5
14214 Core Reduc Chert 140N 104E Surface 1 7
14215 Decort. Sandstone 140N 104E Surface 1 6
14216 Shatter Chert 138N 104E Surface 1 5
14217 Core Reduc Limestone 138N 104E Surface 1 4
14217 Core Reduc Limestone 138N 104E Surface 1 4
14217 Core Reduc Limestone 138N H W E Surface 1 4
1421S Core Reduc Sandstone 138N1Ü4E Surface 1 5
14214 Core Reduc Limestone 1 3 6 M 0 2 E Surface 1 4
14214 Decort. Limestone 136N1Ü2E Surface 1 4
14220 Core Reduc Limestone I4 2 .M 0 4 E Surface 1 4
14222 Shatter Chert I3 4 N 1 0 2 E Surface I 5
14225 Decort. Limestone 1 3 4 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 3
14225 Core Reduc Limestone I3 4 N 1 Ü 2 E Surface 1 3
14224 Core Reduc Limestone I3 2 M 0 4 E Surface 1 3
14225 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 2 M 0 6 E Surface 1 5
14226 Core Reduc Chert 144N1Ü8E 1 1 5
14226 Shatter Chert 144N 108E 1 1 7
14226 Indeterm Chert I4 4 M 0 8 E 1 1 7
14226 Indeterm. Chert 144N 108E 1 1 7
14227 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 108E 1 1 4
14227 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 108E 1 1 5
14227 Decort. Limestone 144N 108E 1 1 5
14228 Shatter Limestone 1 4 4 N I0 8 E 1 1 5
14228 Shatter Limestone 144N 108E 1 1 5
14229 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 108E Surface 1 5
14230 Core Reduc Quartzite 144N 108E Surface 1 6
156
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Table 30. 42Ws 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Maieiial Unit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14230 Core Reduc Quartzite 144N 108E Surface 1 6
14231 Shatter Chert 144N 104E Surface 1 6
14231 Shatter Chert 144N 104E Surface 1 7
14231 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E Surtace 1 7
14232 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E *> 1 6
14233 Core Reduc Chert 140N 102E 1 1 4
14233 Core Reduc Chert 140N 102E 1 1 6
14233 Core Reduc Chert 144N 102E 1 1 6
14234 Decort Sandstone 144N 1Ü 2E 1 1 4
14235 Core Reduc Limestone 144N T02E 1 1 4
14235 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 0 M 0 2 E 1 I 4
14235 Decort. Limestone 144N 102E 1 1 4
14235 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 102E 1 1
14236 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 102E 1 1 4
1423" Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 2 E 1 1 5
14237 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 2 E 1 1 5
1423" Indeterm. Limestone I4 4 .M 0 2 E 1 1 5
1423^ Indeierm. Limestone 14Ü N 102E 1 1 5
14237 Shatter Limestone 144N 1Ü 2E 1 1 5
14237 Shatter Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 2 E 1 1
14238 Core Reduc Chert 144N 102E 2 1 5
14238 Shatter Chert 144N 102E 2 1 7
14238 Shatter Chert 144N 102E 2 1 7
14238 Shatter Chert 144N 1Ü 2E 2 1
14238 Pressure Chert 144N 102E 2 1 8
14239 Shatter Chert 144N 102E 2 1
14240 Decort. Limestone 144N 102E 2 1 4
14240 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 102E 2 1 4
14241 Shatter Chert 148 .M Ü 6E Surtace 1 6
14241 Core Reduc Chert 1 4 8 M Ü 6 E Surtace 1 ■’
14242 Shatter Limestone 148N 106E Surface 1 6
14243 Core Reduc Chert I4 4 N 1 Ü 2 E Surface 1 6
14243 Indeterm. Chert 1 44N 102E Surface 1 7
14244 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 102E Surface 1 5
14245 Decort. Basalt 144N 104E 3 1 4
14246 Shatter Chert 144N 104E 3 1 6
14246 Shatter Chert 144N 104E 3 1 6
14246 Shatter Chert 144N 104E 3 1 7
14246 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E 3 1 7
14246 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E 3 1 7
14246 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E 3 1 7
14247 Bifac. Thin. Chert 1 44N 104E 3 I 6
14248 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 104E 3 1 4
14248 Decort. Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 4 E 3 1 6
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Table 30. 42W's 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Material L’nit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14249 Bifac. Thin. C hen 1 4 2 M 0 8 E 1 1 6
14250 Core Reduc C hen 1 4 4 N I0 6 E 1 1 5
14250 Core Reduc C hen 144N 106E 1 1
14251 Shatter C hen 146N1Ü6E 1 1
14252 Shatter C hen 1 4 8 N I0 6 E 1 1 6
14252 Core Reduc Q uanzite 1 4 8 M 0 6 E 1 1 6
14252 Core Reduc Q uanzite 148N 106E 1 1
14254 Core Reduc C hen 140N 106E 1 1
14255 Shatter C hen 140N 106E I 1 6
14256 Core Reduc Lim estone 140N 106E 1 1 5
14257 Shatter Lim estone 150N T06E 1 1 6
14258 Decort Limestone 150NT06E 1 1 3
14258 Decort. Lim estone 150N 106E 1 1 4
14258 Decort Lim estone 1 5 0 M 0 6 E 1 1 5
14258 Core Reduc Lim estone 1 5 0 M 0 6 E 1 1 5
14258 Core Reduc Lim estone 150N1Ü6E 1 1 5
14258 Decort. L im estone 150N 106E 1 1 6
14258 Core Reduc Lim estone 150N 106E 1 1 6
14258 Core Reduc Lim estone 150N T06E 1 I 6
14258 Core Reduc Lim estone 150NT06E 1 1 6
14260 Pressure C hen 146N 108E Surtace 1
14261 Core Reduc Lim estone 146N 108E Surface 1 5
14262 Shatter C hen 1 4 6 M 0 4 E  F I 1 1 7
14263 Shatter C hen 1 4 6 M 0 4 E  F I 1 1 5
14263 Shatter C hen 146N U )4E  F I 1 1 7
14264 Core Reduc Q uanzite 1 4 8 M 0 4 E 1 1 5
14265 Core Reduc C hen 1 4 0 M 0 4 E 1 1 4
14265 Core Reduc C hen I4 0 N 1 0 4 E 1 1
14265 Shatter C hen U O N U M E 1 1
14265 Shatter C hen 140N 104E 1 1
14267 Decon. Lim estone 14ÜN104E 1 1 4
14268 Core Reduc C hen 138.N106E 1 1 6
14268 Shatter C hen 1 3 8 M 0 6 E 1 1 6
14268 Core Reduc C hen 138N1Ü6E 1 1 7
14269 Core Reduc C hen 144N1Ü2E W .5 2.A 1 5
14269 Bifac. Thin. C hen 144N1Ü2E W .5 2.A 1 7
14269 Shatter C hen 144N1Ü2E W  5 2.A 1
14269 Pressure C hen 144N 102E  W .5 2.A 1 8
14270 D econ. Q uanzite 146N 106E  F I 1 1 6
14271 Shatter C hen 146 N 1 06 E F 1 1 1 6
14271 Core Reduc C hen 146N 106E F 1 1 1 7
14271 Core Reduc Q uanzite 146 N 1 06 E F 1 1 1 7
14271 Core Reduc Quartzite 1 46 N 1 06 E F 1 1 1 7
14272 Core Reduc Limestone 146 N 1 06 E F 1 1 1 6
14273 D econ. C hen F 1 2 1 5
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Table 30. 42Ws 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Material Unit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14274 Decort. Limestone F I 2 1 4
14275 Decort. Limestone 138N 106E 2 1 3
14276 Core Reduc Limestone Trench IN  F I 2 8  1 4
14277 Shatter Chert 148N 108E 1 1 4
14277 Shatter Chert 148N 108E 1 1 6
14278 Decon. Limestone 148N T08E 1 1 3
142-^9 Core Reduc Chert 138N 106E 2B 1 4
14279 Decort. Chert 1 3 8 M 0 6 E 2 8  1 4
1428Ü Core Reduc Chert 1 3 8 M Ü 6 E 2B 1 5
14280 Core Reduc Chert 138N1Ü6E 2B 1 6
1 1281 Shatter Chert 1 5 0 M 0 6 E 1 1 6
14282 Core Reduc Basalt 14ÜN106E 2 1 3
14282 Decort. Limestone 14ÜNT06E 2 1 4
14283 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 Ü N 106E N .5 3 1 5
14284 Core Reduc Chert 1 4 0 N 1 0 6 E N .5 3 1 4
14284 Core Reduc Chert 140N 106E N  5 3 1 4
14284 Core Reduc Chert 1 4 0 M 0 6 E  N .5 3 1 5
14284 Core Reduc Chert 140N 106E N .5 3 1
14285 Core Reduc Chert 14ÜN1Ü6E 4 1 4
14286 Decort Limestone 140NT06E 4 1
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 Ü M 0 6 E 4 1
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 14UNT06E 4 1 3
14286 Decort. Limestone 140N 106E 4 1 4
14286 Decort Limestone 140NT06E 4 1 4
14286 Decort. Limestone 140N1Ü6E 4 1 4
14286 Decort. Limestone 14ÜN106E 4 1 4
14286 Shatter Limestone 140NTÜ6E 4 1 4
14286 Shatter Limestone 140N 106E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Sandstone 140N 106E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 14ÜN106E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 140N 106E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 1 40 .M 06E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 140NT06E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 0 M 0 6 E 4 1 4
14286 Core Reduc Sandstone 140N 106E 4 1
14286 Shatter Limestone 1 4 0 M 0 6 E 4 1 5
14286 Decort. Limestone 14ÜNT06E 4 1
14287 Decort. Quartzite 140N 106E 4 1 5
14288 Core Reduc Chert F 3 1 1 4
14288 Core Reduc Chert F 3 I 1
14289 Core Reduc Chert F 1 2 1 4
14290 Decort. Limestone F 1 2 1 5
14290 Decort. Limestone F 1 2 1 5
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Table 30. 42Ws 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Material Unit/Feature Level Strut Qt>. Size Grade
14291 Decort. Limestone 148N 108E 1 I 5
14291 Core Reduc Limestone 148N 108E 1 1 5
14291 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 8 M 0 8 E 1 1 5
14292 Core Reduc Sandstone 148N 108E 1 1 4
14292 Core Reduc Sandstone 148N 108E 1 1 3
14294 Shatter Chert 136N 94E Surface 1 5
14294 Core Reduc Chert I36 .N 94E Surface 1 6
14294 Core Reduc Chert 136N 94E Surface 1 6
14294 Core Reduc Chert 136N 94E Surface 1 6
14294 Core Reduc Chert 136N 94E Surface 1 7
14294 Core Reduc Chert 136N 94E Surface 1 7
14294 Core Reduc Chert 136N 94E Surface 1
14294 Core Reduc Chert 136N 94E Surface 1 8
14294.5 Core Reduc Limestone 136N 94E Surface 1 4
14295 Core Reduc Chert F7 F ill 1 4
14295 Core Reduc Chert F I F ill 1 6
14295 Core Reduc Chert F7 F ill 1 6
14296 Core Reduc Chert 136.N96E W .5 Surface 1 4
14296 Core Reduc Chert L36N96E W  5 Surface 1 6
14296 Shatter Chert 136N 96E  W  5 Surtace 1
14296 Bifac Thin Chert 136N 96E W  5 Surface 1 7
14296 Shatter Chert 136N 96E  W .5 Surface 1 7
14297 Shatter Chert 136N 96E  W  5 Surface 1 6
14297 Shatter Chert 136N 96E  W .5 Surface 1 7
14298 Bifac. Thin. Limestone 136N 96E  W  5 Surface 1 5
14298 Bifac. Thin. Limestone 1.36N96E W  5 Surface 1 6
14299 Decort. Limestone 136N 96E  W  5 Surface 1 4
14299 Decort. Limestone 136N 96E  W  5 Surface 1 4
14299 Decort. Limestone 136N 96E  W  5 Surface 1 4
14299 Decort. Limestone 136N 96E  W .5 Surface 1 4
14299 Shatter Quartzite 136N 96E  W .5 Surface 1 5
14299 Decort. Limestone 136N 96E  W .5 Surface 1 5
14300 Core Reduc Chert 134N 96E Surface 1 3
14300 Core Reduc Chert 134N 96E Surface 1 6
14301 Core Reduc Limestone 134N 96E Surface 1 3
14301 Core Reduc Limestone 134N 96E Surface 1 3
14302 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E 2 1 4
14302 Bifac. Thin. Chert 144N 104E 2 1 5
14303 Core Reduc Chert 144N 104E 2 1 4
14303 Core Reduc Limestone 144N1Û4E 2 1 4
14303 Pressure Chert 144N 104E 2 1 7
14303 Shatter Limestone 144N 104E 2 1 7
14304 Decort. Limestone 144N 104E 2 1 3
14304 Decort. Limestone 1 4 4 N I0 4 E 4
14305 Decort. Limestone 144N 104E 2 1 4
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Table 30. 42V\'s 126 Debitage Databa.se. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Material Unit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14305 Decort. Limestone 144N 104E 2 1 4
14.305 C ore Reduc Limestone 1 44N 104E 2 1 4
14306 Bifac. Thin. Chert F8 F ill 1 5
14306 Core Reduc Chert F8 F ill 1 7
14306 Shatter Chert F8 F ill 1 7
14307 Core Reduc Limestone F8 Fill 1 t
14307 C ore Reduc Limestone F8 F ill 1 4
14307 C ore Reduc Limestone F8 Fill 1 5
14307 Decort. Limestone F8 F ill 1 4
14308 C ore Reduc Chert F I 3 1 5
14308 Shatter Chert F I -
14304 Core Reduc Chert F9 1 1 5
14309 Shatter Chert F9 1 1 6
14309 Bifac. Th in . Chert F9 1 1 6
14309 Bifac Thin . Chert F9 1 1 6
14309 Bifac. Th in . Chert F9 1 1 6
14310 Core Reduc Limestone F9 1 1 3
14310 C ore Reduc Limestone F9 1 1 4
14310 Core Reduc Limestone F9 1 1 4
14310 C ore Reduc Limestone F9 1 1 4
14310 Decort. Limestone F9 1 1 4
14310 Decort. Limestone F9 1 1 4
14310 Core Reduc Limestone F9 1 1 5
14310 Decort. Limestone F9 1 1 5
14311 Core Reduc Chert 146N 106E 2 1 5
14312 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 6 .M 0 6 E 2 1 4
14313 Core Reduc Chert 1 4 4 M 0 6 E 2 1 4
14313 Core Reduc Chert 144N 106E 2 1 5
14313 C ore Reduc Quartzite 1 4 4 M 0 6 E 2 1
14314 Decort. Limestone 144N 106E 2 1 4
14314 C ore Reduc Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 6 E 2 1 4
14314 Core Reduc Limestone 1 44N 106E 2 1 4
14314 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 106E 2 1 4
14314 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 6 E 2 1 4
14314 C ore Reduc Limestone 144N 106E 2 1
14315 Core Reduc Sandstone 144N 106E 2 I 3
14315 Core Reduc Sandstone 144N 106E 2 1 4
14316 Shatter Limestone 146N 102E 1 1 4
14316 Core Reduc Limestone 1 46N 102E 1 1 4
14316 Decort. Limestone 1 4 6 M 0 2 E 1 1 5
14316 Core Reduc Limestone 1 46N 102E 1 1 5
14317 B ifac. Th in . Chert F8 F ill 1 5
14317 Indeterm . Chert F8 F ill 1 7
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Table 30. 42Ws 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Material Unit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14318 Core Reduc Limestone F8 F ill 1 4
14319 Core Reduc Chen Outside F8 Surface 1 5
14319 Shatter C hen Outside F8 Surface 1 7
14319 Bifae Thin. C hen Outside F8 Surface 1 7
14319 Shatter Chen Outside F8 Surface 1
14320 Bifac. Th in . Chen F 9 3 1 5
14321 Decon. Limestone F 9 3 1 4
14321 Decon. Limestone F 9 3 1 4
14321 Decort. Limestone F 9 3 1 4
14322 Shatter Chen F 10 .Above F 1 6
Bifae. Th in . Chen F 10 .Abose F 1 6
Bifac Thin. Chen F 10 Above F 1
14323 Shatter Chen 140N 106E IM B e lo w 1 4
14323 Bifae Thin. Chen 1 4 0 M 0 6 E 1 MBelovv 1 4
14323 Bifac. Th in Chen 140N 106E IM B e lo w 1 4
14323 Core Reduc Chen 140N 106E 1 MBelovv 1 s
14323 Core Reduc Chen 1 4 0 .M 0 6 E 1.MBelovv I 5
14323 Core Reduc Q uanzite 140.N106E 1 MBelovv 1 5
14323 Shatter Quanzite 140N 106E 1.MBelovv 1 5
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 140N 106E 1 MBelovv 1
14324 Decort. Limestone 140N 106E 1 MBelovv 1 4
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 140N 106E 1 MBelovv 1 4
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 140N 106E . 1 MBelovv 1 4
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 0 .M 0 6 E 1 MBelovv 1 4
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 0 M 0 6 E IM B e lo w 1 4
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 140N 106E IM B elo w 1 4
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 0 .M 0 6 E 1.MBelovv 1 4
14324 Decort Limestone 140N 106E IM B elo w 1 5
14324 Decon. Limestone 140N 106E 1.MBelovv 1 s
14324 Core Reduc Limestone 1 4 0 M 0 6 E IM B elo w 1
14325 Core Reduc Chen 1 4 6 M 0 2 E 2 1
14325 Shatter Chen 146N 102E 2 1 5
14326 Shatter Chen 146N 102E 2 1 5
14326 Core Reduc Chen 1 4 6 M 0 2 E 2 1 5
14326 Bifac Thin. Chen 1 4 6 M 0 2 E 2 1 5
14326 Core Reduc Chen 1 4 6 .M 0 2 E 2 1 5
14327 D econ. Limestone 1 4 6 .M 0 2 E 2 1 4
14328 Decon. Limestone 1 4 6 .M 0 2 E 2 1
14329 Shatter Chert l .U N 9 6 E i8 -9 i 1 1 5
14330
14330
14330
14331
Core Reduc 
Shatter 
Shatter 
Bifac. Th in .
Chert
Chalcedony
Chert
Chert
1 3 4 N 9 6 E (8 -9 i
1 3 4 N 9 6 E (8 -9 i
1 3 4 N 9 6 E (8 -9 )
1 3 4 N 9 6 E (8 -9 )
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1
4
7
5
14331 Shatter Chert 1 3 4 N 9 6 E (8 -9 ) 1 1 6
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Catalog # Stage Material L'nit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
1433: Decort. Limestone 1 3 4 N 9 6 E (8 -9 i 1 1 4
14333 Shatter Limestone 134N 96E  (8 -9 . 1 1 4
14334 Core Reduc Chert 1 4 4 N 1 0 :E (8 -9 ) 2 1 6
14334 Core Reduc Chen 1 4 4 N 1 0 2 E (8 -9 ) 2 1 6
14334 Core Reduc Chen 1 4 4 N 1 0 2 E (8 -9 i 2 1 6
14334 Core Reduc C hen 1 4 4 .M 0 2 E 2 1 6
14334 Shatter C hen 1 4 4 .M 0 2 E 2 1 6
14334 Shatter C hen 144N1Ü2E 2 1 6
14334 Pressure Chen 144N 102E 2 1 ■’
1-1334 Pressure Chen 144N 102E 2 1 -
14334 Bifac. Thin Chen 144N 102E 2 1 ■’
14335 Core Reduc Limestone 144N 102E 2 1
14335 Decort. Limestone 144N 102E 2 1 4
14335 Decort. Limestone 144N1Ü2E 2 1 4
14336 Shatter C hen F 12 1 1 5
14336 Bifac. Thin. Chen F 12 1 1 6
14338 Core Reduc C hen 1.16N102E Surface 1 5
14338 Core Reduc Chen 1.16NT02E Surface 1 6
14338 Shatter Chen 1.16NK)2E Surface 1
14338 Shatter Chen 1.16N102E Surface 1 7
14339 Core Reduc Limestone 1.16N102E Surface 1 4
14339 Core Reduc Limestone 136N 102E  VV 5 Surface 5
1434(1 Core Reduc Limestone 136N 102E Surface 1 4
14.U1 Decort Limestone O U T S D  F3 1 1 5
1434: Core Reduc Chen S O L T H  F9 Surface 1 7
14344 Bifac Thin C hen 138.M Ü 2E  W  5 Surface 1 6
14345 Decort. Chen 1.16.MOOE Surface 1 4
14345 Core Reduc Chen 136N1ÜOE Surface 1 5
14,145 Decort Chen 1 3 6 M U 0 E Surface 1 6
14145 Core Reduc C hen 1 3 6 M (K )E Surface 1
14345 Core Reduc Chen 1.16M (X)E Surface 1 ■’
14346 Bifac. Thin Chen 144.M Ü 0E 1 1 4
14.146 Bifac. Thin. Chen 144N 100E 1 1 a
14346 Shatter C hen 144N 100E 1 1 4
14346 Core Reduc Chen 144N 100E 1 1 5
14346 Core Reduc Chen 144N 100E 1 1 5
14346 Shatter Chen 144N 100E 1 1 5
14346 Core Reduc Chen 144N1(X)E 1 1 5
14346 Core Reduc Chen 144N 100E 1 1 6
14346 Core Reduc Chen 144N1Ü0E 1 1 6
14346 Core Reduc C hen 144N 100E 1 1 6
14346 Core Reduc C hen 1 4 4 M 0 0 E 1 1 7
14347 Shatter C hen F13 Surface 1 4
14347 Core Reduc C hen F13 Surface 1 4
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Table 30. 42Ws 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Matenal Unit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14347 Shatter Chert F 13 Surface 1 6
14348 Core Reduc Chert 136N IÜ 2E 1 1 4
14348 Core Reduc Chert 136N 102E 1 1 3
14.149 Decort Limestone 1 3 6 .M 0 2 E 1 1 4
14330 Decort Chen E l i 2 1 4
14330 Shatter C hen F 11 2 1 4
14350 Core Reduc Chalcedony F 11 2 1 7
14350 Decort. C hen F 11
14351 Shatter C hen West o f F8 2 1 4
14351 Core Reduc C hen West o f F8 2 1 3
14351 Shatter Chen West o f F8 2 1 6
14352 Decort. Limestone West o f F8 2 1 4
14352 Core Reduc Limestone West o f F8 2 1 4
14352 Core Reduc Limestone West o f F8 2 1 4
14332 C ore Reduc Limestone West o f F8 2 1 4
14332 Decort. Limestone West o f F8 2 1 5
14353 Core Reduc C hen 1 3 0 M 0 2 E Surface 1 4
14353 C ore Reduc C hen 130N1Ü2E Surface 1 4
14333 Shatter C hen 130N 102E Surface 1 4
14333 Shatter C hen 130N 102E Surface 1 3
14333 Core Reduc C hen 130N1Ü2E Surface 1 7
14334 Decort Limestone 130 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 4
14334 Decort Limestone 130N 102E Surface 1 4
14354 Decort Limestone 130N1Ü2E Surface 1 5
14354 Core Reduc Limestone 1 3 0 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 3
14353 Core Reduc Q uanzite 134N 102E Surface 1 4
14336 C ore Reduc C hen 1 .U N 102E Surface 1 3
14336 Core Reduc C hen 134 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 3
14336 Core Reduc Chert 1 3 4 M U 2 E Surface 1 3
14336 C ore Reduc Chert 134N 102E Surface 1 3
14336 Core Reduc Chert 134N 102E Surface 1 6
14336 Shatter C hen 1 3 4 M 0 2 E Surface
14338 Shatter C hen 138N 104E Surface 1 6
14339 Core Reduc C hen 1 3 2 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 3
14339 Core Reduc C hen 1 3 2 .M 0 2 E Surface 1 3
14339 Core Reduc C hen 1 3 2 M U 2 E Surface 1 6
14360 Bifac. Thin. C hen F 11 Fill 1 4
14360 Core Reduc C hen F 11 Trench Fill 1 4
14360 Bifac. Thin. C hen F 11 Trench F ill 1 3
14360 Shatter C hen F 11 Trench Fill 1 3
14360 Core Reduc C hen F 11 Trench Fill 1 6
14360 Shatter C hen F 11 Trench F ill 1 6
14360 Shatter C hen F 11 Trench F ill 1 6
14360 Shatter C hen F 11 Trench Fill 1 7
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Table 30. 42VVs 126 Debitage Database. (Continued)
Catalog # Stage Material Unit/Feature Level Strat Qty. Size Grade
14360 Shatter Chert F  11 T  rench F ill 1 7
14361 Core Reduc Chert 1 4 0 N 9 8 E F  13 3 1 4
14363 Decort. Limestone 1 4 4 M 0 4 E Surface 1 3
14364 Decon Limestone 144N 104E Surface 1 3
14370 Decon. Limestone 1 4 8 M 0 6 E 1 1 4
14382 Decon. C hen F8 3 1 4
14385 Indeterm Quartzite 134N 96E 1 1 6
14386 Core Reduc C hen 144N 102E 2 1 4
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42WS126 Ceramic Analysis Codes 
Cat #; Zion National Park catalog number
L'nit; Feat; Level; Strat; Provenience information assigned in field.
St: Surface Treatment; P-Plain; C-Corrugated; B-Painted; S-Slipped; R-Redware; L'-Not 
determined. Codes are also used in combination.
\  f: V essel Form; B-Bowl; J-Jar.
V p: Vessel Part; R-Rim sherd; B-Body sherd; W-Worked sherd.
Re: Rim Eversion; .A-no eversion; B-slightly everted; C-more everted; D-perpendicular 
to wall; E-curved beyond perpendicular; N-cannot be determined.
Tp: Temper Percentage; percentage o f temper in relation to clay body, estimated visually.
Ta: Temper .Angularity; WR-well rounded; R-rounded; SR-subrounded; S.A-subangular; 
.A-angular; codes used in combination.
Ts: Temper Sorting; VW-ver\ well; W -well; M-moderately; P-poorly.
Tz: Temper Size; diameter o f the largest grains in millimeters.
T: Temper composition; Q-quanz; B-basalt; G-gray rock; S-sherd; O-olivine; 
combinations o f codes used; major constituents coded.
Sz: Size grade; 1-up to 5cm'; 2-6-15cm'; 3-16-50cm'; 4-51-100cm'; 5->101cm'.
Design: Design elements on painted sherds; NL-narrow line; ML-medium line; WL- 
wide line; RL-rim  line; DL-diagonal line; CT-connecting triangles along a row ; PART- 
partial design; PAR-parallel; PEND-pendant.
166
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42VV'sl26 Ceramic Analysis Codes (Continued)
Type; Types based on Colton, Thompson. Lyneis; Wares are not coded but can be 
determined from types.
Tusayan Gray Ware 
.N’CG North Creek Gray 
NCC North Creek Corrugated
Tusayan White Ware
NCBG Indeterminate black-on-gray. Virgin Series
NCBC Indeterminate black-on-gray corrugated. Virgin Series
WBG Washington Black-on-gray
SGBG St. George Black-on-gray
NBG North Creek Black-on-gray
HLBG Hildale Black-on-gray
HBG Hurricane Black-on-gray (corrugated)
PSBG Pipe Spring Black-on-gray (corrugated)
Shinarump Gray Ware
SHBW Indeterminate or not named black-on-gray 
SHBC Indeterminate or not named black-on-gray corrugated 
VBW Virgin Black-on-white 
TBW Toquerville Black-on-white
Moapa Gray Ware 
BG Boulder Gray 
.VIC Moapa Corrugated 
SMBG Slide Mountain Black-on-grav
167
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14072 144N102I-; 2 ( J B 20 SR SA M 1 00 ys 1 2 NCC
14073 144N1021-: 2 u B B 20 SA W 1 00 y 1 NI , (Ts POINT 1 NBG VI-RY WHITECl-AY 
( (JIITD BASH. NO
14074 I44NI04I-; 3 (• J B 15 SA A M l 00 o 2 l MC INDHNTAITONS, 
SAMITAR AS BASI:.
14075 I44NI041-: 3 C J B 15 SA A M 1 00 o 2 3 MC ( ORR INOHN I Hl)
14070 I44N1041-: 3 c j B 20 SA A M 1 00 y 2 3 NCC
14076 I44N104I-; 3 ( J B 10 R SA M l 00 y l 3 NCC
14076 I44NI04I-: 3 ( J B 20 SA A M l 00 y 2 4 NCC
14076 144N1041-: 3 l J B 20 SA A M 1 00 ys 2 5 NCC
14077 140N1Ü2I-; ■> H B B 20 SA M 1 00 yu 1 NI., PAR 1 1 NCBG RUSTY BASAI T
14077 140N102H 1 B( S B B 20 SA M 1 00 yc. l Wl..( Ts 1 SIIBC
14078 I40N102I-; 2 P B B 20 SA A M 1 00 yu 1 4 NCG
14078 140N102H ■> P B B 20 SA A M 1 00 yB 1 11 NCG
14078 I40N1021: 1 P B R A 20 SA A M 1 00 ya 3 1 NCG 36-40C
14070 14ÜNI02H 2 ( J B 15 R SA M l 00 y t l NCC
14070 I40NI02I-; -» (' J B 20 SA A M 1 00 ys 1 3 NCC BLACK & RUSTY
14070 140N1021-: 2 (' J B 20 SA A M 1 00 y 2 1 SUC
14070 140N1021-; 2 C J B 20 SA A M 1 00 y 1 2 SUC
14080 I40NI02I-: 2 P B BW 20 SR SA M 1 00 yci 1 1 NCG GROUND (UR VI:
14081 I42NI081-; ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 2 1 SUC
14081 142NI081-; ( J R l) 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3 1 SUC
14082 142NI081-: SURI ( J B 20 R SR M 1 00 y 2 1 NCC SAMi: JAR AS 2 «Is
14082 142NI08I-: SURI ( J B 20 R SR M 1 00 y 1 2 NCC
14083 146N106I-; 1 ( J B 20 SA W 0 75 y 1 2 NCC
14084 144N106U ( J B 20 SA A M 1 00 y 2 2 N('C
14084 I44NI061-: ( J B 20 SA A M 1 00 yu T 3 NCC
14084 144N10(il-; ( J B 20 SA A M 1 00 ys 2 NCC
14085 I44NI06E P B B 20 SA A M l 00 y l 1 NCG
14086 144NlW)i; BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 CROSS IIAK 11 1 TBW SI IP BOTH
14087 I48NI06I; 1 1 ( J B 20 SA A M 1 00 y 1 1 N( C
14087 I48N1(K>I-; 1 1 (' J B 20 SA A M 1 00 ys 1 1 NCC
14088 I40N106H 1 B( B B 20 SA A M 1 00 yB 1 PART l.lNliA 1 SlIBC SI II", SIIIN WW
14080 140N1061-: 1 l J B 20 SA M 1 00 o 1 1 MC -aw
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14089 140N10()I 1 ( J H 20 SA M 1 00 y ii 1 1 NCC
14089 l40NI0(.i 1 ( J H 20 SA M 1 00 V t 1 NCC
I4(W0 I40N106I 1 1* H II 15 SA P 1 25 y 1 1 NCCi
140‘>0 140NI06I 3 l> Il II 20 SA M t 00 yB 1 1 NCG
14ŒJI I48N1061 1 ( J II 20 SA W 0 50 y 2 1 SUC NOI INDI NTI t)
I4(W2 I46NI08I SURI l J II 20 SA M 1 00 y l 1 NCC
I4(W2 I46NI08I SURI I* Il II 15 SR SA M 1 (XI y 1 1 NCG
140*14 140N10()I 4 ( 1 H 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3 5 NCC
14094 I40NKK.I 4 ( J II 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 8 NCC
140*14 140N10<il 4 ( J II 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 13 NCC
140*14 104NIC61 4 f J K l 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 T NCG 1 VI RSICIN A l I IP.
140*15 U0NK61 4 1* Il II 20 SA M 1 00 yB 3 1 NCG
14095 I40NI06J 4 l> Il II 20 SA M t 00 yu 2 2 NCC.
14095 140NI66I 4 I* Il II 20 SA M 1 00 yu 1 5 NCG
140*15 I40NI06I 4 f Il R A 20 SA M l 00 y s 3 1 NCG S l.ll"
140*15 I40NI0(.I 4 l> J 11 20 SA M 1 00 y u 3 1 NCG
140*15 I40NI06I 4 1> J 11 20 SA M 1 00 i^ i ■> 1 NCG
140*15 I4ÜNI(K.I 4 l> J II 20 SA M 1 00 y 2 2 NCG
140*15 140NI06I 4 P J R A 20 SA M 1 00 y 1 t NCG
14096 l04NI06t 4 IIS Il II 15 WR W 1 00 y 3 NI., PAR 1 2 SHBW ITT, SI.IP IN I
140*17 3 1 ( J 11 20 SA M 1 00 y ■) 1 NCC
140*17 3 1 ( J II 20 SA M 1 (XI ys 1 1 NCC
140*17 3 1 ( J II 20 SA M t (XI y 1 4 NCC
140*17 3 1 P J II 20 SA M 1 00 y u 1 1 NCG
140*17 3 1 P J R N 20 SA M 1 00 (^: 1 1 NCG PRCIIIAIIt.Y
140*18 3 2 H Il H 20 SA M 1 00 y u 2 NI. 2 NCBG 1 Slll RI) BURNT
140*18
148 NI 04 H
3
N
1 H Il 11 20 SA M 1 (10 yB 1 NCBG BURNT 
I T BROWN i:XT,
140*1*1 (11 1 1 1 (■ J II 20 SA M 1 0(1 ys 2 1 SUC s i i in t t :m p i:r
14100 6 2 ( J 11 20 SA M 1 00 y u 2 1 NCC
14101 6 1 P J u 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 1 NCG
14101 6 2 P J u 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 ■> SIIP
14102 148N108I 1 ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys l 2 NCC
14103 I48NI08I 1 P J B 20 SR SA M 1 0(1 y 3 1 NCG
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I4t03 148NI081-: 1 P J B 20 SR SA M 1 00 y 1 1 NCC
14103 I48NI08H 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1
SIRAtClII
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St IP BOT H. SAMI:
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14106 t36N*>4h 1 ( J B 20 SA A M 1 00 o 3 2 M('
I4I0C> l36N‘>4t; 1 C J t< 20 SA M 1 00 yB I 1 NCC
14106 I36N*14I: 1 (■ J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 1 2 NCC
t4l06 136N*l4t: 1 ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 2 NC(
I4t06 I36N*>4H 1 (' J B 20 SA M 1 00 yc 2 2 NCC
14106 136N*)4H 1 t J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 3 2 NCC
t4l(k. I36N*141-: 1 ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3 2 SUC
14106 I36N94H 1 ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 2 Site
14106 I36N‘141-; 1 ( J R f 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3 1 SUC
14107 136N‘)4H 1 P B B 20 SA M 1 00 ya 1 7 NCC
14107 I36N*)4H 1 P B R A 20 SA M 1 00 yc. 1 1 NCC CIS soin .R  R(K K
14107 t36N*)4H 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yc 1 2 NCC C IS SOI I I R R(X K
14107 I36N‘)4H 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 2 2 NCC
14107 I36N94K 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 3 3 NCC.
Î4I07 136N*)4h 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 5 NCC
14107 I36N*14K 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 1 6 NCC
14t07 l36N‘14t-; 1 P J R t) 20 SA M 1 00 yB T 1 NCC
t4l07 I36N*14I-: 1 P J R N 20 SA M t 00 ys 1 l NCC
I4IÜK 7 lit.t. ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3 1 SUC
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14145 I46N102I-: -) P J B 20 SA M 1 00 Q 1 2 NCG
14145 146NI02I-; 2 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 gs 1 3 NC(i
14145 I46NI02I-: 2 P J B 20 SA M t 00 Q 2 3 NC(i
14145 I46NI02I-; 2 P J R A 20 SA M 1 00 gs 2 1 NCG
14146 I46NI02I; 2 (' J B 20 R SA M 1 00 gs 2 2 SIK
14146 I46NI02H 2 ( J B 20 R SA M 1 00 gs 3 3 SUC
14146 I46NI021-: 2 c J B 20 R SA M 1 00 gs l 4 SUC
14147 I34N96/94I-; 1 R B B 20 SA-A W 0 50 y 1 1 KR TixYy. soMi:
14148 I34N96/94I: I P B B 20 SA M 1 00 QB 2 1 XCO
14148 134X96/941- t P B B 20 SA M t 00 QB 1 4 NCC
14148 134X96/941= I P B B 20 SA M 1 00 y 1 4 NCG
14148 134X96/941: 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 1 NCG
14148 134X96/941= 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 2 1 NCG
14148 134X96/941= 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 .3 NCG
14148 134X96/941= 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 2 4 NCG
14148 134X96/941-: 1 P J B 20 SA M t 00 y 1 4 NCG
14148 134X96/941= 1 P B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 1 SIIP
14148 134X96/941= 1 P B R A 20 SA M 1 00 ys 2 1 SIIP
14148 134X96/941= 1 P J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 t SIIP
14149 134X96/941= 1 BS B B 20 SA A M I 00 y-s .! 2 N ZKiZAU l SHBW URI O RHDDISH
14149 134X96/941: 1 BS B B 20 SA A M 1 00 y 1 1 At)l t) Xt. 1 SHBW
14149 134X96/941: 1 BS B B 20 R SA M 1 00 ys l 2 PAR Xl-s 1 SHBW
14150 I34X9W94I: 1 ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 2 t SUC
14150 134X96/941= 1 (' J B 20 SA M 1 00 gs 1 6 SIK
I4I5I 9 l=t.{K)R P B B 20 SA M 1 00 yu 1 1 NCG
14151 9 U.OOR P B R A 20 SA M 1 00 yB •) 1 NCG
14I5I 9 ll.OOR P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 4 2 NCG Gt.OB JAR NORIM.
14151 9 1=1.OOR P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 3 5 NCG SAMI-dl.OB JAR
14151 9 l=i.(K)R P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 2 5 NCG SAMi: GI.OB JAR
14151 9 l=t.(X)R P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 6 NCG SAMI-: GI.OB JAR
14151 9 U.(K)R P J B 20 SA M t 00 ys t 1 SIIP
14152 144X1021= 2 B B B 20 SA M t 00 y 1 NI.. PAR NI 1 NCBG
14153 I44NI02K 2 ( J B 20 SA M t 00 o 1 1 MC
14153 144X1021-: 2 ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 os 2 3 NCC' 00
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14191 1 ION 1021- SURF I* J B 20 R SA M 1 00 ys 1 5 SIIP
14192 1 ION 1021: SURI IIS B B 20 SA M t 00 ys 1 NI. 1 SHBW
14192 1 ION 1021: SURI IIS B R A 20 R SA M 1 00 y 1 1 NRl., 2 PAR NI. 1 SHBW
14192 1 ION 1021: SURF HS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 l ROSS IIAK II 1 IBW
14192 150N102I: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 2 NI. 1 IBW
I4I9T 1.UN 1021: SURF r J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 2 NC(i
14191 1 UN 1021: SURF 1' J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 1 2 N( (1
14191 1 UN 1021: SURF P J B 20 SA M t 00 yB 1 28 NCG
14194 1 UN 1021: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 NI. A lTACH TRl 1 SHBW
14194 154N102I: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 NI.. PAR 1 1 SHBW
14194 1 UN 1021: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 NI. 1 SHBW
14194 1 UN 1021: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 C ROSS IIAK II 1 TBW
14195 1 UN 1021: SURF ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 2 SIK Vtl SIH:Rt)T
14195 l54N102t: SURF (.' J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 17 SH(’ VITSHHRDT
14195 1 UN 1021: SURF ( J R ( 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 SIK 28-.30C
14196 158N104I: SURF (' J B 20 SA M t 00 ys 2 NCC
14196 158N1041: SURF C J B 20 SA M 1 00 ys 1 4 N((
14197 158N1041: SURF P J B 20 SA M 1 00 y t 1 NCO
14197 138N1041-: SURF P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 3 NCC
14198 138N104i: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 (NONF) 1 SHBW
St.lDi: M I N
14198 138N104I: SURF B B B 20 SA P 1 25 o t ( ROSS IIAK 11 1 SMBG BG/MOAPA SFRIFS
14198 138N1041: SURF BS B B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 TRI UPS 1 VBW
14199 132N102I: SURF P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yii 1 NCG
14199 132N102I: SURF P J B 20 SA M 1 00 y 1 2 NCG
14199 132NI021: SURF P J B 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 5 NCG
14199 132N102I: SURF P J R N 20 SA M 1 00 yB 1 2 NCG III
14200 132N102I: SURF ( J B 20 SA M 1 00 y s 1 7 SIK
SlRAlGin SIDI
14200 132N102I: SURF ( J R 1) 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3 1 SIK (O RR FOI VRI M.
14200 132NI02I: SURF C J R ( 20 SA M 1 00 ys 3
2 BANDS ( ROSS
1 SIK
14201 132N102I: SURF BS B R A 20 SA W 1 00 os 1 IIAK II PAR K) 1 IBW SAMI: BOWI.
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ZION NATIONAL PARK
Springdale, Utah 84767
The Watchman Site
Slorave ctsi twhi n x m s  used fo r storm y foo d  items.
The Watchman Site, 42Ws126, is an Ancestral Puebloan archaeological site which contains the 
remains of several food storage structures As you enjoy and learn more about these features, 
please respect the past inhabitants of Zion Canyon and look without touching If  you find 
artifacts on the ground, please leave them just as you found them
Ancestral Puebloans at the Watchman Site
The people who utilized this site were the 
Ancestral Puebloans (formerly called the Virgin 
Anasa/i). These groups lived along the Virgin 
River, and were the westernmost branch of
stones and stone tools for food 
processing. Manos, or handstones, were 
used to grind food items such as seeds 
on metates, or grinding slabs Whole
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The Watchman Site, 42Wsl26, is an Ancestral Puebloan archaeological site which contains the 
remains of several food storage structures As you enjoy and learn more about these features, 
please respect the past inhabitants of Zion Canyon and look without touching If  you find 
artifacts on the ground, please leave them just as you found them
Ancestral Puebloans at the Watchman Site
The people who utilized this site were the 
Ancestral Puebloans (formerly called the Virgin 
Anasazi). These groups lived along the Virgin 
River, and were the westernmost branch of 
those populations that occupied the Four 
Comers region of Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, 
and Arizona from at least A D 1 to A D 1300 
The Ancestral Puebloans did not live at the 
Watchman Site, but stored and processed food 
here In 2000, excavations identified the 
remains of five storage rooms and cists, four of 
which are uncovered here. These rooms and 
cists were made using slabs of sandstone and 
limestone for floors and walls, typical of storage 
and habitation architecture at many sites in the 
region Archaeologists also found ground
stones and stone tools for food 
processing Manos, or handstones, were 
used to grind food items such as seeds 
on metates, or grinding slabs Whole 
grains were likely ground into flour or 
meal Fifteen ground stone artifacts 
were found during excavations, but none 
of them were heavily used. Food 
processing was not an intensive activity. 
936 ceramic sherds from jars, produced 
locally, were used to store the food. It is 
likely that whole seeds and grains were 
stored, as opposed to flour or meal.
Most of the ceramics were produced 
locally, and not traded in.
( . i n i K t i n y  s l i c k  u s e d f u r  p r i K  e s s i i i f ;  f i H i d . M u n o ,  o r  h a n d \ l u i w ,  u s e d  l u  p r iK - e s s  f u n d .
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Scientists dated charcoal recovered from this 
site to two occupations: the first, from A D 
700-1010, and the second, from A D 1010- 
1300 These dates were supported by the 
architecture and the ceramic sherds found in and
Ancestral Puebloans in Zion National Park
There are no known habitation sites in Zion Canyon 
along the North Fork of the Virgin River. Most 
architectural remains in Zion Canyon consist of 
storage cists, granaries, or simple rock alignments 
However, there are habitation structures along the 
East Fork of the Virgin River, in Parunuweap 
Canyon. Sites in Parunuweap are more elaborate, 
and include pithouses, or habitation structures 
We do not know if the Ancestral Puebloans chose to 
live only in Parunuweap Canyon, but we do know 
that unpredictable floods in both canyons may have 
washed away sites that were located along the 
tioodplains. The Watchman Site provides the best 
and strongest evidence for habitation in Zion 
Canyon during two periods of prehistory from 
A D. 700-1300
around the cists Earlier storage cists 
were generally unattached and circular, 
while later storage rooms were attached 
and often rectangular Both of these 
types are evident at this site
Z I O N  
N A T I O N A L  
P A R K  I
< ---------
East Furk
/h t.\ m ap  shows the N o rth  F o rk  a n d  the /ù is i 
f-ork o j  the I 'lry in  K is tr . Mn/> vou rifsy  N l'S
Preserve the Past
Why was the Watchman Site excavated? As 
part of a public outreach program, high school 
students and their teachers participated in a 
three-week excavation with archaeologists from 
the Desert Research Institute, where they gained 
hands-on field experience In addition, they 
wanted to test the idea that this site was used for 
small-scale, short-term food storage and 
processing Over the years, illegal collection of
artifacts bv Inntcrs hac «ka —
potential from this site. Excavations 
helped archaeologists learn from the 
remaining artifacts and architecture 
before it was too late. Please help to 
preserve these past lifeways and refrain 
from trampling on the structures and 
handling any artifacts that may remain. 
Stay on the established trail and notify a 
ranger if you notice anything unusual.
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Preserve the Past
Why was the Watchman Site excavated ? As 
part of a public outreach program, high school 
students and their teachers participated in a 
three-week excavation with archaeologists from 
the Desert Research Institute, where they gained 
hands-on field experience In addition, they 
wanted to test the idea that this site was used for 
small-scale, short-term food storage and 
processing Over the years, illegal collection of 
artifacts by looters has disturbed the information
potential from this site Excavations 
helped archaeologists learn from the 
remaining artifacts and architecture 
before it was too late. Please help to 
preserve these past lifeways and refrain 
from trampling on the structures and 
handling any artifacts that may remain 
Stay on the established trail and notify a 
ranger if you notice anything unusual.
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There are several ways to learn more about the 
archaeology of the Ancestral Puebloans and the other 
prehistoric and historic groups in Zion National Park 
and nearby areas. Zion's Human History Museum 
offers displays on the prehistoric people of Zion 
Canyon. The Visitor’s Center has information on 
Petroglyph Canyon and Southgate, two easily 
accessible rock art sites in the park The Red ClitTs 
Site, an Ancestral Puebloan archaeological site near 
Hurricane, Utah, contains many original, stabilized 
storage structures. The Lost City Museum in 
Overton, Nevada, has displays and artifacts Irom 
the Archaic period, the Ancestral Puebloans, and 
the Southern Paiute It also has several 
reconstructed Puebloan pithouses.
I ' h i s  c i r c u l a r  s t o r a g e  c i s t  a t  t h e  W a t c h m a n  
S i t e  w a s  u s e d  f o r  s t o r i n g  f o o d ,  b e t w e e n  A . D .  
WO-IOW.
< 're a te d  h \  S u z a n m  h d k e iu c i.  I  S I  \ ‘ D e p a r tm e n t o f  
.imhrnpttlo^
Figure 16 Proposed Interpretive 
Brochure
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